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Introduction
HISTORY IS FILLED WITH examples of new weapons and technologies that
have revolutionized warfare. Man’s introduction of gunpowder, the airplane,
and other discoveries have changed the nature of warfare forever. Ballistic
missiles have done the same since World War II. These new weapons have
provided a nation the capability to bypass the battlefield and hit a capital city
or strategic target with relative impunity. Ballistic missiles, coupled with nuclear weapons, have made profound changes to international relations, regional balances of power, and how countries think about conflict. Whole
national strategies have been devised to incorporate their effects and how a
state should treat an enemy who possesses them.
The United States and the former Soviet Union developed and controlled
vast missile inventories that threatened mutual annihilation all within thirty
minutes. Fortunately, these weapons were never used, but their legacy continues to haunt the world. The cold war ended with the United States and
countries from the former Soviet Union trying to disarm their strategic nuclear force. However, these delivery systems have found new lives among nations wishing to influence regional and global rivals. Today, one can see these
weapon systems and others in North Korean and Iranian arsenals. Some
countries have acquired ballistic missiles to expand their ability to hit only
battlefield targets and treat them as mere extensions of field artillery. Others
have sought them as a way to counter an existing threat that they could not
counter with conventional weapons. These weapons also offer a path to expand technologies to allow for space launches or a means to demonstrate national pride. Ballistic missile development and deployment offer a wide range
of ways to enhance a country’s military, political, and economic capabilities.
For many nations, the introduction of ballistic missiles by a regional rival
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or foe has sparked an almost instant panic and movement to counter this
threat. As in the cold war, nations have rushed to build rival systems, create
a capability or policy to counter the threat, or press for negotiations to stop
or remove the threat. Some of these fears are legitimate, while others are mere
rhetoric. This book explains many questions and issues concerning these delivery vehicles. It explores how they work, their use, and their impact in war
and peace. Specially, the book examines how the systems and components operate. Understanding how these weapons work provides the reader an awareness of the technical challenges that scientists and engineers had to overcome.
Next, several case studies are presented to illustrate how nations have used
and developed these systems. The case studies include the Germans’ use of
the V-2 in World War II, the United States’ development of ballistic missiles,
the Cuban Missile Crisis, and Iraq’s conflicts with Iran and the 1991 Persian
Gulf War. Additionally, this study examines how the United States’ nuclear
strategy developed with the introduction of these systems. The book also investigates today’s proliferation of ballistic missiles. This study presents the
reader a summary review of nations that pose the biggest threats to the United
States or its interests. Finally, the book ties the effects that technology had on
several key national and military security topics. New technology changed
warfare concepts, national strategy, and organizations and helped introduce
a new military field, space, during this period.
Today the spread of technology through instant information, globalization, shifting international and political interests, the rise of regional rivalries,
and other factors have contributed greatly to ballistic missile proliferation. In
many cases, this proliferation has complicated the national strategies and security of countries from the United States to China. Nations that have little
to lose from an attack that includes conventional weapons or weapons of mass
destruction may find ballistic missiles a way to stay in power. Nuclear weapons
also provide a relatively inexpensive way to maintain a military advantage over
foes. Demystifying the process of building nuclear weapons and their delivery systems has increased the fear that nuclear weapons will be used. Instead
of relying on conventional forces to win wars, states today can use ballistic
missiles to immediately attack cities, economic targets, or targets deep in an
enemy’s territory and create tremendous devastation. These new delivery systems have complicated national security policy and defense planning.
The leaders of nations that have a nuclear capability might contemplate
actions they never considered before. If both sides in a confrontation have the
ability to release nuclear weapons, then one side might want to use those systems to disarm its opponent first. Because defenses against these types of
weapons are not widely available, a nation’s military capabilities, cities, capital, and infrastructure are inviting targets in an enemy’s gun sight, and if at-
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tacked, their destruction would be certain. Relatively fragile or unstable countries that possess these weapons are vulnerable to terrorist or revolutionary
attacks and may become susceptible to control by radical groups. Such groups
might not be influenced by international diplomacy or internal government
mechanisms to control the release of chemical or nuclear warheads. This situation could provide a radical group the instant capability to create massive
destruction against its neighbors or other nations.
Ballistic missiles today offer countries a way to equalize disparate military
capabilities that may have taken great time and expense to create comparable
conventional capabilities. Now, any country that possesses the willingness, resources, and access to obtain these weapon systems can join a growing club
of nations that have deployed them. Some states might desire a single missile
armed with one nuclear device as an insurance policy against a foe. This
weapon might ensure that the country is not invaded or attacked. The rival’s
expensive conventional forces might become obsolete and its national leadership might become hostage to a potential nuclear attack. The United States
faces problems with nations such as North Korea and Iran that may have such
capability. The United States and its regional allies could be blackmailed by
countries that have a limited number of nuclear weapons. In the case of Iran,
for example, Washington or London might now be in danger along with
Jerusalem.
Ballistic missiles caused a profound change in the world during the post–
World War II era. In the cold war these delivery vehicles affected economic,
political, military, and social policies that have shaped today’s world and the
world we will inhabit in the future. Balances of power, defense spending, intergovernmental relations, and a host of issues surrounded the advent of the
nuclear age. The nuclear arms race between the United States and the Soviet
Union dominated relations between them and with other countries around
the world. Some of the systems involved in the arms race resulted from a dedicated effort to build advanced weapons, others by unintended discoveries. In
many cases, these changes were caused by the growth of technology or ways
to counter new systems. Ballistic missiles were merely the result of scientific
and engineering efforts to understand and improve a way to deliver a weapon.
Small, incremental steps aided this development. These technological changes
created improved capabilities, some unforeseen, which spurred nuclear
weapons to prominence over other devices. Unexpected changes to a rival’s
military technology forced rapid changes in force structure and national policy.
Technological progress was also instrumental in changing the organizational structure of the military. The U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Navy experienced modifications to their roles and missions after the introduction of
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ballistic missiles. For the air force, these weapons reinforced its assumed role
of providing the premiere strategic nuclear retaliatory force to guard the nation against a surprise Soviet attack. These capabilities cemented the air force’s
belief in strategic bombardment that seemed like a natural extension of its
World War II role. Despite the use of tactical aircraft to support close air support missions to aid ground forces and attacking an enemy’s ability to support ground operations, strategic bombardment and nuclear weapons created
a new set of ideas for military leaders to consider. Nuclear weapons became
a cheap source of security because they could destroy an enemy’s society and
ability to conduct war.
The navy extended its missions beyond the control of the seas by creating
a mobile ballistic missile force. Submarines armed with these systems allowed
the navy to expand its power projection from the seas into the enemy’s heartland. The navy now had the capability to strike targets at sea, in the air, and
further inland to fight the nation’s wars. Ballistic missiles also allowed the navy
to justify nuclear propulsion that would extend their reach and capability to
maintain a fleet at sea. Like the air force, the navy found ways to extend its
organization’s roles and missions through these new capabilities and technology.
Ballistic missiles also gave the nation a push into a new realm, space. Advanced delivery vehicles gave the nation an ability to launch satellites and later
expand the manned space programs. Nuclear weapons also forced the military to find better and faster means to detect enemy activities. This created
an urgent need for early warning, intelligence, and command and control capabilities that would come from space. Today, space has dominated many aspects of military operations that range from nuclear warfare to peacekeeping
operations.
There is an extensive literature about ballistic missiles. This work attempts
to only introduce the general reader to many of the main concerns and subjects concerning them. For example, the question about nuclear arms control
can take volumes. This introduction to the essential components of arms control should give the reader an appreciation of the instruments available to national leaders and diplomats for limiting potential weapons proliferation.
Issues such as missile defense have become key elements of our national security. Understanding types of missile defense on the national and theater levels can shape opinion and public policy.
My hope is that readers will come away from this book with an appreciation of why ballistic missiles had such an important role in history and why
these weapons will continue to affect international events and relations for
the foreseeable future. As technology spreads, nations that could at one time
only dream of creating a nuclear force will be able to do so, albeit with some
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effort, and use them to enhance their security or threaten regional or international powers. The development of nuclear weapons and one of their main
delivery systems, the ballistic missile, was once the province of major powers
that could afford vast sums to produce such weapons. Today, powerful chemical, biological, chemical, radiological, and high explosive devices can also give
a country the ability to cause mass casualties and destruction on an enemy.
Nations that might seem unstable may claim to have a wholly rational reason
to bring these weapons into their inventories. These systems have become
widely available in black markets and through internal promotion. Given the
deadly nature of ballistic missile systems and increased tensions among nations willing to use these devices, the United States and the world may one
day face conflicts of potentially horrendous destruction that will not be limited to a particular region.

1
Ballistic Missile
Fundamentals: How Ballistic
Missiles Work
MISSILES ARE USED TODAY to deliver a variety of weapons to a target. Not
all missiles are ballistic ones. Depending on the factors that affect the flight
of a projectile, it can have ballistic characteristics. For example, bullets may
have ballistic characteristics. After leaving a rifle barrel, a bullet relies initially
on the force created by expanding gases from its gunpowder charge to propel it from the weapon. Once that force dissipates, gravity pulls the bullet
toward the ground and atmospheric friction will slow its initial speed. A ballistic missile is guided during a powered flight and increases velocity during
its flight, unlike a bullet, and becomes subject to an unguided flight or trajectory influenced only through gravity and atmospheric drag. This vehicle
then relies on gravitational force to influence its path and impact on a target.
A ballistic missile uses its internal rocket engine or motor to create initial velocity and direction of a body in motion to attain sufficient altitude, distance,
and direction to a target. Once this is achieved and the rocket stops operating, either for lack of fuel or by design, then it relies on the earth’s gravity to
influence its flight path. Conversely, some missiles or projectiles might continuously use their own power to guide them to their destinations. Air-to-air
missiles that require constant corrections and high speed may need to use
their internal power source up to the interception point of their intended targets. The air-to-air missile uses powered flight throughout its use. This type
of flight is not ballistic.
Ballistic missile launches can occur over several mediums. Most countries
that operate these systems normally do so from land-based facilities that include fixed locations or on mobile transporters. Fixed sites can be in underground silos or surface launch support facilities. Mobile transporters can
range from sophisticated tracked vehicles to a truck with sufficient launch
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railings. Nations also deploy these weapons as submarine launched ballistic
missiles (SLBMs) or can place them on surface ships. The United States experimented with launching these devices from aircraft.
One can distinguish classes of ballistic missiles through their ranges. The
first is the short-range ballistic missile (SRBM) that strikes targets at less than
1,000 kilometers (620 miles). Next is the medium-range ballistic missile
(MRBM) that has a range between 1,000 and 3,000 kilometers (620 to 1,860
miles). The intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM) is defined as having
a range from 3,000 to 5,500 kilometers (1,860 to 3,410 miles). The longestrange ballistic missile is the intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) that can
attack targets at greater than 5,500 kilometers away from its launch site, normally from a land-based site.

BALLISTIC MISSILE PHASES
A ballistic missile follows three distinct flight phases as it moves from its
launch point toward its intended target. These phases require particular capabilities and systems for the missile to successfully pass from one phase to
the next. Each phase’s duration depends on the intended range to the target.
These phases also help define when systems are vulnerable to particular defensive action. Countries can launch them with variations in their flight path
such as a depressed or lower than normal trajectory that may reduce its range
but also not allow it to enter space where it would be subject to detection and
interception. The following description illustrates the typical ICBM flight
path.
The first activity is the boost phase. This phase begins when the rocket engines or motors of the missile ignite and ends at the conclusion of powered
flight. The ballistic missile’s rocket engine or motors must provide sufficient
propulsion to lift off from a launch site. The missile’s propulsion system needs
to push the entire vehicle from the earth’s surface or from its sea base, if
launched from a submarine, to a point where it can escape gravity. A missile’s
flight path, once the missile is launched, will not always appear to be perfectly
vertical from the missile’s launch site. Onboard computers will direct the missile to make certain movements to align itself to reach a particular trajectory
or flight path. These preprogrammed movements help ensure that the vehicle’s flight path to a target bearing has the correct azimuth, or angular direction to a target. The missile continues to use powered flight at very high
altitudes including an entry into space.
If the ballistic missile has several stages, or missile segments, in its propulsion system, it starts to separate these stages once their propellants are used
up or when the missile reaches a particular altitude. The vehicle’s sensor will
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send a signal to a computer when the rocket engines or motors near completion of propellants in a stage. The computer generates the command to
end that stage’s rocket operation and separates the used stage. Using multiple stages helps accelerate the missile toward its target at a more efficient rate
than using a single rocket stage. The missile normally starts its journey with
the ignition of its first stage, which carries the entire system’s weight. Once it
reaches a preprogrammed height, the rocket shuts down and the stage is discarded. This action reduces the weight carried by the missile since the firststage rocket engine or motor and support equipment to that propulsion unit
are jettisoned. The ballistic missile is at a higher altitude, under less gravitational force and total weight, when the next stage’s rocket ignites and pushes
the vehicle to a higher altitude. Velocity increases, then decreases with each
stage separation, and then the missile accelerates again. This method moves
the vehicle along with less fuel and reduced need for larger rockets. This staging occurs until the ballistic missile is placed into the proper trajectory. If one
could view the trajectory from a point in space, the flight path would look
elliptical.
These activities last from 180 to 320 seconds, or about three to six minutes. This phase’s duration depends on the type of fuel used by the rocket engine or motor, range to the target, and acceleration of the missile in flight.
The mid-course phase begins after the last rocket stage burnout but before the delivery vehicle deploys its payload or warhead. The warhead or
weapons payload travels in space for thousands of miles at speeds of up to
four to five nautical miles per second. The payload can include a single warhead or several. The system can also carry a small unit that has defensive
countermeasures and a small propulsion system to aid placement of warheads
into proper attitude for reentry. During the mid-course phase, the missile can
reach its apogee, highest point in its flight, in less than 1,000 seconds and an
altitude of about 1,100 to 1,400 kilometers (682 to 868 miles). This phase is
the longest and can last about thirty minutes.
The terminal phase is the last action taken by the ballistic missile. The warhead reenters the earth’s atmosphere and deploys against the target. The reentry vehicles containing the vehicle’s warheads start to heat up at an altitude
of about 100 kilometers (sixty-two miles). However, this part of the missile
still travels at a fairly defined trajectory until it faces heavier layers of the atmosphere, about forty kilometers (twenty-five miles), where aerodynamic
drag and gravity can affect its landing. This phase lasts about 2,000 seconds
or more.
Each of the phases poses challenges to a rocket engineer or missile designer
to ensure the ballistic missile can accomplish its mission. Several factors can
affect the missile’s ability to move it into a proper flight path. Although not
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the singular concern of engineers and designers, it was one of the largest challenges to early missile efforts to reach a proper flight path. These particular
phases also determine how a missile defense might attempt to destroy or disable incoming ballistic missiles in an attack.

MISSILE COMPONENTS AND SUBSYSTEMS
A missile requires the integration of complex systems to work in concert
to achieve maximum results. Any one component that fails or does not perform to specification can degrade its performance.
Missiles rely on several components or subsystems that allow them to operate. Missiles have several common components that include an airframe,
propulsion system, guidance systems, control surfaces, and most important,
a payload or warhead. Additionally, an integral part of the missile system includes a support infrastructure to operate and maintain the weapon. This includes launch sites, maintenance, and operating crews. However, the main
focus is the missile itself. The size and type of missile used for a particular
mission may depend on the intended target; what range is required to deliver
the weapon; selected delivery method; and how crews will launch the weapon.
A ballistic missile’s airframe provides a chassis to assemble flight components in a single system. Additionally, the airframe helps to support and protect many critical and delicate components while the missile is in flight. The
shape of the airframe also influences the flight path and performance of the
missile during flight. One of the most critical factors that influence the size
and shape of the airframe is the propulsion system that includes the number
of rocket engines or motors, the type and quantity of propellant, equipment
components carried on board the missile, and number of stages used to boost
the missile in flight.
Missiles generally have two types of propulsion systems based on the type
of fuel: liquid or solid. Rockets that use solid fuel propellants are normally
called motors, while liquid fueled systems are engines. Each system has benefits and drawbacks that affect their use, storage, and performance and the cost
to operate and maintain them. Each system has some commonality such as
the requirement to supply fuel or propellant and a means to provide oxygen
to enable the fuel to burn while at high altitude or in space. Propulsion systems allow the missile to produce sufficient thrust to increase the vehicle’s velocity to escape earth’s gravity. Thrust is measured in pounds. If the rocket
can deliver more thrust than the given weight of the vehicle, it will push it
into the atmosphere and escape gravity. This thrust-to-weight ratio affects the
velocity of the ballistic missile, its range, and its flight path. Thrust-to-weight
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ratio for the Space Shuttle is about 1.6, and early ICBMs had ratios of about
1.2. Depending on the missile’s propulsion system, the range or amount of
payload can vary. Increasing the missile’s thrust can improve the amount of
payload or range for the vehicle. If the missile propulsion system can deliver
sufficient thrust to the overall missile’s body weight, then it can lift more. This
efficiency can provide the benefit of less expense and more weapons payload
carried by the missile. The propulsion system is by far the heaviest system in
the missile. Normally, the fuel (and oxidizer in the case of a liquid system)
makes up 93 percent of the missile’s weight; the missile’s airframe and other
systems make up only 7 percent, of which only 3 percent is made up of the
payload.
Liquid fueled propulsion systems are the most complex and expensive ballistic missiles in service. This missile type may include a series of systems such
as the fuel and oxidizer storage, a pump system to draw the fuel and oxidizer
from storage at a high rate, a combustion chamber that mixes the fuel and
oxidizer, a nozzle to direct exhaust that produces thrust, electrical systems, an
ignition system, and a plumbing system.
Normally, a liquid fueled missile will use separate fuel and oxidizers that
mix and then burn. Oxidizers supply oxygen to burn fuel at high altitudes or
in space where oxygen is rare. Many of the current classes of fuels and oxidizers are hypergolic: once combined, they will chemically burn and not require an ignition system. For example, the United States used unsymmetrical
diethyl hydrazine and monomethyl hydrazine as a fuel and nitrogen tetroxide as the oxidizer for its Titan II ICBMs. Other liquid fuels have included
kerosene, liquid hydrogen, and alcohol. Missile propulsion systems also used
liquid oxygen as an oxidizer. In a single-staged missile, the oxidizer tank is on
the bottom and the fuel tank rests above it to lower the missile’s center of
gravity. A missile propulsion system normally uses more oxidizer and is heavier than the fuel. The order of fuel and oxidizer is reversed in multistaged missiles to move the center of gravity higher. Some tanks are manufactured from
steel sheet, while smaller tanks may use aluminum sheet milled in a waffle
pattern as thin as .015 inch. Normally, there is a transition section between
stages in multistaged liquid fueled ballistic missiles. These transition stages
allow space between fuel or oxidizer tanks to give them insulation or to store
electrical or mechanical systems to support the propulsion system.
Many types of fuels and oxidizers tend to be highly volatile and corrosive.
The fuel and oxidizer are physically combined in the combustion chamber.
Once the fuel and oxidizer burn, exhaust gas is produced within a combustion chamber. Pressure and temperature within the combustion chamber increase from the production of exhaust gas. This gas is converted into kinetic
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energy as it is expelled from an exhaust nozzle. The escaping gas creates force
called thrust that powers the missile along its flight path. Thrust is composed
of the velocity and mass of the escaping gas.
The combustion chamber in a liquid fueled system is cylindrical. Usually,
this combustion chamber requires a large volume to allow sufficient fuel and
oxidizer to mix and burn and to allow a continual amount of combustion to
take place. Once mixed and burned, the gases escape through a thrust chamber or exhaust nozzle that concentrates the exhaust gases to increase the missile’s velocity. One can imagine the high pressure and temperatures that the
walls of the combustion chamber and the exhaust nozzle must withstand. If
the system is not cooled, metal components may melt and weaken the entire
combustion chamber or other critical sections of the propulsion system. An
innovative method used by missile designers is regenerative cooling. This process directs relatively cold liquid fuel from the front wall of the exhaust nozzle to a point above the combustion chamber. This system can run cooling
fuel through coils inside and outside the combustion chamber, exhaust chamber, and other critical areas. This process cools the system from its 5,000°F
(2,760°C) internal temperature and warms the fuel that increases its potential energy for combustion.
The amount of thrust depends on several conditions. First, the size of the
burn area for the fuel determines the amount of gas and mass created. Second, the length of time that the fuel is burned affects how long thrust is maintained. Third, the rate of fuel and oxidizer burned directly influences the
amount and temperature of the exhaust gas that affects pressure. Fourth, the
shape of the exhaust nozzle can influence the direction and concentration of
the exhaust gas.
Once a crew initiates its sequence to launch, a liquid fueled missile’s
propulsion must generate a high flow of fuel and oxidizer through its pump
system to the combustion chamber. The pump system uses an independent
power source, normally using two pumps, to move fuel and oxidizer separately through a plumbing system. The pump assembly uses an impeller, turbine wheel, and a gear train that connects the impeller and the turbine wheel.
Power for the pump system comes from a gas generator that uses fuel and oxidizer to generate high-pressure gas that drives the impellers that draw the
fluid toward a mixing area in the combustion chamber. Some fuel and oxidizer may be returned to their respective storage tanks to maintain pressurization throughout the process. This action helps improve the flow of
propellant throughout the pumping system. An initial charge or device used
to power the pump assembly can help initiate pumping action that generates
fuel and oxidizer flow to the combustion chamber and powers the pump system. The gas generator operates if fuel and oxidizer are present.

Pershing I second stage. Combustion chambers must withstand intense temperatures and pressures when the rocket motor or engine operates. This Pershing I solid fueled rocket motor illustrates a typical combination chamber that
concentrates the rocket exhaust to increase thrust. (Courtesy, Department of Defense)
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When the missile is on its flight path, it might make directional changes
from aerodynamic control surfaces like fins. However, these control systems
can slowly lose their effectiveness as the missile gains altitude. Some missiles
use exhaust vanes to deflect exhaust gas, while other missile propulsion designs use gimbaled rockets that direct the exhaust gases in a particular direction.
Another propulsion option is to combine fuel and oxidizer into a solid
mixture that burns as one. This system offers a lower-cost alternative and
avoids the storage problems, pumping, internal structure, and use of corrosive substances. The fuel and oxidizer mix is ignited and continues to burn at
a relatively constant rate, unless designs are used to modify the burn. Unlike
the liquid fueled system where the rate of burn is controlled by the pumping
rate of the fuel and oxidizer, in the solid fueled system the burn rate is adjusted by the exposed propellant surface that is ignited. The burn rate also
depends on the size and shape of the material, composition of the fuel, combustion chamber temperature, velocity of exhaust gases next to the burning
surface, quantity of fuel, and pressure. The solid fueled missile normally requires a heavier construction to withstand the higher pressures over a shorter
period of rocket motor burn than a liquid fueled system requires.
The solid fueled propulsion system includes the propellant, combustion
chamber, an ignition system, and the exhaust nozzle. The propellant is enclosed within the combustion chamber. The solid fuel propellant’s combustion chamber can be rather large relative to a liquid fueled system’s
combustion chamber. There are also devices to trap and prevent any residue
or discarded burning material from clogging the exhaust nozzle and reducing thrust. The solid fueled system uses a chemical mix that includes fuel and
oxidizer. For example, the United States’ Minuteman III uses a solid fuel based
on acrylic acid and oxidizer based on ammonia percolate and aluminum.
The solid propellant is cast as a single block. However, the cast is usually
made with a hole or indentation at the bottom called a perforation. This perforation serves as a way to control the shape of the burning surface, rate of
burn, and thrust. The perforation can take the shape of a star, rod and tube,
or other shape. These perforation shapes affect the rate and surface of the
burn area. A single perforation or star shape has a constant burn area that
will keep the thrust stable. Conversely, a multiperforated rocket motor has an
increasing rate of fuel consumption that will reduce quickly its burning surface area. The reduction in burning surface and thrust cause a decrease in exhaust gas pressure that will slow the missile down. The cast may have a hole
throughout the entire fuel system that can increase the burning surface and
several holes driven through the cast to relieve internal pressure.

Minuteman ﬁrst stage. The United States converted its land-based ICBMs from liquid to a majority solid fuel-based force.
The Minuteman’s first stage used four combustion chambers to power it into flight. (Courtesy, Department of Defense)
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A solid fueled ballistic missile has several ways to control the burning of
fuel and the thrust delivered in flight. Designers can control the rate of burn
by inhibiting the amount of area subject to ignition. Placement of a plastic
resistor or other device could slow the rate of burn, which would increase the
period of powered flight. Also, engineers could avoid casting the fuel as a solid
block and instead introduce gaps in the fuel. This action could increase or
decrease thrust during a preprogrammed flight. Another method to decrease
thrust is to employ a thrust termination system. A missile design could include forward-facing thrust units that when fired would slow the ballistic
missile. The rate of thrust reverse could stop forward momentum. Engineers
have many options to ensure a solid fueled propulsion system can deliver its
warhead.
An ignition system is used to start the fuel and oxidizer burning. An electrical system or some type of pyrotechnic device can deliver sufficient spark
to start the burning of the fuel. The igniter may have a small amount of gunpowder or other substance that initiates a spark or heating element to start
the solid propellant to burn. Once started, the solid propellant continues to
burn until all of the fuel is consumed.
The solid and liquid fueled systems operate in environments within the atmosphere or space. There are specific advantages and disadvantages to each
system. Liquid fueled ballistic missiles are complex systems that require extensive internal components to operate. They may need a long checkout sequence before launch, and fuels and oxidizers cannot be stored within the
missile for long time periods without adequate maintenance. For some systems, fuel and oxidizer must be recycled in the missile to allow for inspection
of the tanks. There are also some stringent and extensive technical and logistical requirements for the liquid fueled system. For example, if the missile is
designed to use liquid hydrogen or oxygen, that requirement forces launch
crews to keep the temperatures at −297.4°F for the oxygen and −423.04°F for
the hydrogen. Such constraints and fueling activities would make field operations difficult before liftoff and would slow the reaction time to launch a
missile. However, a control system can precisely regulate rates of fuel and oxidizer consumption to affect the flight path in liquid versus solid fueled
propulsion systems. Once a certain velocity or distance along a flight path is
achieved, a control system can turn off the pumping system and terminate all
thrust in the propulsion system.
Solid fueled systems do have some problems. The fuel casting must be
exact, because cracks or gaps may create uneven burns or structural concerns.
The system is also sensitive to environmental conditions and is fragile. Solid
fueled systems are normally less complex (they have no moving parts), are
ready to launch at an instant, and have fewer storage problems than liquid
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Minuteman in silo. Ballistic missile operations moved from above ground sites to underground silos. This Minuteman ICBM
silo provides not only environment protection, but secures the missile against a near nuclear explosion. (Courtesy, U.S. Air
Force)
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fueled systems. A solid fueled system generally has a greater acceleration rate
than liquid fueled ones. For example, the United States’ solid fueled Minuteman III ICBM has a speed of 16,000 miles (25,770 kilometers) per hour compared with the liquid fueled Titan II (now retired), the United States’ largest
liquid fueled ICBM, which has a speed of 15,000 miles (24,150 kilometers)
per hour. The solid fueled rocket motor system can deliver a high amount of
thrust for a short period of time, unless it has inhibitors or resistors embedded in the fuel. Rapid acceleration and high speed have advantages: they reduce the time in the boost phase and could make shooting down the solid
fueled ballistic missile more difficult than a liquid fueled one in its boost
phase.
An engineer can design a missile to travel a certain distance. Construction
of a missile launch site can include positioning the missile to launch at a certain angle. Maintenance crews can also maintain the proper level of liquid
fuel for flight. Still, states of nature such as the weather or human error such
as an improper initial calculation of longitude and latitude can force small
perturbations from the missile’s intended flight path. These small factors can
mean the difference between mission success and failure.
One of the most important ballistic missile elements is the guidance system that directs the ballistic missile to its target. Guidance systems allow a
missile to generate commands that correct for navigational errors and help
maneuver the missile into a corrected path to its intended target. A ballistic
missile guidance system can include some type of homing, celestial navigation, programmed maneuvers, or other method. The most common guidance
system is the all-inertial or radio-inertial guidance systems. A vehicle using
an inertial guidance system contains appropriate devices for the control and
direction of the missile internally. A radio-inertial guidance system must rely
on external information to correct flight path deviations and has internal
components. Some guidance systems now use satellite navigation or other external data, such as digital imagery.
A missile must overcome several problems that require an accurate and reliable guidance system. If the ballistic missile were launched from one point
on earth to another, the problem would be relatively easy. However, the earth
rotates and the missile must hit, in some respects, a moving target. The Coriolis Effect involves the earth’s movement that seriously affects a missile’s guidance. The missile’s guidance system must compensate for a move that is
proportional to the total flight time and also depends on the movement of
the earth at the latitude of the target. If one aims at the equator, the target
might move about 966 kilometers (600 miles) because of the earth’s rotation.
Additionally, the earth is not a perfect sphere, but is an oblate spheroid, like
a grapefruit, which affects the accuracy of the vehicle’s flight path to its tar-

Minuteman dual launch. Solid fuel-powered ICBMs like these Minuteman III missiles begin launch operations with the ignition of its first stage within its silo. A
Minuteman III launch crew controls up to ten missiles. (Courtesy, Department of
Defense)
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get. The earth bulges at its equator as it spins on its axis. The equator is about
twenty-two kilometers wider at its axis than if we measured the radius of the
earth through the poles. Another impact is centripetal force, which tends to
pull an object that moves in a circular path toward the axis of rotation. The
earth’s rotation pulls an object such as a missile toward the center of the
planet. Another factor that affects guidance is the combination of speed and
altitude that a missile must reach to attain its proper range. An engineer can
extend the vehicle’s range by increasing its altitude or speed. Combinations
and adjustments to one or both of these factors can adjust the ballistic missile’s performance.
A guidance system needs to adjust speed, altitude, direction, and other
flight characteristics. These changes require close integration of the guidance
system and any flight control systems. The guidance system must first sense
that there is a deviation between its intended and actual flight paths. The information for the missile must come from internal sensors or calculations or
from an external source, like a radio message or satellite data. Although most
missiles today use an internal guidance system, early systems sometimes relied on radio guidance. The second guidance system requirement is to transform the guidance information to an appropriate signal to activate a control
system to make the correction by using a flight control system.
The guidance system can use several devices to measure deviations from
its intended flight path. The two most common devices are gyroscopes and
accelerometers. A gyroscope is used to ensure the missile has the proper attitude. Attitude in this case is the orientation of the missile relative to its direction of motion. The motions involved in attitude are roll, pitch, and yaw.
If one can view a static missile body, then one can imagine roll as the motion
of a missile as it spins or revolves. Pitch is the movement of the missile’s nose
as it moves up or down. Yaw involves change of sideways direction or turn
left or right. The roll, pitch, and yaw movements help stabilize the ballistic
missile. The guidance system must ensure that the speed, staging, and other
actions take into account these movements that affect guidance system measures. Gyroscopes help determine the effect of these actions. Normally, a gyroscope uses the earth’s gravity as reference. Information may include angular
reference directions based on the earth’s spinning mass.
The gyroscope helps the missile guidance systems in flight to assume the
proper attitude and direction by keeping guidance instruments in proper
alignment on a stable platform. The gyroscope contains an accurate, balanced
rotor system that allows it to move in any direction about its center of gravity at a very high speed. The device maintains gyroscopic inertia or rigidity.
The gyroscope resists or compensates for forces that displace rotors and other
devices in motion, like gravitational influence. Added weight or speed of the
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rotor improves gyroscopic inertia. If a gyroscope, a spinning mass, is pointed
at a relative position and is in motion, it will continue to do so unless acted
upon by an outside force. If one mounts the gyroscope on gimbals, it will appear that the gyroscope is moving, but it is really fixed. If the gyroscope continues to point at the initial reference point, this can help create conditions
where a system can measure deviations from a planned position for a missile
from its actual one. This characteristic can help stabilize a platform to keep
its position so that devices that measure position or velocity, like an accelerometer, stay in alignment and add to the precision of the missile’s alignment.
Second, a gyroscope is affected by precession. Movement may affect the
rate or direction of the gyroscope’s spin. Suppose one were to place a gyroscope on the body of a missile. As the ballistic missile rotates or spins through
its flight path, the force can affect the spinning gyroscope. The gyroscope will
react by spinning about its axis at 90° away from the direction of the force
that is acting upon it. Measuring the amount of precession, one can determine the amount and direction of the missile’s rotation. This information can
help calculate the missile’s attitude.
The second common device for the guidance system is an accelerometer
that calculates the missile’s acceleration (the rate of change in velocity over
time) and combines a clock to determine the distance that the missile has
traveled. These activities allow a computer to find the differences between
what its programmed values for the flight should be and its actual values.
The accelerometer’s measurements can also help determine whether the missile is on or off course. The accelerometer, with help from the gyroscope,
creates sufficient data to uncover the missile’s true direction and nongravitational acceleration.
Different forces that act upon the ballistic missile can affect its acceleration. This can include the rocket operations, control systems, or the effect of
gravity. The accelerometer takes time signals and can calculate velocity and
ultimately the distance traveled by the missile. A missile can use three different direction values: vertical, lateral, and target. This may require three accelerometers and an integrating computer to calculate the appropriate speed,
direction, and position of the ballistic missile in flight.
The gyroscope, accelerometers, a stable platform for the instruments, and
other support instrumentation make up the guidance system that allows the
ballistic missile to navigate through its flight path. This system directs the path
of the missile based on sensed acceleration and other data given a coordinate
system or reference measured solely within the vehicle. The accelerometers
and gyroscopes work entirely on the laws of classical motion and gravitation
from Newtonian physics. An inertial measurement unit, a part of this guid-
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ance system, is a specific platform that gyroscopes stabilize, which allows
mounted accelerometers to make their measurements and calculations.
A guidance system creates conditions within the missile to accurately determine where it is relative to a referenced coordinate. This referenced position, if seen from afar, would appear to be fixed in terms of a reference point
such as a star. Although stars are in motion, their relative distance from the
ballistic missile makes them seem fixed and thus good reference points for coordinates. The guidance system is one of the most critical missile systems. If
a nation wants to deliver a weapon against a target, it can use a very large
weapon to ensure its destruction, given an inaccurate delivery, or it can use a
relatively smaller weapon that employs a precisely aimed missile. Nations
using a less accurate missile, through its guidance system, may have to use
more expensive, large propulsion systems to move the larger weapon to its
target.
Radio-inertial guidance systems still serve as an option. These systems rely
on commands provided outside the missile’s internal systems. This control
arrangement includes a two-way communications scheme and a ground station. This radio-inertial guidance system includes a control point (ground,
sea, air, or in the future, space) that tracks the missile’s powered flight and determines if it is on the correct path. The control point then sends out commands via a radio link or other signal to the missile to correct any problems.
The missile can then signal back to the control point that it made the corrections. This control system uses a combination of external signals and internal control systems. Radio-inertial guidance systems have some deficiencies
such as range. A radio signal may not have sufficient strength to communicate with the missile, or a country’s ability to determine flight path deviations
may have constraints. The guidance system may require many ground stations depending on the distance the missile must travel. Additionally, the signal may be jammed, or other interference problems may affect the command
links between the missile and the control point. Depending on where targets
are located and the extent of territory controlled, the use of ground-based
control or signal systems may have severe limits.
Unlike the all-inertial guidance system, a missile using radio-inertial guidance has other problems as well. Radio-inertial guidance relies on a complex
interrelationship between radio and radar signals. Surface or airborne assets
must continually monitor the missile and provide data to computers to interpret signals. These support programs are costly and subject to attack. Problems such as weather or readiness concerns, other than enemy jamming or
attacks, could degrade the ability of the nation to launch a ballistic missile
strike. An enemy could also send the wrong signals to incoming missiles that
could explode the ballistic missile prematurely or send it to a different target.
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Inertial guidance programmed ballistic missiles do not rely on such an extensive system.
If a targeted nation does not have a space-based radar system or other
means to detect a ballistic missile launch, it might use a radio-inertial guided
missile force against an opponent. Because the radio-inertial guided ballistic
missiles must use radar, radio, and other signals, those signals may provide a
warning to a potential foe. Unless a country routinely sends false messages to
confuse a potential enemy, those signals use certain frequencies, and the level
of activity may signal a change in an enemy’s posture to launch an attack.
Countries that only use this method for early warning may launch their ballistic missiles or aircraft in response, even if the other nation is merely undergoing an exercise or test of its ballistic missile force.
The destruction of ground stations by commandos or an air attack can instantly disable a ballistic missile program. An expensive ballistic missile program that relies on a single ground or radar control station program is subject
to a critical weakness. An opponent might not require a ballistic missile as a
counterweight, just an effective means to attack the missile’s ground control
element. All-inertial-guided ballistic missiles can operate regardless of
whether ground stations or any other facilities exist after their launch.
An alternative guidance system may involve taking navigational references
from relatively fixed sites. Celestial navigation by the stars or signals from a
satellite, like the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites, or other space
navigational systems like the European Space Agency’s Galileo or Russia’s
GLOSNASS program, is possible. Navigation by stars, however, may be limited by the weather until the missile reaches into space. GPS navigation is possible, but depending on the level of warfare, who is at war, and the desired
accuracy, this type of navigation may be denied. For example, a country might
want to jam GPS signals for a variety of reasons during a conflict that would
render a host of systems inoperable, including this type of missile guidance
system. Another technique involves a guidance system using radar or digital
images and comparing them to a preprogrammed path. This method can result in a very accurate guidance system.
The ballistic missile’s main purpose is to deliver a weapon to its target.
That weapon must survive the stress and shock of high speed acceleration
into a flight path, transition to conditions in an atmosphere to low gravity,
and then survive a fiery reentry back to the earth’s surface. The ballistic missile’s payload can contain one warhead or reentry vehicle (RV) or several devices. To protect the RV during the initial powered flight operations, the
ballistic missile has a shroud that houses the warhead section.
An RV includes the structure that contains the warhead, arming and fusing components, and support systems. A ballistic missile carries a single or
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several RVs in a bus or post-boost vehicle. The bus may contain defensive
countermeasures (penetration aids, or penaids) or other devices such as a
small propulsion system to align the release of the weapons to different targets. Advanced buses can support improved accuracy for a ballistic missile
armed with a single RV since it can make attitude corrections with its own
propulsion system. Similarly, a bus system with sufficient propulsion units can
deliver its load of many RVs, a multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRV) system, and can move to several locations, separated by hundreds of miles, to detach an RV and let it fall to earth. Some MIRV systems
may have up to ten RVs. A control device can separate these RVs on a preprogrammed time or distance to strike their targets. Normally, the RVs separate from the post-boost vehicle before the system reaches its apogee. These
RVs can contain several types of weapons such as nuclear, chemical, high explosive, radiological, or biological devices. The speed, range, and limited defenses against ballistic missiles make them a highly effective weapon against
another state. These weapons can strike foes ranging from countries that have
huge military resources to countries that have more meager resources.
A missile’s flight path will put its RV into position where it can deliver the
weapon on target. Depending on the size and ability of the ballistic missile,
the delivery vehicle’s payload could carry a sizeable RV. Similarly, the accuracy of the missile’s guidance system can certainly determine the RV placement into its ballistic path to the surface. The RV must accomplish several
operations to successfully deliver its intended cargo. First, it must survive a
relatively hostile environment. Second, the RV needs to position itself precisely at its intended location. Third, the RV may need to use countermeasures to avoid a ballistic missile defense system. Fourth, the system needs to
deploy successfully its weapon and initiate the weapon’s burst over the target.
Designers must meet exacting requirements for precision in their extensive
criteria for RV design. Along with RV protection, the ballistic missile’s engineering must ensure that the missile also maintains minimum vehicle weight.
Extra weight requires the use of more powerful propulsion systems and larger
ballistic missiles.
The largest problem faced by RV designers is protection of the missile’s
cargo from the atmospheric reentry heat. An RV faces tremendous heating as
it returns to the atmosphere from its flight path, starting several kilometers
above the earth’s surface, which may last for several minutes. The most intense heating can last over a minute. The RV’s external temperatures can reach
about 15,000°F, which will melt most materials. The RV must protect sensitive internal components for the weapon to operate upon delivery by keeping those items cool during its return. Along with RV design and shape, the
internal components must have thermal insulation to protect them during
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reentry and allow them to operate in the cold of space. However, the heat
from reentry is one of the most immediate concerns. Heating from friction,
convection, and space radiation can transfer energy onto the RV and damage
components.
If the heating problem is not solved, then the warhead might vaporize in
the upper atmosphere. An RV design can take two approaches to combat atmospheric heating. The first involves treating the RV as a heat sink. This approach is one of the simplest and earliest used designs. As the RV reenters
the atmosphere, friction creates large amounts of heat. An approach to dissipate the heat is to create a large volume of a heavy metal to reduce the RV’s
temperature.
The RV’s designers would shape the device as blunt bodies that have highdrag characteristics that help protect it. The RV’s return to earth is made at
great hypersonic speeds, up to Mach 20, which create shock waves. The heat
sink’s design can help dissipate up to 90 percent of the heat energy by manipulating the impact of the shock waves. As the vehicle enters the atmosphere, shock waves can shield it from damaging thermal conditions.
Unfortunately, all heat sinks were manufactured using metals such as beryllium, steel, cast iron, or copper. These metals are heavy and add significantly
to the ballistic missile’s weight. The United States used copper heat sinks in
its early missile programs, and weight and design size thus became significant
issues. Demands for larger weapon yields also created pressure to increase the
RV size. Heat sink designs could not accommodate these requirements. This
mode of reentry had another troubling characteristic: it did not have sufficient performance to deliver its weapons with the precision required. Guidance systems did not significantly improve delivery accuracy until much later.
The second design calls for ablative materials. This approach reduces the
demands for weight and powerful rocket motors or engines to carry larger
RVs. In this approach, successive layers of material heat up and melt or burn
off. The heated, ablative material is cast off or vaporized, leaving the RV to
cool by heat transfer. Although other methods were tried, such as internal
cooling, the ablative RV system seemed the simplest and most effective. Missile engineers can use several types of materials such as pure plastics, a combination of plastics and organic or inorganic fibers, silica, carbon or graphite,
and Teflon. Teflon, used in everyday kitchenware, was a technological spinoff from the United States’ ballistic missile program. The material dissipates
heat well, a characteristic that greatly benefits the RV. The ablative approach
is one of the most commonly used today.
The RV must also create conditions that shield its weapons from these
forces and its deceleration of up to fifty times the gravitational force of being
on the surface. One of the final effects is severe vibration caused by the RV
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meeting the atmosphere. Components must have some type of cushioning
that can counter this and the aforementioned effects. The RV’s deceleration
also places a high gravitational load on the components. Delicate arming, fusing, and sensing equipment needs to have uninterrupted operating conditions
throughout this critical flight phase.
Another problem faced with atmospheric reentry is the return of aerodynamic lift effects. As the RV reenters the atmosphere, friction may cause deflections in its flight path. The RV must have some designs or approaches to
maintain its stability in flight by compensating for this deflection impact. If
not corrected, the RV’s arming and fusing for the warhead might not operate
correctly. This condition could lead to a premature detonation or prevent the
RV from functioning. To compensate for this effect, the RV might carry a sensing device to determine the proper distance and timing to arm the warhead.
One measure of a ballistic missile’s accuracy is its circular error probable
(CEP). CEP is a hypothetical calculation that uses the target as a center and
measures the radius where half of all missiles fired would fall closest to that
target. For example, early U.S. ballistic missiles, like Atlas, had a CEP of about
3.24 kilometers (about 2 miles). Accuracy has been improved so that a modern missile’s CEP is a mere fraction of the CEP of an Atlas. Today, technology
has reduced CEP to measurement in feet. These devices and approaches which
help place the RV very close to its target, require additional space and weight
that can reduce the size of warhead used in the ballistic missile.
RV designers also need to consider defensive countermeasures. The advancement of ballistic missile defenses has increased the vulnerability of these
delivery systems. Nations, if they have adequate warning, can reduce the effect of a ballistic missile attack, launch a counterattack, or shoot down enemy
missiles. The technology to determine where a missile launch took place and
the probable impact point already exists and has existed for years. Surface,
airborne, ship-based, and space-based systems can detect a ballistic missile
launch. Space-based infrared satellites can detect launches through the intense
heat plume created by exhaust gases from the rocket. Ground stations can use
radar. Similarly, a missile traversing the sky is also viewable. Nations could
warn their military forces to take precautions such as donning chemical protection suits or seeking shelter.
Nations that use ballistic missiles might do so in a preemptive or surprise
attack. These states could gamble with a decisive action to incapacitate an opposition’s leadership or military and economic strength or to destroy the population. If the attacking party can swiftly dispatch a foe, then it can use a
conventional military force to follow up the action. Adequate warning about
an imminent nuclear attack could allow sufficient time to prepare and launch
a counterattack that would be strong enough to defeat the attacker.
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Countries could avoid an attack by using an active missile defense system
to shoot down the delivery vehicles before they detonate their weapons.
Specifically designed active defensive systems can counter an attack at many
points throughout a missile’s flight paths. These defensive systems must
quickly react to a strike by determining where it was launched and how many
missiles are being used and launching a sufficient amount of antimissile interceptors. Missile defense systems during the cold war used nuclear devices
to destroy incoming warheads. Today, conventionally armed, high explosive
and kinetic vehicles can attempt to strike down RVs or ballistic missiles during their flight path. Directed energy weapons can also be used for defensive
purposes to destroy missile components in flight.
If a nation wants to ensure that its ballistic missile’s RVs can penetrate
these defenses, it can design defensive countermeasures for these systems.
There are several approaches that a country can take. These countermeasures
can range from a change in attack tactics to deliberate means to obscure an
RV’s location or identity. These countermeasures are relatively easy to modify, much more than a fixed active defense system that may not have the flexibility to adapt to changing technologies. The countermeasures include using
a simple penaid device to confuse radar, trying to jam an enemy’s surveillance
system, creating dummy warheads, or creating more warheads that will overload the active missile defense system. The missiles could deliver an RV at a
very steep angle or high speed to avoid defenses. Engineers can also design a
maneuverable RV to avoid defenses and improve accuracy.
Once the RV gets through the missile defense system, the accuracy of the
warhead in hitting its intended target becomes paramount. Depending on the
target size and type, accuracy requirements can vary. Suppose that the target
is a command and control bunker embedded in a mountainside. If the target
is not hit with precision, the warhead is wasted. Conversely, what if the target were a city or large industrial area? A missile launched into the middle of
a population center can serve the purpose of creating panic or confusion in
the area; destruction of a particular object or area may not be necessary. Still,
the drive to improve a missile’s accuracy by lowering its CEP has been a challenge for most engineers, scientists, and technicians for years.
The improvement for missile and RV delivery can take several approaches.
Designers can try to plan and manufacture better RVs that will improve flight
characteristics and compensate for aerodynamic lift concerns during reentry.
Additionally, missile engineers can use better control systems to enhance the
RV once it travels above the atmosphere. Thrusters or devices on the bus
could help the RV to move to a better trajectory for its return to earth. The
RV could also use a terminal homing device that has a terrain recognition capability or uses a sensor that could guide the RV to the target. A more accu-

Minuteman launch sequence. After the first-stage ignition, the Minuteman III completes its boost phase
with its second-stage rocket motor “burn” that increases the missile’s velocity. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)

26
Minuteman launch sequence. During second-stage flight, the Minuteman III prepares for its mid-course
phase by shedding its warhead’s nosecone. The second stage’s solid fuel is almost spent and it will soon
separate from the remaining components. The Minuteman can travel upward to 6,000 miles. (Courtesy, U.S.
Air Force)

27
Minuteman launch sequence. The Minuteman III third stage produces sufficient thrust for the RV bus to
put it into a proper ballistic flight path. The warhead’s protective cover is jettisoned to reveal three RVs. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)

28
Minuteman launch sequence. Third-stage separation puts the RV bus into the mid-course phase of the ballistic missile’s trajectory. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)

29
Minuteman launch sequence. Minuteman III’s RV bus will carry its nuclear cargo through space. The midcourse phase is the longest portion of the flight path. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)

30
Minuteman launch sequence. The terminal phase begins with the ballistic missile’s release of its RV and
penetration aids, like decoys. RVs reenter the atmosphere with great speed and under intense pressure and
temperatures. Detonation can occur at a certain altitude, on the surface, or below the earth’s surface. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)

Titan II RV. The Titan II RV system contained a nine-megaton yield nuclear
weapon. The missile was deactivated due to arms control treaties and was later
used as a space launch booster. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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rate RV delivery can allow attacks on another nation that would reduce collateral damage to civilians, cultural or religious sites, infrastructure, and other
concerns. If an attacker’s goal is a swift destruction of a military force or the
elimination of enemy leadership, the attacker could risk expanding the conflict beyond its intentions if the attack’s path of destruction is too wide. An
inaccurate weapon may require a larger weapons yield and consequently more
weight to compensate for its lack of precision. A more precise weapon can reduce the need to carry a weapon larger than necessary and thus allow the ballistic missile to carry more warheads intended for other targets. Carrying
more warheads would multiply the lethality of the missile by extending its
range.
Engineers and scientists developed technology to make ballistic missiles so
powerful that a launch crew operating a tactical weapon could destroy a major
city. One system, Pershing II, provided both a tactical and a significant strategic advantage to the United States in Europe in the 1980s. This mobile Pershing II also presented the army with new options. The warhead could
penetrate the earth up to thirty meters (ninety-eight feet) before detonation.
This capability allowed the Pershing II to destroy command and control centers, bunkers, and other buried targets. One of the most significant improvements was the RV guidance system. The Pershing II used an inertial guidance
system that directed activities up to second-stage separation. After RV separation, a radar area guidance (RAG) system would start to take images below
the warhead. The RAG rotated at 120 revolutions per minute as it gathered
digital images and updated the guidance system until impact. Pershing II used
radar area terminal guidance to help correct the warhead’s flight path by using
steerable control vanes. This system took radar images of the area and compared them with stored target area digitized images. The preprogrammed images were placed on magnetic disks that included information on terrain
types, physical features, and other distinguishing characteristics. A computer
analyzed the images and sent corrections to the inertial guidance system. This
computer system simply charted the differences from the actual to predicted
images that it received.
This maneuverable reentry vehicle (MARV) system allowed the U.S. Army
to improve greatly its missiles’ accuracy. The MARV capability allowed greater
flexibility to mobile operations. Although Pershing I had a system to quickly
determine launch position, the MARV could correct for a number of variations in the Pershing II’s flight path. The greater accuracy and smaller yield
reduced fears of collateral damage. Some critics believed that these characteristics would also encourage the missile’s use. This technology was developed in the 1980s, but the system was deactivated due to arms control
limitations with the Soviet Union. Today, this same technology is available,
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and other countries could adopt it against their neighbors or the United
States.

FACTORS AFFECTING BALLISTIC TRAJECTORY
The ballistic trajectory, the path of a body in motion, of a ballistic missile
is measured after its initial powered flight. Several factors can affect the path’s
duration, range, and shape. Engineers and designers can influence a missile’s
performance by manipulating certain characteristics that change ballistic trajectory. Instead of using powered flight from launch to intended target, an engineer can build a missile that carries a large payload containing a high
explosive or nuclear device by exploiting ballistic principles in lieu of using
that same weight for fuel to power the missile’s rocket engine or motor. A
missile designer could also use weight savings to make the ballistic missile
transportable on a wheeled or tracked vehicle, which allows a force to escape
detection or advance forward in battle to ensure the ballistic missile is in range
of its target.
An innovative design can affect the missile’s flight and subsequently affect
its ability to destroy a target. Guidance systems that are used to make flight
corrections may under- or overcompensate for the missile’s path and change
the ballistic trajectory. External factors such as atmospheric and other physical forces change the flight characteristics and how the missile operates. The
velocity and time when powered flight terminates shape the ballistic path. The
location, in terms of longitude and latitude, of launch acts on a missile’s ultimate trajectory. The shape and length of the ballistic missile’s “free-flight”
through its ballistic trajectory is also affected by a number of human decisions. These decisions to send the missile into its flight path can be made for
operational reasons. An engineer can use a combination of these factors to
overcome a lack of powered flight capability or compensate for a location that
is disadvantageous for launch.
A ballistic missile’s speed and range are influenced, like other bodies in
motion, by its shape. The missile operates in the dense atmosphere when it
is launched and may, depending on how it travels to a target, need to compensate for air friction. Friction, resistance between two bodies that restricts
the relative motion of one of the bodies to the other, can limit the ability of
a missile to travel. Friction restrains the missiles from traveling the desired
distance within an atmosphere because of its effects on aerodynamics. Aerodynamic shaping can reduce this resistance. Many missile designs are long,
thin, and cylindrical, while others may appear as an elongated bullet. These
designs are an attempt to reduce friction.
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Missile designs can also improve performance in early launch stages and
during flight. Some missiles may have aerodynamic fins that help stabilize the
missile’s flight path. The design of the missile also involves the changing center of gravity while fuel or propellant is used throughout the flight. This
change in the missile’s distribution of weight can affect its position in flight.
The missile’s rocket strength can also affect the speed of the system as it travels through the atmosphere and thus influence several flight characteristics
such as the altitude and amount of payload carried by the missile.
Small perturbations such as earth movements and weather can affect the
final landing impact of the missile. Technical measurements that include exact
launch location, landing impact site, vehicle weight, and other parameters
help engineers and technicians calculate the angle of launch, amount of fuel,
rocket engine or motor shutoff, and other factors that determine where the
missile’s payload will land. The environment or other conditions can force
small changes in the flight path. An effective guidance system on the ballistic
missile can correct the missile’s flight to a proper trajectory.
Missile operations personnel can significantly shape the ballistic missile’s
trajectory. The missile’s position in its launch site is not always perfectly vertical. A launch crew can launch the missile at a slight depression or have a
preprogrammed maneuver in the missile to move toward a particular angle
in flight. These actions affect how steep the ballistic missile’s trajectory appears, complicating efforts to detect or defend against an attack. Combined
with the speed of the missile, the steepness of a missile’s flight path can leave
it with a flat, medium, or high trajectory.
Missile designers can program the speed of the ballistic missile by increasing or decreasing the engine or motor size. Engineers and scientists can
build ways to control the amount of fuel used by the missile’s rockets that
control speed and range. Depending on the type of missile propulsion system, the shutoff to the rocket is possible by controlling the amount of fuel. A
control system that reduces the flow of fuel or the quantity of fuel available
to burn could affect the flight path. Reduced flight speeds tend to flatten the
trajectories. A flight trajectory and angle of missile flight that are too steep
can create problems with the reentry of the missile’s warhead: its speed may
be too great, causing heating problems on the payload. A very flat trajectory
could create a flight path that is too long within the upper atmosphere. A
flight path that is too long creates aerodynamic drag on the vehicle that can
slow down the missile or decrease its range. Such a flight path is not efficient
for using the rocket fuel available to extend the missile’s range to hit other
targets.
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PROBLEMS BUILDING BALLISTIC MISSILES
The United States and the Soviet Union had great motivation to build
many types of ballistic missiles. Other nations have also sought these delivery vehicles for self defense or other purposes. However, unlike some nations,
the United States and Soviet Union had sufficient scientific capability, production facilities, test centers, and wealth to develop and refine these complex
systems. Many nations have sought to purchase complete systems, but many
of the available ballistic missiles are still unaffordable to poorer nations. Additionally, some nations that only desire to use these weapons against an aggressive neighbor may not want to build a much more capable weapon than
what is available in the market. A nation wanting to purchase a missile system also must get the approval of a selling country. International pressure or
other conditions to the sale may discourage the selling nation. One means to
avoid these concerns is to build an indigenous missile design and production
program.
Although many of the technical facets for building missiles or component
systems are available or are relatively inexpensive, countries wishing to build
these devices face many challenges. A nation that wants to build a ballistic
missile will face many of the problems encountered by the United States and
the Soviet Union. Devoting many resources to the problem can create a shortage in other defense programs and limit social or economic programs within
the nation. If the nation wants to build its initial missile program in secrecy,
it might not take advantage of buying existing technology or components.
Still, several countries have successfully built vehicles independently or with
foreign technical or assistance and component sales.
One of the most complex components to build is the guidance system. An
inaccurate ballistic missile would negate the impact of the warhead’s payload.
A nation could use available computers and satellite navigation systems, but
precision production of gyroscopes or accelerometers require technical skill
and production facilities. If the guidance system cannot accurately send the
RV to its target, then the country has created a very long-range artillery piece
that is more expensive even though other means to attack a nation may be
more readily available.
The nation must also build an adequate warhead. Small payloads with high
explosive yields are available, but they are nothing more than a substitute for
long-range aircraft bomb loads that are single-use weapons. Depending on
the size of the warhead, aircraft might carry a larger payload than the missile. Most nations that field a ballistic missile force also want to build a chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or other weapon that can cause massive
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damage or casualties. These programs, like ballistic missile development, are
expensive and have a high political cost in terms of international criticism
and potential sanctions. A nation must build an RV capable of supporting
and deploying these weapons given size and launch constraints. The RV must
survive heat, shock, and high speed that requires extensive efforts to achieve.
The last major problem is to develop a reliable rocket propulsion system.
Solid fuels are very dependable, but they demand specialized chemical research and production methods. An easier path is the use of liquid fuels. Liquid fuels can be highly available liquid oxygen and alcohol. Manufacturing
sufficient liquid oxygen and fuel may not be a problem, even in a less developed nation. However, liquid fuels are difficult for crews to handle in the field
and take time to load. Building the internal liquid fueled propulsion system
requires some sophistication to store, mix, and ignite the fuels and ensure the
missile does not blow up in flight.

BALLISTIC MISSILES AS A WEAPON IN THE FUTURE
Ballistic missiles provide a long-range and very versatile strike weapon that
countries can use against regional rivals or states that could be continents
away. Armed with a nuclear, radiological, chemical, biological, or high explosive warhead, ballistic missiles provide a means to directly affect the outcome
of a conflict. Globalization has allowed the transfer of technology and systems at a much more rapid pace than in the past. Rapid wealth accumulation,
the reappearance of ethnic and historic conflicts, and other problems have
produced an arms race that includes ballistic missiles. China, India, Pakistan,
Iran, North Korea, and other nations have sought many types of ballistic missiles from SLBMs to SRBMs for battlefield use. Despite its potential peaceful
use, space satellite launch capability has become a way to develop many of the
elements into an effective delivery vehicle.
Ballistic missile proliferation among nations has led to the specter of a conflict’s spreading from regional to international consequences. Nations that
have an IRBM or ICBM capability could use ballistic missile systems to
threaten another country, for example, from intervening on the side of that
nation’s enemy. Similarly, if its weapons are armed with a nuclear explosive
or other device, a small nation could blackmail a much larger nation that does
not have similar weapons. This can precipitate an arms race or a sudden preemptive attack.
Although ballistic missiles were sought mainly by superpowers in the cold
war, the acquisition of these delivery vehicles has continued to spread to nations that can hardly afford a large military budget, let alone ballistic missiles.
Unfortunately, the world has seen the combat use of them in a number of sit-
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uations. Middle Eastern countries have seen the most recent use of ballistic
missiles in combat. Nations such as India, Pakistan, or North Korea have
openly courted the development and deployment of these systems and nuclear capability. This proliferation has increased research on extending the
range of these vehicles. North Korea has tested its versions of these weapon
systems that might one day reach the continental United States.

2
V-2: The Dawn of a New Age
MAN HAS USED ROCKETS for centuries. Chinese inventors introduced
rockets, in the form of fireworks, to the world in 1150. The first military use
of rockets was by Chin Tarters, who used rockets against Mongols attacking
Kai-feng-fu in China around 1232 a.d. These rockets were not ballistic.
Throughout their history in warfare, rockets were used as long-range projectiles and signaling devices, but were more of a curiosity than a primary means
to wage war. As technology advanced, the dream of using rockets and missiles
as a military weapon became a reality. In several instances, ballistic missiles
played a vital role in a campaign or even settled a war. The next four chapters will explore cases that illustrate the impact of ballistic missiles on war.
One can trace the history of ballistic missiles in the first case to World War
II. German efforts to create weapons that did not violate post–World War I
peace treaties found these vehicles to be potential substitutes for banned longrange artillery. From the 1930s, the German military developed a rudimentary missile. The Germans used this weapon primarily against England,
France, and the Netherlands. This campaign was the largest use of ballistic
missiles to date.
The second case traces the ballistic missiles’ evolution through the cold war
to the Cuban Missile Crisis. The systems in this case provided several advantages for a nation to exploit. Although the world never saw these weapons
used by the Soviet Union and the United States and its allies, their presence
influenced international events. U.S. efforts to develop ballistic missiles involved technological, political, strategic, and organizational challenges to
overcome. Power struggles developed between opposing camps that centered
on the number and capabilities of both land-based ICBMs and SLBMs.
The third case involves events in Cuba that affected the United States and
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the Soviet Union. The two nations almost came to nuclear blows over the
placement of ballistic missiles near each other’s borders that was capped off
by events in Cuba during October 1962. Nuclear delivery vehicles became the
currency of cold war conflict after Cuba but also raised questions about their
dangers and created a new political dynamic for arms control that would challenge the world even today.
The last case involves Iraq. Surprisingly, the next instance of nations actually launching ballistic missiles against one another after World War II was
not made by the world’s superpowers, but by two developing nations, Iran
and Iraq. During their long conflict in the 1980s, Iran and Iraq used Sovietdesigned missiles to strike cities and other targets. These long-range attacks
attempted to weaken civilian morale and damage key military installations.
One might argue that Iraq’s use of these ballistic missiles forced the Iranians
to negotiate a peace.
Iraq was not finished with using ballistic missiles after its war with Iran.
In this case, Iraq’s opponent was the United States. However, unlike other
cases of actual missile attacks, the United States had an effective means of
early warning and a limited missile defense system. Although there were casualties in these attacks, Iraqi efforts to use their weapons did not create significant damage. The attack’s physiological and political impacts did cause the
United States and its allies to devote resources and effort to counter these
threats.

VENGEANCE FROM AFAR: THE V-2 AT WAR
Germany’s defeat after World War I created the conditions for a revolution in the use of technology to military applications. The 1919 Treaty of Versailles limited the vanquished German military effort to a very small force.
Combat aircraft and long-range artillery were strictly prohibited so that if a
hostile German government and military came to power, they would not repeat their World War I actions. During the 1920s, scientists, engineers, and
rocket enthusiasts spawned a dream of future space travel. These individuals
envisioned travel to the moon and beyond with powerful rockets. Books, articles, and movies glorified future space exploration. This interest not only
fired the public’s imagination, but also inspired the German military. The
combination of the emerging field of rocketry and a military need to replace
aircraft and long-range artillery created an opportunity for the German military after World War I. The Germans had bombed London with primitive
bombers, albeit with small payloads, and had used its Paris Gun to lob shells
over 130 kilometers (eighty miles). However, technology would allow for a
different war.
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The marriage of convenience between technologies, need, and vision created a situation where German army scientists created the world’s first operational ballistic missile. This effort culminated in the launch of 3,255 V-2
ballistic missiles in anger against Allied cities and other targets. The German
launch program represents the single largest demonstration of ballistic missile operations in war. Although the German endeavor failed to substantially
change the strategic picture for Germany, it created much concern in Allied
senior leadership circles. These concerns were muted as the German military
position crumbled in late 1944. Out of the ashes of defeat, as in World War
I, new ideas and technologies evolved to improve the ballistic missile’s future.
These delivery vehicles and the atomic bomb provided the opportunity for
visionaries to seek a new type of warfare that was almost instantaneous and
unstoppable: nuclear armed conflict.
How the German military developed and used their Vergeltungswaffe
(vengeance weapons)-2, or V-2 (most German army sources called the missile the A-4), illustrates many of the issues involved in applying new technology to problems, developing a weapon system, and then trying to operate that
weapon effectively. The V-2 was also subject to much political debate about
its control. These types of concerns and issues are still relevant today, whether
they involve ballistic missiles or some other kind of technology and weapon.
How one country used this weapon and its opponent’s reaction to it at the
time and its future uneasiness about the development of these systems illustrates problems that this nation and others face today.
A German army officer, Colonel Karl Becker, with an interest in field artillery and ballistics, initially conceived the idea of bringing rockets into a
more active role in the military. Becker was an engineer who was heavily involved in the army’s ordnance testing and development of new weapons. He
was fascinated with the prospects of using rockets as a substitute for longrange artillery as a means to deliver poison gas against an enemy. As chief of
the army weapons bureau (Heereswaffenamt, or HWA), Becker started to explore rocket technology. Armies had used small solid fueled rockets for signal purposes in the war, and developments around this technology continued
into the 1920s. However, other scientists and engineers believed that liquid
fueled systems using gasoline or kerosene as fuel and liquid oxygen might deliver better results. Undaunted, with a relatively small budget, Becker attempted to advance the use of solid fueled rockets as short-range weapons.
Becker pushed through a modest rocket program in the Reich’s defense
ministry. Skeptics believed the program to be a waste of limited military funding. However, Becker, strengthened by his convictions in new technology, was
able to acquire funds and personnel for the effort. One army officer, Captain
Walter Dornberger, an engineer and veteran artillery officer assigned to
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Becker, would eventually become a key player in the V-2 development. In
1930, Dornberger started to explore ways to use solid fueled rockets to deliver
weapons to a range of about seven to eight kilometers (less than five miles).
Civilian rocketry advances in liquid fueled systems soon eclipsed those in
solid fuel research. German amateur rocket groups, such as the Society for
Space Travel (Verein für Raumschiffart, or VfR), were actively experimenting
with combinations of gasoline and liquid oxygen rockets that promised
greater range and payloads than solid fueled systems. Becker’s desire for longrange artillery capability soon translated into a higher priority than the
shorter-ranged solid fueled rocket developments. Dornberger was soon working on liquid fueled, longer-range missiles. He became involved in VfR activities that included information exchanges and allowed VfR members to use
the HWA’s rocket test ranges for their experiments. This test range, Kummersdorf, was near Berlin. Dornberger also recruited VfR members to work
for the HWA. One of his biggest catches was a young engineer, Wernher von
Braun, who came to work for the HWA in 1932.
Rocket development accelerated. Dornberger became more heavily involved in development of longer-range missiles. He tested an initial trial missile, the Aggregat 1 (Aggregate or Assembly 1) or A-1. Von Braun was
instrumental in the design of the weapon, which was an attempt to test the
feasibility of using lighter materials for rocket construction, such as aluminum; to use ignition and pressurization of fuel and oxidizer tanks; and to construct a rocket with features such as a gyroscopic stabilization program. The
A-1 allowed the scientists and engineers to experiment with structural designs. Although the A-1 was not a launch success, it was the beginning of the
HWA’s efforts to begin a ballistic missile program.
Launch operations at Kummersdorf were limited due to range and local
complaints. Dornberger was able to move some launch activities to the Baltic
coast on the island of Borkum, but this was only a temporary solution. Von
Braun and a growing number of rocket designers advanced the work of the
A-1, especially with the placement of fuel and oxidizer tanks, improved stabilization, and other refinements. A new test missile, the A-2, was in its planning stage. The A-2 used an alcohol and liquid oxygen combination that
produced a 300-kilogram thrust. On December 19, 1934, a test A-2 rocket was
launched that reached an altitude of nearly 1,700 meters (5,600 feet). The next
day, missile crews duplicated the successful launch of another A-2. The German army’s ballistic missile program was on its way up.
Like most military developments, advancement of weapons technology required resources. The German government was now in the hands of Adolf
Hitler and his National Socialist Party. They pledged a strong nation while
conducting secret efforts to build up Germany’s military. Despite these goals,
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Dornberger had to convince a skeptical German army to not only continue
but also expand his A-series rocket program to include more funds and a
larger research center. The army was not the only service interested in rocket
development. The German air force, or Luftwaffe, had shown a keen interest
in this technology. Instead of competition, Dornberger sought cooperation
with the Luftwaffe to develop solid fueled rockets for the service. The Luftwaffe
was interested in developing rocket-assisted takeoff systems for heavy
bombers, building rocket planes, and other pursuits. Dornberger received
agreement from Luftwaffe leadership to help build a joint research and test
center on the Baltic at Peenemünde.
The only stumbling block for Dornberger was approval to proceed on testing. He needed to convince top army leadership about the feasibility of longrange ballistic missiles. In March 1936 he invited the commander-in-chief of
the army, General Werner von Fritsch, to Kummersdorf. HWA engineers and
scientists put on a test demonstration of three rocket engines and made presentations about the use of these new weapons. Von Fritsch was convinced,
and funds started to roll into the HWA coffers for further research.
Development of the next series of test vehicles proceeded, as did the construction of Peenemünde, but this next series of missile developments was
unsuccessful. The A-3, successor to the A-2, failed. The A-3 was supposed to
test larger liquid fueled motors. After several launch problems, Dornberger
and his team moved on. The goal of his research team was to build an operational ballistic missile as soon as possible, but technical delays impeded
progress. German army officials envisioned a missile with a range of about
250 kilometers (155 miles) and a warhead weighing about 1,000 kilograms
(2,200 pounds). This operational missile would become the A-4. The abandoned work on the A-2 took its toll on the A-4 as its development had slowed.
A new test program, the A-5, experimented with vital components needed
to make the A-4 operational. Gyroscopic control, ignition, propulsion, and
other issues were examined and solutions found. During 1938, test teams
launched four successful A-5 test missiles. Scientists and engineers incorporated these lessons into the A-4, and the system seemed ready to pass the milestone of becoming operational.
By 1939, war was on the horizon for Germany and Europe. Rapid success
on the battlefield ensured German domination of the continent as nations fell
under the heel of the German military. By 1940, the only power that remained
unbeaten was Great Britain. The Soviet Union had signed a nonaggression
pact with Germany in 1939. Although the British seemed safe on their island
fortress, the Luftwaffe was unleashing a massive assault on England. The Royal
Air Force (RAF) and the rest of the British nation seemed ready to crack,
which would either force a peaceful settlement or allow the degraded British
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military to succumb to a German invasion. These events put into question
the need for Dornberger’s experimental ballistic missile program. If the
Luftwaffe or the German army could perform without these missiles, then why
should the government continue to fund and devote productive capacity to a
program that would deliver little that was new?
The Luftwaffe failed in its efforts to conquer the RAF, however. More important, long-range bombardment became a secondary interest as the German army moved against the Soviet Union. Instead of ballistic missiles, the
need for existing weapons was paramount as the campaign slowed into an attrition campaign, in contrast to the lightning campaigns of 1939 and 1940.
The development of the A-4 slowed but was not stopped. Research continued
to make rocket advancements throughout 1940 to 1942 despite the limited
resources and official indifference.
By 1942 the fortunes of war started to turn in favor of Dornberger. German military operations had started to turn into disaster. The advantage of
additional men, materiel, and time was slowly moving to the Allies. The
United States, as the key producer of military goods, was now supplying the
Allies with everything from munitions to food. The infusion of resources
started to tip the balance of power. This showed on the battlefield. Soviet
forces turned the initial German advance into a stalemate. The combined
American and British efforts in North Africa started to push the Germans out
of that region. Germany was having problems sustaining its war efforts. Allied operations began to pressure the Axis powers along the peripheral edges
of their conquests. Increasingly, the Allies struck at targets in Germany’s
heartland. By the summer of 1942, a bombing campaign against Germany
started that would increase in size and scope to the end of the war. The Combined Bomber Offensive (CBO), conducted by American daylight and RAF
night strikes, began to target the economy and parts of German national
power. German industrial strength and military activities, once thought immune, were routinely bombed by Allied air forces.
Military need and national leadership collided in Berlin. Increasingly, the
Luftwaffe devoted additional fighter and antiaircraft artillery units to defend
the Reich from the CBO. Frontline units were stripped of badly needed aircraft. The need to protect the country and maintain operations took a serious toll on German military and economic resources. As early as February
1942, Albert Speer, overseeing German armaments production, saw technology as a way to offset Allied materiel advantage. Experimentation expanded
on surface-to-air missiles and increased fighter production. By 1944, Germany
was feeling the brunt of the CBO and faced increased pressure on the eastern
front. New ways and means could also help slow the Allied advance in the
west and perhaps make direct attacks upon England. However, the most im-
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portant impact on the CBO bombing campaign was Hitler’s desire for revenge. There was no hiding the evidence that German cities and factories had
suffered attacks.
Adolf Hitler’s desire to respond to Allied attacks on the country began to
take shape. He had his eyes on a series of future Vergeltungswaffe systems. The
Luftwaffe created an unpiloted, jet-powered flying bomb called the V-1. Luftwaffe V-1 engineers were ahead of A-4 developers and would field their weapons
first. The army had its burgeoning A-4. The A-4 test program still required more
work to demonstrate its practicality as a long-range ballistic missile.
Hitler was much intrigued by the A-4. Dornberger and von Braun, supported by top army leadership, had briefed Hitler at his Wolf ’s Lair command
headquarters in East Prussia on August 20, 1941. Using film, persuasion, and
supposition, Dornberger had made a good impression on Hitler. Images of
thousands of ballistic missiles falling onto England and against Allied military forces seemed to convince Hitler that the A-4 could stem the tide. Hitler
foresaw the A-4 as a revolutionary weapon, but Germany would need hundreds of thousands of the missiles. Still, Hitler did not order the mass production of the A-4, because it had not flown and there were technical
problems. The Peenemünde research and test staff was in a terrible position.
They had successfully convinced Hitler of the A-4’s merits, but they had not
received any significant resources to start large-scale production at their relatively small facilities.
Hitler sought weapons that could deliver a series of long-range attacks
upon the Allies. The Luftwaffe demonstrated it was incapable of a sustained
aerial strategic bombing campaign because of its force structure, doctrine,
training, and leadership. One promising technology that started to take on
new luster was Dornberger and von Braun’s ballistic missile research. The
Peenemünde group still had to improve rocket engine performance to push
the larger A-4 to its target hundreds of kilometers away. Additionally, the vehicle had to withstand supersonic flight that put aerodynamic pressure on the
missile. Finally, the guidance system would require new technology and systems to allow some modicum of accuracy. Designs changed constantly. Over
the A-4’s development, engineers allegedly had to make over 65,000 design
changes to the system. Still, by October 3, 1942, the technical persistence from
Dornberger’s crew allowed a successful launch of an A-4 about 201 kilometers (125 miles) across the Baltic. The test A-4 landed 4 kilometers (2.5 miles)
from its intended impact point.
Although the missile demonstrated its technical feasibility, the army still
had to produce significant A-4 quantities. Competing needs to defend the Fatherland by fighters, military vehicles, ordnance, and other military equipment constrained the shrinking industrial base. The Luftwaffe’s own V-1 was
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a rival for the same resources. Manpower was an issue as more women and
foreign laborers, many from occupied countries or prisons, were pressed into
service. The grueling campaign in the east started to draw more of Germany’s
dwindling male population into military service. The drain on oil and other
resources forced cuts in production activities as Allied military operations
started to curtail Germany’s access to raw materials, which affected all German economic activities.
Another rivalry threatened the A-4 program. Political jockeying to control
the A-4 started to arise. Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler, in charge of the
Schutzstaffel (SS), had taken an interest in the ballistic missile development
ever since Hitler’s attention had peaked with the proposed weapon. Himmler believed that the military arm of the SS, the Waffen-SS, could operate the
missile that would not only please Hitler but also increase Himmler’s influence among top Nazi leadership. The German army and SS were rivals on the
battlefield and for military resources and influence. This rivalry would spill
over for control of the A-4.
After much internal discussion, Speer was able to get a decision about full
production for the A-4 or V-2. Growing Allied strength on the British Isles
and the decided turn of strategic advantage against Germany convinced many
in the German national leadership to support these revolutionary weapons.
Speer believed that the V-1 and V-2 could provide complementary service and
avoid the growing competition between the army and the Luftwaffe if they
were both approved for production. By June 2, 1943, the V-2 was given a big
push toward operational reality when it was made the top priority of all German armaments production programs.
Although the army developed the program, the SS had not given up efforts toward controlling the V-2 launching. The army had already planned
some base construction that would affect the V-2’s operational use. Dornberger and von Braun had already started to survey potential launch bases in
1942. The first was Watten near Calais. The V-2’s planners believed that Watten would become the primary hub for missile operations. This launch site
would allow German launch crews to send V-2s from locations closest to
southeastern England. London, industrial sites, and potential basing and logistical sites for an Allied invasion were within the V-2’s range. The other site
was nearby at Wizernes. This site would act as a secondary operating location. Launch bunkers were constructed to include storage and other facilities.
Although these sites were subject to Allied aircraft attacks, German army leadership believed that the multiple launch sites would allow V-2 launch units to
maintain a constant stream of missile bombardment.
Launch site vulnerability was not lost on the German military. Another insightful development was the way the V-2 was launched. Missile launch crews
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could send the V-2 off to its target by igniting it from a fixed site. However,
army designers recognized that Allied air power was increasing the Allies’ ability to destroy targets from factories to moving trains. American and British
air forces were making such targets’ longevity problematic. Dornberger built
support systems to ensure the V-2 was a mobile weapon system. A V-2 launch
unit could move to fixed launch positions and set up for launch. German
crews did have to operate many support vehicles and had to operate near railways to have access to large quantities of fuel and oxidizer. Despite these designs, the V-2 fixed sites were still subject to attack. The Watten launch
facilities were hit by two American air raids on August 27 and September 7,
1943. These raids highlighted the problem facing the German military. Later
in the war, Allied ground forces would overrun these V-2 sites and stop operations. Until the invasion of western Europe, however, the only practical
method to interfere with missile operations was an air campaign. Photographic and human intelligence sources could identify these types of fixed
launch systems, and a bombing campaign could then be waged against them.
American and British intelligence had received reports of rocket launches
from the Baltic. Peenemünde also became a target of raids throughout August 1943. These raids did not hit any research or production facilities, but
they did destroy worker housing. The attack on these V-2 activities highlighted the Germans’ problems from concentrating many V-2 operations at
one location. Components and supplies were produced by companies
throughout the Reich, but the missiles were assembled at Peenemünde. The
air attacks forced production and assembly activities from the Baltic coast to
more secure locations. Eventually, missile production and assembly would
move underground. Production also suffered from a lack of capacity to build
the maximum number of missiles. Hitler had envisioned that Speer could
maintain a monthly production rate of 1,800 V-2 units. This rate assumed
that sufficient liquid oxygen and fuel, fabricated components, and skilled
labor were available.
The V-2 connection with the SS was not limited to potential future missile operations. Scarce workers forced the V-2 production managers to use
concentration camp labor. As the war progressed, Allied military operations
would pressure the German economy to use more concentration camp labor
and conscripted manpower from occupied nations, including V-2 production
and assembly centers. Increasing bombing also forced Dornberger to use an
SS test site in Bliszna in the heart of Poland. V-2 testing was delayed, but more
important, the SS was slowly gaining influence in the V-2 program. Himmler’s interest in the V-2 increased as the system became operational.
Hitler had put Dornberger in charge of all V-2 military operations on October 4, 1943. Himmler increased his influence on V-2 production, however,
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by helping convince Hitler to move the missile construction underground
using concentration camp labor. The move would protect the production
from future bomber raids and ensure a flow of V-2 weapons to hurl against
England and other targets. Additionally, Himmler claimed he could comb the
concentration camps for skilled engineers, managers, and laborers. The underground camps provided a secure facility from which intelligence sources
would find it difficult to get information. Himmler had selected an individual to construct the underground facility, Brigadeführer Hans Kammler.
Kammler was a civil engineer who helped build three concentration camps.
Himmler believed that Kammler was adept at building facilities quickly and
efficiently, perfect for constructing the V-2 facilities.
Kammler helped in the construction of the underground V-2 assembly
plants. A facility was built in Germany near Nordhausen that became the primary production center. It was later called Mittlewerke, or Central Works. The
Peenemünde activities had also been renamed as the Electromechanische
Werke (EMW), a quasi-commercial firm that built components such as the
rocket engine.
The V-2 bombardment against England was planned to start in late 1943.
Production was delayed, however, because of the bombing raids, moves to secure production facilities, continuing technical problems, and lack of skilled
labor. Despite the SS efforts to get skilled labor, the poor treatment of workers and conditions contributed to questionable workmanship, such as faulty
welding efforts. These delays added to increasing concerns among Hitler and
others about the viability of the V-2 and the army’s ability to run the program. By September 1943, Dornberger had completed thirty-one test flights.
Scientists and engineers concentrated on solving many problems that appeared. However, V-2 technical problems were not the only concern for Speer.
Competing needs for other weapons created further pressure to delay V-2 production. Existing weapons production programs needed to replace increasing
losses among all three branches of the armed forces against the Americans,
British, and Soviets.
The Luftwaffe was able to start its V-1 bombing campaign against Britain
in June 1944 and soon increased the raids by hundreds of missiles. The V-1
missiles were cheaper and simpler to build than the V-2, and the number of
attacks impressed Hitler. However, the V-1 campaign did not have the effect
that the German military had hoped for. Although production of the V-2 hit
a high of 437 missiles in May 1944, Dornberger’s missile program produced
only eighty-six in July. These efforts fell far short of Hitler’s desire for 1,800
units per month.
Germany’s strategic outlook had taken a decided turn for the worse after
June 6, 1944. American and British forces had landed in Normandy in France.
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The German efforts to stem the Allied offensives in the western and eastern
fronts called for new ways to pressure the Allies. Hitler, despite the V-2’s problems, regained his confidence in the weapon.
For Himmler, the attempt to grab the V-2 was at hand. The SS would not
give up in their quest for control of the V-2 program. Through political pressure and intimidation (von Braun was arrested for a period) and other tactics, Himmler and Kammler started to take greater control over the program.
The German army’s lack of performance in the field had caused Hitler to
pause and question its effectiveness. Throughout the eastern front, Germany’s
army operations could not defeat or stop Soviet forces. Army leaders, in
Hitler’s opinion, had failed him in Moscow, Stalingrad, and other areas. The
German army also was unable to stem the American and British invasion at
Normandy. Although the SS took part in these campaigns, Hitler’s impression of the SS was colored by their zeal and loyalty, even though they were
savaged by Allied ground forces just like the army. The V-2 was one of the
few options available to Hitler to stem the tide of Allied advance. If the Allies
established a foothold in Europe from France, Germany could expect another
slow war of attrition like that on the eastern front. A major two-front war
would drain German military and economic resources. V-2 operations offered
a chance, albeit a slight one, to change the direction of the war. The German
government had already committed resources to these weapons, but the army
might not be able to handle the V-2 operations. The SS might give a boost to
the V-2.
Dornberger and the army’s days of V-2 control were nearly over. Kammler’s growing influence over Mittlewerke, labor, and other production activities could not be stopped. By the first week in September, V-2 operational
control fell to Kammler. The SS would control all operational launches against
England and other targets.
The V-2 was about to make its operational debut. The missile was a singlestaged vehicle that did not have a reentry system. Instead, the entire missile
would hit the target. The mass and kinetic energy in the missile’s impact
would magnify the damage to the target. Additionally, any unused fuel and
oxidizer would add to the effect of the attack. Dornberger and von Braun’s
final design for the V-2 included five major subsections for the missile. These
subsections included the warhead, a control compartment, a midsection that
included the liquid fuel and oxidizer tanks, a propulsion unit, and a tail assembly.
The fourteen-meter (forty-six-foot, one-inch) ballistic missile was capped
by a single warhead. Engineers built the missile with a maximum diameter of
1.68 meters (roughly five feet and one inch). The V-2 weighed about 12,870
kilograms, approximately 28,300 pounds. The missile was built primarily

V-2. German V-2 crews attempted to knock out Antwerp, a major port, to stop the flow of supplies to Allied forces. Although there were relatively few casualties, these attacks did kill several thousand people.
Supply operations were affected with a slowdown. (Courtesy, U.S. National Archives)
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from steel. This missile had a maximum speed of about 5,760 kilometers per
hour, or roughly 3,110 nautical miles per hour. The rocket engine would operate for about fifty-one seconds, which provided sufficient thrust to push the
V-2 to a maximum altitude of about 96,000 meters (a little less than 315,000
feet). Flight time, from launch to impact, was about 310 seconds. The ballistic missile had the capability to hit a target from approximately 330 kilometers, or less than 180 miles. Although in present terms this missile seemed
short ranged, it was the start for a new weapon that would have far-reaching
effects in the future.
The warhead was simple. Conical in shape, it contained a highly explosive
material in a welded steel shell. German ordnance specialists used about 735
kilograms (1,620 pounds) of cast amatol for the explosive. Amatol is a compound composed of 60 percent ammonium nitrate and the remainder TNT.
The V-2’s manufacturers had a choice of warhead explosives. One concern revolved around internal temperatures that could have ignited the explosives
and destroyed the missile. Amatol provided a relatively stable composition
that could withstand reentry temperatures.

LAUNCH OPERATIONS
German forces launched 3,255 V-2 weapons against a host of targets in
western Europe. Although Hitler wanted to strike England, London in particular, most of the targets that launch crews prepared missiles against were
in Antwerp. When the V-2 was in development, the Germans had controlled
the continent. Britain was on the edge of defeat, the United States had not
entered the war, and the Soviet Union was abiding by the nonaggression
treaty. The military and political environment had changed dramatically with
Allied forces converging on the Reich from the west, south, and east. The Vweapons could offer a way to stem the flow of the western Allied advances.
Despite pressure on production from bombing and advancing Allied
ground forces on all fronts, V-2 production continued. These pressures, however, ultimately affected the general supply distribution of resources, which
would ultimately affect V-2 production and other war materials. Still, the German economy was able to produce upward of 7,500 V-2s in 1944 and an additional 2,500 by March 1945. Although these production figures appear
significant, many of the missiles had flaws. Poor production methods, labor
quality, and supply disruptions created conditions for inferior workmanship.
For example, inadequate welding or problems with corrosion forced crews to
scrap the missile or caused its flight performance to falter. Despite these problems, by September 1944, the SS had an inventory of missiles to attack the
West. Other challenges also hit the program. Many of the prepared launch
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sites that the Germans had built, Watten, Wizernes, and locations in Cherbourg, were now under Allied control. American and British ground forces
had simply overrun the sites. Fortunately for the SS, the V-2 did have a mobile launch capability. Allied intelligence sources were not aware that the V-2
could be launched without the use of the fixed sites. American and RAF
bombers and fighters pummeled seven V-2 fixed launch locations with the
belief that this would end the V-2 threat. Subsequent examination of the sites
by intelligence sources indicated that these sites were primarily liquid oxygen–producing facilities, storage dumps, repair facilities, or activities other
than launch sites.
Allied ground advances forced the German military to retreat throughout
the western front. The German reliance on large quantities of consumables,
like liquid oxygen, required V-2 operations to have access to working railroads
and facilities that could swiftly produce the materials. V-2 operations had
shifted to the area around The Hague in the southwest Netherlands. From this
location, German V-2 launches could strike a number of targets in England,
France, and Belgium. Two mobile launch groups conducted the V-2 actions.
The northern group focused on England, and the southern group concentrated on France and Belgium. Under SS control, attacks on London were
planned to sap the morale of the British people in hopes that they would sue
for peace.
The first V-2 attacks occurred on September 8, 1944. Paris was the initial
recipient of a V-2 launch that morning. Crews aimed the missile at Paris, but
it never reached the city. The London area would receive two V-2s later in the
day. One V-2 hit a London suburb, Chiswick, at 6:30 p.m., destroying some
homes and killing three people. Unlike the V-1, the V-2 attacks came without
warning, since the V-2 arrived on the target area at a supersonic speed. Radar,
aircraft, and observers had been able to detect the V-1s flying to England. This
use of the V-2 was the start of a campaign that would last until March 1945.
The launch of V-2s against London and Paris came as a shock to American and British military staffs. Unlike the subsonic V-1 that fighters and antiaircraft artillery could at least shoot down, the V-2 sped down on its target
at supersonic speeds. There was no effective warning or defense against a V2 attack. Some British military analysts reasoned that although the V-2 was a
new terror threat, it did not have a larger payload than the V-1 and there were
fewer V-2 attacks than V-1 strikes. Additionally, V-1 and V-2 attacks on locations other than London had moved the focus away from England to a wider
application against the Allies. Still, the Allies had to devote time and resources
to stem the V-2 launches. Since there was no effective way to shoot down a
V-2, the Allies had to concentrate on passive defenses such as building shelters. The Allies had to take a more active stance, however, by searching out

A-4 (V-2) rocket launch sites and ranges of missiles, 1943–1944. German A-4 (V-2) launch sites in France could strike southern England. Later, the missiles hit Antwerp and Liege. (Courtesy, Mapcraft)
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and destroying the capabilities of launching the V-2. There was little success
in finding mobile launchers; instead, the Allies had to disable the resources
and support activities used to launch the missiles.
American and British air forces had to move from CBO missions and tactical air support for ground operations to bombing suspected launch facilities, manufacturing locations, rail lines, and other activities for the V-2. The
V-2’s psychological impact on Allied political and military leadership forced
changes in military strategy to divert limited resources to combat these
weapons. Ultimately, these actions did not have the intended result desired by
Allied airmen. Once a V-2 crew launched its missile, it could simply move on
to another location to set up and prepare for the next round. Instead, ground
advances paved the way to ultimate success. The drive through northern
France started to push the Germans away from locations that could strike
London. The V-2 attacks would continue against England, but German focus
soon concentrated on Antwerp.
Allied ground operations required massive logistics. Supplies had to move
from the United States to England and then be transported to the Continent.
American and British ground forces had captured Antwerp, a major harbor
in Belgium, in early September. This key logistical center would save the Allied war supply effort countless days and miles of travel to support their offensive. On October 12, Hitler had selected Antwerp as a target to destroy its
port facilities in the hope of slowing down the Allied move east. Later, during his ill-fated Ardennes offensive in December 1944, Hitler selected Antwerp
as the major objective to stop the Allies. German officers also directed more
attention to Liege, a vital communications and rail center for the Allies. The
U.S. Army’s main supply route for operations in northwest Europe fed
through Liege. The V-2 had now changed from a mostly terrorizing weapon
to one aimed at specific military threats. These efforts highlighted the desperate actions that the Germans had taken not only in their V-2 program, but
also in other activities such as lowering the minimum and raising the maximum age for enlistment into the army to get more personnel into uniform.
Although the Allies advanced throughout northwest Europe and the eastern front, the Germans managed to launch over 3,000 V-2s in World War II.
Throughout the war, the Germans claimed to have launched 1,359 missiles at
England, but they took an active interest in knocking out Antwerp with an
additional 1,610 V-2s. The remaining attacks hit locations throughout France
and Belgium. Hitler had envisioned a massive, single 5,000 V-2 missile attack
on London and Antwerp. The V-2’s results as a weapon for vengeance were a
far cry from this vision. Only 517 V-2s hit London, and another twenty-seven
missiles struck the Norwich area. Unfortunately, 2,754 people perished in
these attacks and 6,523 were injured. The V-1 and V-2 attacks did disrupt activities in London. The British government saw over 1,450,000 people evac-
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uate London because of to these attacks. People panicked, but the British
people survived this threat as they had during the Blitz by Luftwaffe bombers,
their will intact.
The V-2 attacks on Antwerp did affect the U.S. Army’s port discharge operations. For example, during the first week in December 1944, port handlers
processed 19,000 tons per day. V-2 attacks reduced the process to 13,700 tons
per day two weeks later, a 27 percent reduction. Morale flagged among port
workers and railroad workers as they became V-2 targets and productivity
started to fall. In the V-2 attacks on Antwerp and Liege, the German ballistic
missiles killed 5,400 persons, about wounded 22,000, and destroyed more
than 90,000 homes. A V-2’s impact created a larger destructive path than the
impact created by the V-1. The kinetic energy produced by the mass and speed
of the V-2 caused a greater destructive power than that of the V-1. V-2s pulverized buildings and created blast effects that killed more people and created
significant damage. The destruction caused by the V-2 was not enough to slow
the Allied advance in the west, but these attacks did force the Allies to respond
and concentrate on the V-2.
Allied air forces were forced to address efforts to stop the V-2. This weapon
did not create catastrophic impact on the war, but the ballistic missile campaign had a great psychological impact on civilians and politicians. This psychological impact forced changes in the U.S. Army Air Forces (AAF). Heavy
bombers from the AAF Eighth Air Force and the RAF used 1,000 aircraft sorties that dropped 48,000 tons of bombs on suspected missile production facilities. Smaller tactical fighter-bombers from both the United States and
England strafed or bombed suspected mobile launch sites and targets. Pilots
flew about 10,000 sorties and used 2 million kilogram (about 2,000 tons) of
weapons in this effort.
Faulty missile construction and launch crew errors caused many of the
missiles to fail to lift off or explode on the launch pad. The U.S. Army evaluated V-2 performance against targets in England through December 1944.
Analysts classified approximately 24.5 percent of all V-2 launches as failures.
This category included canceled launches, missiles that failed to ignite, or V2s that left the launch pad and exploded. Another 10.5 percent of V-2 missiles launched, but intelligence officers viewed them as wild rounds. These
vehicles landed outside an eighteen-mile radius of the intended target. U.S.
Army officials considered the V-2 rounds that landed within an eighteen-mile
radius, which was 65 percent, to be within acceptable accuracy. They believed
that any missile that hit within a six-mile radius of London was a great success in terms of accuracy. From December 1944 to March 1945, practice and
improved missile production quality reduced the failure rate from 24.5 percent to 17 percent. Still, the V-2 did not achieve its intended objective of
crumbling London’s will or stopping the Allied advance.

3
Cold War: Push-Button
Warfare
THE END OF WORLD War II forced dramatic changes to world politics.
While the Western powers wanted to rebuild the devastated nations after the
war, the Soviet Union wanted to extend their communist empire. The Western powers started to demobilize their military forces. In 1945, the United
States had over twelve million uniformed personnel; by 1947, there were only
1.5 million military members. Soviet leaders responded by consolidating their
control over their new territories. Soviet leader Josef Stalin viewed capitalism
and the West on an inevitable path to conflict with communism in February
1946.
On both the free and communist sides, military leaders had marveled at
the German technologies. V-2 operations demonstrated that long-range bombardment was possible without a manned airplane. Countries did not have
any effective missile defenses to protect the population. Even before the formal end of the war, a mad scramble occurred between powers to capture German personnel and equipment. The race led to a major impact on future
ballistic missile development. Although these weapons were not used actively
in combat, the fielding of nuclear armed missiles had a major political, military, and economic impact on the world for decades.

U.S. BALLISTIC MISSILES IN THE COLD WAR
These weapons offered a major boost to a nation for several reasons. The
means of delivery for a weapon was increased greatly with these new systems.
Speed and a way to avoid enemy defenses seemed to give a country a way to
strike immediately at a rival’s capital. Although strategic aerial bombardment
campaigns did target Berlin and Tokyo, they came at a huge cost in terms of
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lost aircraft and crews due to enemy actions. World War II AAF losses over
Europe alone included over 18,000 aircraft and 79,265 crew members. A
longer-range V-2 could serve as a natural extension of artillery that would
allow bombardment to occur without such losses. Visionaries, scientists, military officers, and others saw the value of the ballistic missile. Still, many technical, financial, political, and other concerns would plague the development
of these systems throughout the early cold war.
The early V-2 relied on a conventional warhead that did create damage,
but the damage was limited to a few square city blocks. By August 6, 1945,
the United States had introduced a more powerful weapon, the atomic bomb.
An unstoppable delivery system and the tremendous devastation of nuclear
weapons offered an opportunity to destroy whole societies without deploying a single soldier on foreign soil. Such a weapon might counter a foe with
a large standing force and provide a significant advantage to an actor with a
ballistic missile force. Although the atomic bomb unleashed a new era of
weapons, scientists doubted that a missile that could carry a weapon thousands of miles away, with accuracy, was possible, at least not for a few years.
The V-2 could hardly reach its range of 200 miles with a relatively small payload. The V-2 carried a 1,620-pound warhead; the United States dropped an
atomic bomb on Hiroshima that was almost five and a half times larger. Assuming nuclear yields would increase, how could a missile carry a much heavier atomic bomb in the future?
The United States, traditionally, did not support large standing armies.
After a major conflict, the nation demobilized its military forces partly for political and economic reasons. World War II was no different; the United States
quickly returned soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines to civilian life. The military was a skeleton of its former self. The United States was also getting back
on its feet economically from pent-up consumer demand for household
goods and services that were shortcut during the Great Depression and war
years. The U.S. government had to cut expenditures to ensure a growing economy and return to normalcy. One target was military spending.
Atomic weapons, delivered by jet aircraft or ballistic missiles, offered a less
expensive alternative. Although critics argued about the credibility of using
nuclear weapons in all cases, the pressure to move to an instant nuclear response offered an option to cut defense spending. Others argued that a singleuse and single-mission weapon, like a ballistic missile, was not as flexible as
the proven manned, long-range bomber. Once the missile was launched, it
was programmed to hit a specific target only. A piloted aircraft allowed for
changes in course or mission that would allow more flexibility in planning
and for the vagaries of war. Replacing the manned bomber with unmanned
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missiles was anathema to many pilots. The unproven long-range technology
threatened future aircraft systems and a way of life for many of these officers.
The rise of atomic weapons also served another purpose. Service independence for the fledgling U.S. Air Force from the U.S. Army was helped
by a focus on the future of strategic bombardment. The air force touted the
nuclear weapon as a means to check the perceived threat of a growing Soviet
military force. Adding a nearly instant means to counter this threat equaled
a broader role and expanded service missions. In a competition for limited
defense funds, this translated into a means to acquire new weapons and influence. The cold war witnessed the rise of a range of nuclear weapons from
mines to weapons ranging in the megaton yield. The ballistic missile was front
and center in the race for development funds. Important questions soon appeared. What service should develop these weapons? Interservice rivalry, fueled with limited budgets, intensified with the issue of missiles in the 1950s.
Integration of missiles and aircraft would be slow.
Ballistic missiles also acted as a visible sign of a nation’s military capability. These delivery systems allowed the United States to showcase its commitment to defend the nation and counter similar systems by the Soviet Union.
This commitment was aimed at both the domestic and international communities. The 1960 presidential election between John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon showcased allegations that a “missile gap” had grown between
the United States and the Soviet Union. Kennedy alleged that the Republican
administration of President Dwight D. Eisenhower had allowed the Soviets to
develop a massive ballistic missile force that overshadowed the nation’s
arsenal. As president, Kennedy would erase such a gap to ensure security for
America. Still, questions arose about the true numbers and development of
these vehicles by the Soviet Union. Did the Soviets have and intend to develop
an overwhelming force of weapons? Or was the threat of a missile gap only a
political ploy or a product of faulty intelligence?

DEVELOPING THE BALLISTIC MISSILE
American forces had captured German scientists like von Braun and Dornberger, documents, some equipment, and operational V-2s. Debate about the
ability to replicate the same German capabilities and extend them for the
United States dominated discussions within Washington. Technological advances in rocketry, electronics, and nuclear energy and a different geopolitical environment in the post–World War II era translated to new opportunities
for the U.S. military to explore. AAF Chief General Henry “Hap” Arnold was
concerned about the future of the nation and service after the war. Although
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victorious, the country had to struggle to develop weapons that would match
those of Nazi Germany. In the war, the United States was protected by two
oceans from the threat of invasion or strategic bombardment. This physical
barrier allowed the nation time to mobilize its industry and population to
produce weapons and fighting forces.
Scientific advancement provided an avenue to pursue victory. The V-2, advanced bombers, and other weapons created conditions in which a future
enemy might use those tools of war to strike at the heart of the country. The
next war might not allow the United States the luxury of time and security
to rebuild a military. Arnold, impressed with these scientific advancements,
explored the AAF’s future and the nation’s security.
Given the general disarmament fever and calls for massive defense spending cuts, Arnold was limited in his options. Ballistic missile progress would
have to be delayed while other pressing needs, such as AAF postwar reorganization into a separate service, took place. Arnold believed that one day these
long-range missiles would become a reality. He successfully allocated funds
from a limited AAF 1946 budget to begin detailed studies to determine the
feasibility of advanced missilery that included air-to-air, air-to-surface, and
short- and long-range surface-to-surface missiles. Arnold also was instrumental in forming the RAND Corporation, an independent think-tank, which
would apply scientific analysis to defense problems such as ballistic missiles.
RAND would become very influential in future weapons development, strategy, and policy. Allowing these research studies to flourish provided Arnold
with the ability to select the most promising technologies for further development. Instead of relying solely on government laboratories or arsenals to
explore these options, as in the past, Arnold widened these activities to industry and the scientific community.
Fiscal reality forced priorities. With few funds to field new weapons, missile development was centered on air-to-air missiles. Atomic bomb delivery
became paramount, not by ballistic missile, but by existing manned bombers.
These manned bombers would need to defend themselves against interceptors and so required better defensive capabilities. Crews would also need an
air-to-surface missile armed with a nuclear device. A more pressing constraint
was the number of scientists and engineers available to conduct the research.
Finally, the AAF had to compete against other missile developments by the
navy and the army ground forces. The army wanted to develop surface-to-air
defense missiles and short-range missiles to support ground operations. Despite these limitations, in April 1946 the AAF awarded a $1.4 million contract
to the Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation (Convair) to study designs
called for a missile to transport a 5,000-pound (about 2,270 kilograms) warhead up to 5,000 miles (more than 8,000 kilometers). Convair’s Project MX-
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774 would examine a subsonic, winged missile and a supersonic ballistic missile, Hiroc.
Convair engineers used the V-2 as a natural point of departure to study
the possibility of expanding missile range and payload. MX-774 project results included redesign of the V-2 by using rocket sections to hold the fuel
and oxidizer instead of using separate tanks; increased use of nitrogen pressurization within the missile that would reduce structural bracing support;
focus on a warhead reentry instead of using the entire missile; and the exploration of swiveling rocket engines for better directional control that would
eliminate fins and aerodynamic drag.
Unfortunately, budget cuts took their toll on the project. Cruise missiles,
using aerodynamic lift, seemed to provide the fastest way to introduce an intercontinental strike system. These missiles would be longer-range versions of
the V-1. Effective missile operations still seemed at least a decade away from
serious technical consideration. Fuel, guidance, propulsion, reduced weight,
and other issues forced the MX-774 project to be canceled. Convair’s contract
had stipulated that the weapon study examine guidance systems that put the
warhead within 5,000 feet (about 1.5 kilometers). Given the current size of
atomic weapons and yield and the lack of accuracy seen in the V-2, the missile might not destroy military targets with any precision. Technical advances
in nuclear weapons had to either increase a ballistic missile’s yield or reduce
its weight to make the missile operational. Convair was not dissuaded about
the future of its creation. The company continued independent research on
many of these problems.
Scientific personnel were at a premium. The United States continued to
rely on captured German scientists and engineers. The U.S. Air Force and its
predecessor, the AAF, allowed Dornberger to help draft much of the service’s
missile research and development plans. Under Project Paperclip, these German scientists and engineers came to the United States to support missile development. Von Braun went to work for the U.S. Army. He and 120 German
personnel supported postwar V-2 research into high-altitude flight. Similarly,
the U.S. Navy supported its own research. These actions were not enough.
The only alternative, early on, in all missile programs was to rely on private
industry and give many study contracts. These activities bolstered competition of ideas, but they also fostered expensive duplication.
Service infighting was still a problem. Whoever built ballistic missiles
would have a decided advantage for roles and missions in future warfare. The
AAF had the edge over army ground forces to develop guided missiles when
both were under the War Department. AAF personnel were responsible for
all guided missiles developed for the army. However, this all changed when
the air force became independent through the National Security Act of 1947.
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Now, the U.S. Air Force was responsible for only its own missile development
and not those that affected the army’s roles and missions. Many critics argued
that one role for these systems fell into the purview of the army. Army leadership viewed any guided missile launched from the ground its responsibility. They believed that the weapons were nothing more than an extension of
long-range field artillery. The U.S. Air Force leadership believed that its role
of conducting strategic bombardment would be erased by allowing the U.S.
Army to have the sole responsibility for missiles. Instead, they advocated that
it and the U.S. Navy develop “robot aircraft” and that all three services produce guided missiles that included ballistic ones as well as air-to-surface and
surface-to-air weapons that allowed them to conduct their missions.
Determining which service would build missiles became a point of serious contention and was unresolved for years. At the start of the Eisenhower
administration in January 1953, circumstances had changed dramatically. The
Soviet Union had exploded an atomic bomb in August 1949; the nation had
fought a bloody three-year conflict in Korea that turned the heat on in the
cold war; the Atomic Energy Commission had successfully reduced the size
of nuclear weapons and boosted yields; and several technological breakthroughs made an ICBM possible. The Korean War had shown that the communist powers were willing to shed blood in direct confrontation with the
United States. Earlier, Soviet forces had blockaded Berlin and threatened military action that ended in a communist retreat on May 12, 1949. Threats and
strategic objectives changed during the early years in the 1950s, and the
United States recognized that its need to strengthen its military forces.
Technical concerns still plagued advocates of an ICBM-range vehicle.
However, the reduction in the size of thermonuclear weapons was significant.
A thermonuclear weapon was developed that reduced weapon weight. A thermonuclear weapon was developed that increased nuclear yield and was small
enough to fit on the Atlas. This weapon, compared to the earlier fission atomic
bombs used in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, was more powerful and produced
effects in the megaton TNT range, compared with the relatively smaller kiloton range of the atomic bomb. Nuclear testing of the hydrogen bomb had
successfully concluded on November 1, 1952. These weapons could weigh
from 1,500 to 3,000 pounds (680 to 1,760 kilograms).
This single technical achievement solved a tricky problem; an MX-774 vehicle could now carry a one-megaton warhead with sufficient range. Accuracy was relaxed. Increased accuracy was expensive and difficult to achieve.
The Atomic Energy Commission could now build larger thermonuclear
weapons that could deliver a two- to three-megaton yield, yet the weight was
reduced enough to be carried on a smaller version of Hiroc, called Atlas. Air
force officials thought Convair had studied the concept far enough to allow
it into initial development by January 1951. Instead of having to land Atlas
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V-2 on launch pad. The German V-2 was a key element of early U.S. and Soviet
ballistic missile development. This V-2, at White Sands in New Mexico, served as
a test bed for the U.S. Army and allowed engineers to experiment with several
new technologies. (Courtesy, U.S. Army)

on a target within 1,500 feet with a one-megaton yield, the missile’s guidance
system only had to get the missile to within five miles with a thermonuclear
device.
President Eisenhower ordered a thorough review of all weapons including
the ballistic missile. Committees investigated service missions and the grow-
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ing Soviet threat. Russian scientists and engineers had started a guided missile program after the World War II and intelligence sources indicated that
they were ahead of the United States. More important, by August 1953
Moscow had successfully exploded its hydrogen bomb. The move from defensive missiles, such as air-to-air or surface-to-air weapons, had not stopped
work on ballistic ones. The U.S. Army had allowed von Braun and other German scientists to improve their work on the V-2. The Redstone became a
weapon that could hit a target about 322 kilometers away (about 200 miles)
with a nuclear payload. Army advocates pushed for a new missile with greater
range of over 2,400 kilometers (1,500 miles).
The United States was poised to open the budget floodgates to develop nuclear weapon delivery vehicles. Still, the early Eisenhower administration believed that the United States had the strategic capability to outmuscle the
Soviet Union with existing systems. Service competition remained keen.
However, the U.S. Air Force could not rely solely on the proposed Atlas. Instead, air force leadership ordered parallel development of another ICBM.
Atlas would become the first generation of long-range ballistic missiles. A
follow-on system, Titan, would start development to replace the Atlas and ensure advancement in ballistic missile technology. Similarly, as the army expanded its role in developing an IRBM that became the Jupiter, the air force
was not as eager for this type of short-range weapon. Developing a limitedrange missile might drain resources from the Atlas and Titan. Additionally, if
the air force could build an ICBM, it could certainly build a smaller IRBM.
Critics of the IRBM also argued that supporting such a force would become
a difficult chore because their range dictated that the IRBMs be stationed in
foreign countries. Although the air force and army could emplace IRBMs in
Alaska that could hit parts of the Soviet Union, most plans called for European bases. Basing missiles in Europe brought other problems such as reduced
warning time of attack and subsequent questions about reaction time to
launch. IRBMs seemed only a temporary fix to a longer-term problem.
Since 1953, the president, secretary of defense, and the air force had
formed several committees to examine the question of ballistic missile development. These committees spilled much ink on missile priorities, but they
failed to resolve the basic issue of when to build IRBM or ICBM systems. On
February 14, 1955, the president’s Science Advisory Committee’s Technological Capabilities Panel, formed by James R. Killian, published its findings and
briefed Eisenhower that it found the United States’ security was at risk by Soviet advances in nuclear weaponry. Killian recommended that Eisenhower
make ballistic missile development a national priority.
The air force’s initial reliance on the manned bomber was challenged. Intelligence sources indicated that the Soviets had started to build sophisticated
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air defense systems that included antiaircraft artillery, interceptors, and other
systems that might threaten the bomber flight. On the May Day 1955 parade
in Moscow, the Soviets unveiled a production strategic bomber, the MYA-4
Bison, which had been seen a year earlier as a prototype. The May Day parade fly-over of several Bison aircraft shocked top national and air force leaders. If the Soviets had stepped up production of strategic bombers, what other
surprises were in store?
Eisenhower finally resolved the issue by accepting the recommendations
of the Killian Committee and his National Security Council to make the Atlas,
Titan, Jupiter, and the new air force IRBM, Thor, national priorities. Eisenhower ordered the ballistic missile program to be the Defense Department’s
primary priority on September 13, 1955. The army and navy had responsibility to develop Jupiter. The navy wanted a missile fired from the sea. By default, the air force would build the ICBM force because they had programs in
place to start rapid development and production. Additionally, army leadership had been more interested in fielding a missile for tactical support, at most
an IRBM, than in an ICBM. Later, on November 26, 1956, interservice squabbling forced the secretary of defense, Charles E. Wilson, to delegate new missile responsibilities. The army was limited to operating missiles with ranges
of less than 200 miles. The air force would take over IRBMs; they now had
Jupiter and Thor. The navy could develop IRBMs for shipboard operations.

BALLISTIC MISSILES BECOME A NATIONAL PRIORITY
Despite the rising interest in Soviet military activities, the Eisenhower administration was still committed to reducing defense expenditures. Eisenhower had come to office wanting to end the war in Korea, reduce defense
expenditures, and revive the economy. Some critics argued that we should not
fight large-scale land conflicts. Instead, the policy of massive retaliation grew.
First championed by Admiral Arthur W. Radford, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, in January 1954 and later Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
in 1955, the policy of massive retaliation relied on the threat of nuclear attack against a Soviet or Chinese act of aggression at a time or place of our
choosing. Air power and missiles would make excellent platforms for this new
policy. Eisenhower also believed that true national security depended on a
strong economy. Unnecessary government expenditures were opposed to this
goal. Eisenhower thought he could use nuclear weapons to replace land
power.
General Curtis E. LeMay, the commander of Strategic Air Command
(SAC), was slated to eventually control the ICBM and Thor. LeMay, who had
doubted the worth of ballistic missiles, was now charged with integrating
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them with the bomber. LeMay believed that the ICBM might give him a very
rapid, accurate, and powerful weapon, if properly designed. There were no
known missile defenses, and these new weapons could provide an initial penetration against an enemy and allow bombers a follow-up attack. Still, SAC
bomber pilots were skeptical of this new weapon.
By December 1955, air force headquarters planned on having an operational ICBM force by 1959. The Air Research and Development Command
(ARDC) would construct an initial force of only ten missiles by April 1, 1959.
The weapons would, like the V-2, be launched in the open, but from fixed
sites only. Air force crews would operate eighty Atlas and forty Titan missiles
at sixty launch sites by January 1960. Due to the importance of these systems,
the air force planned to locate these bases in three areas in the eastern, central, and western United States. Crews at each base would launch ten missiles
within fifteen minutes and another ten missiles within two hours. These missiles had to have a relatively fast reaction time because they could not survive
an attack in their unprotected launch sites. The base deployment scheme was,
in part, a way to avoid presenting all of the missiles as a single, vulnerable
target.
The Eisenhower administration only planned for an original total force of
120 ICBMs. Beliefs that the United States would continue to lead the Soviets
in the missile race and demands to reduce defense spending forced changes
in that plan. The number of total operational ICBMs dropped to eighty missiles by March 5, 1957. SAC would have an equal number of Atlas and Titan
missiles. A single ICBM wing was composed of separate Atlas and Titan
groups. A group was supposed to have four squadrons that operated ten
launchers each. The first Atlas was supposed to be operational by March 1959.
The Atlas would represent America’s commitment toward keeping a nuclear edge over the Soviet Union. Air force and Convair design efforts would
center on a progressive test program. Engineers would develop Atlas prototypes to evaluate design features proposed for the missile. From 1955 to 1957,
engineers surged toward creating a flight test program. By June 11, 1957, the
first Atlas lifted off the pad, but it exploded soon afterward. Undeterred, the
engineers continued testing, determined to do so because the planned initial
operational deployment was less than two years away.
Budget concerns again forced the Eisenhower administration to curtail
system development. The secretary of defense, Charles E. Wilson, proposed
changes to the ballistic missile program. Now, only the Atlas was planned for
production. Despite reports that the Soviet Union had tested an ICBM, called
the R-7, on August 26, Eisenhower approved the change. Titan languished as
a development-only program. The Soviet assertion of an operational R-7 was
dismissed since the nation could not verify any of the Soviet claims. This sit-
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uation changed when the Kremlin boasted that they had successfully launched
the world’s first man-made orbiting satellite, Sputnik I, using the same R-7
vehicle.
By launching Sputnik I, on October 4, 1957, the Soviets proved they had
a weapon capable of placing a payload into space that might also serve as an
ICBM. Panic ensued throughout the United States. The apparent lead in ballistic missiles that the United States thought it had over the Soviet Union had
evaporated. Eisenhower administration officials scrambled to explain the implications to a worried nation. Then, on November 3, another Soviet blow hit
the United States: Sputnik II’s launch and orbit. These events fueled a new
missile race. The entire proposed U.S. ballistic missile force that had been
threatened with extinction by budget cuts only a few months before was now
rescued. Congress demanded action; the missile programs again surged to put
operational systems on launch pads.
Although Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev’s claims of using a production ICBM as a Sputnik booster garnered political points around the world,
many in the Eisenhower administration were skeptical. SAC still had the ability to launch a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. The Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) did not have a reliable means to detect or gather vital information about Moscow’s ballistic missile programs. CIA activities would soon
involve building a series of radar stations in Turkey to monitor test missile
launches in the Soviet Union. The psychological impact of exposing American scientific and military weaknesses, however, had occurred.

THOR AND JUPITER COME TO THE RESCUE
Khrushchev had gained a political coup, but it had some unintended consequences. The apparent lack of American scientific and technical education
forced national action. Congress soon passed the National Defense Education
Act, which promoted graduate study in the hard sciences and engineering.
Science and math education from primary to graduate schools took on the
added emphasis that it would pay future military and economic dividends.
Likewise, the fear of growing Soviet influence in Europe was not confined
solely to the United States. Britain and France did not want to be caught unprepared as they were in World War II. They too sought a means to procure
a missile. They did not think they needed an ICBM, but thought they could
use an IRBM-range weapon.
The U.S. Air Force had at least the Thor and Jupiter to offer. Development
of the Thor IRBM was an afterthought by the air force. Focus on an ICBM
was its primary concern. Great Britain and France had shown much interest
in getting their own nuclear force to counter that of the Soviet Union. British
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government officials had expressed great interest in a ballistic missile in February 1955. They would eventually acquire Thor missiles. France would later
reject American moves to place IRBMs on their soil and opt to build their
own weapon systems.
The U.S. Army’s work on Jupiter had started as a joint collaboration effort
with the U.S. Navy. Engineers designed the system to use gimbaled rocket engines. Navy officials wanted a solid fueled rocket motor, not a ponderous liquid fueled one that required much support on limited ship space and used
volatile liquid fuels. Now that Jupiter was becoming a reality, its development
and production proved a problem for the air force. Two competing IRBMs
consumed funds, personnel, and time. Besides, the Jupiter was an army missile. Army officials had designed Jupiter as a field-mobile weapon. Air force
planners believed the Thor was better suited to launch from a fixed site. The
air force had to meld a force of Thor and Jupiter vehicles. Thor and Jupiter
did offer some benefits. They could supplement the ICBM force and complicate Soviet targeting. However, nuclear war would then spread to other European and potentially Asian countries depending on the missiles’
deployment. Unfortunately, those nations agreeing to deployment by the U.S.
Air Force would now become targets.
ARDC officials believed that Thor and Jupiter were merely limited
sideshows. In the early 1950s, U.S. Air Force officials believed that they could
build Thor as a derivative of Atlas. The 1955 Killian Committee had sold the
idea of IRBM development to Eisenhower. The air force leaders were forced
to build an IRBM that they could field quickly and operate. To reduce development time, air force engineers decided to use existing Atlas technology. For
example, the inertial guidance system and RV designed for the ICBM were
selected for Thor. Similarly, the Jupiter rocket engine was chosen.
Air force and contractor development engineers had an ambitious schedule to meet. Full production was authorized for the Thor even though the
missile had never flown. The first test, conducted on December 26, 1956,
ended in a failure, and a continual stream of problem test shots occurred until
September 20, 1957. A Thor was able to reach a range of about 1,500 miles,
days before Sputnik I. The first successful test missile was launched on December 19, 1957. This was a small success in a period dominated by concerns
about ballistic missiles and cold war threats. These vehicles were the only
long-range missiles that the nation could offer to counter the supposed Soviet ICBM.
Great Britain made a formal agreement, by June 1958, with the United
States to base Thor in Britain. British officials would eventually allow stationing four Thor squadrons armed with nuclear weapons. Each missile carried a 1.44-megaton nuclear yield. Unfortunately, the U.S. government was
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very sensitive about nuclear technology and control of these systems. A sale
or transfer of nuclear weapons, albeit to an allied nation, was impossible. Instead, a dual arrangement was created between SAC and RAF personnel. RAF
missile crews would maintain and operate the Thor. SAC officers would authorize release of the nuclear warhead.
European opposition to allow Thor emplacement in Europe limited deployment to only Britain. U.S. Air Force personnel started to deploy the Thor
to Britain by August 1958. Construction problems and inadequate training
delayed RAF officials’ ability to declare the weapons operational. Some success was made when seven out of a fifteen missiles of a RAF Thor squadron
had been deployed by December. Trained SAC crews could provide an emergency launch capability, after hours of preparation, but this capacity was
largely symbolic. The first of four squadrons, the 77th RAF Strategic Missile
Squadron (SMS), became operational on June 30, 1960.
A launch crew was supposed to load the liquid fueled missile and send it
toward the Soviet Union within fifteen minutes. Each RAF SMS had three
launch complexes with five launchers each. Once ordered to launch, the Thor
was erected from a horizontal to vertical position from its shelter. These shelters could not withstand a nuclear attack since they were above ground. Construction crews had built the complexes twelve missiles apart to reduce their
vulnerability as targets from a Soviet nuclear attack. The single-stage, onerocket-engine Thor required 100,000 gallons of liquid oxygen and kerosene
fuel. Fuel handlers could load these propellants into the missile within eight
minutes. The CEP (circular error probable) was about two miles (3.2 kilometers); given the size of the warhead, this accuracy was sufficient. Despite
its elaborate launch procedures and delicate support equipment, the Thor enjoyed a 98 percent alert rate of its assigned vehicles.
The United States had concerns about Thor. Fueling the missile was slow
and limited reaction time. Although housed in a shelter, Thor was still vulnerable to attack. By 1962, Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara informed
the British Minister of Defence Peter Thorneycroft that SAC would no longer
support any Thor operations in Britain. The first Thor was removed from
alert on November 29, 1962, and the last weapon became nonoperational on
August 15, 1963.
Jupiter was another system that the U.S. Air Force would field. The army
would work with the missile in conjunction with the navy. The primary focus
was to build a shipboard IRBM for the navy and act as a backup to the Thor.
Naval requirements differed markedly from the army designs. Corrosive fuels,
limited ship space, and slow reaction time due to fueling brought demands
for change. The army had already started engine tests by November 1955, and
the army’s missile design and engineering center at Redstone Arsenal near
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Huntsville, Alabama, were reluctant to change. The navy decided to build a
modified ballistic missile, the Jupiter-S (solid). Although the navy would design a much different solid fuel program, it continued to work with the army
on the liquid fuel version.
Army engineers had used some components of their successful Redstone
in Jupiter’s development. Jupiter’s development by the army and the Chrysler
Corporation culminated in a test launch of Jupiter on September 20, 1956, at
Cape Canaveral, Florida. This test flight was a great success. The test missile
flew 3,400 miles (5,500 kilometers) and reached an altitude of 650 miles
(1,050 kilometers). Jupiter had potential as a weapon. Secretary of Defense
Wilson had decided that the air force would become the lead service to operate IRBMs, but the Redstone Arsenal would continue to build Jupiter.
Jupiter’s success seemed to far surpass Thor’s continued test problems. Thor
did have some advantages, however. The Thor missiles used in tests were production versions, and Douglas contractors had already begun work on support equipment. Efforts on Jupiter were confined largely to test elements.
Jupiter offered several valuable characteristics to the nation’s nuclear delivery force. Since the Jupiter was a field-mobile system, its crews could launch
it from several possible sites. Like the V-2, this capability would compound
an enemy’s required effort to destroy the missile. The Soviets might use more
of their limited resources trying to eliminate this threat than would be necessary. Jupiter also involved a different warhead design than Thor. Thor used
a heat sink RV, while Jupiter’s designs called for one using ablative material.
This change made the Jupiter more accurate than Thor. Jupiter’s approximate
CEP was about 0.9 miles (1.4 kilometers).
Air force planners believed that the reduced range required basing closer
to the Soviet Union. France had already rejected IRBM basing, Germany was
too vulnerable to attack, and other nations were too far away for Jupiter basing, so bases in Italy were sought as the prime launch sites for Jupiter. The
United States and Italy agreed, on March 16, 1959, to base two fifteen-missile
squadrons at Gioia del Colle in southern Italy. Missile crews were organized
to launch groups of three Jupiter missiles. The crews had to prepare the site
for launch and fuel their weapons. The Italian squadrons were collectively
called NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) I. As in the agreement between the United States and Britain, the Jupiters in Italy became a dual-nation
responsibility. Italian air force crews would launch the vehicle when SAC
crews released the nuclear weapon.
Two Jupiter squadrons were not sufficient. General Frederic H. Smith, Jr.,
commander of the U.S. Air Forces in Europe, requested that another fifteenmissile squadron, NATO II, become operational in Turkey. Turkey agreed to
emplace a single squadron at Cigli with the understanding that Turkish crews

Thor. Thor was the first operational IRBM stationed overseas by the United States. The RAF operated four squadrons, but
U.S. officers controlled the nuclear warheads. U.S.A.F. crews would later use Thor as a space booster and anti-satellite
device. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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would launch the missile with American officers controlling the nuclear
weapon. NATO I became operational on April 14, 1961. The Turkish-manned
NATO II’s Jupiter missiles became launch capable on March 5, 1962, and the
squadron became fully operational in May 1962. SAC crews operated the missiles until the Turkish crews could demonstrate launch proficiency.
Jupiter would have the shortest operational life of all early American ballistic missiles. Concerns about the limited production of missiles—few operational test launches, logistical support, and other technical issues—forced
U.S. Air Force officials to question the weapon’s effectiveness. Additionally, as
more advanced weapon systems became operational, the need for Jupiter declined. Jupiter’s days were numbered. The air force wanted to press ahead for
ICBMs, not continue reliance on IRBMs.

SOVIET BALLISTIC MISSILE THREATS DEMAND
INTELLIGENCE
Early in the Eisenhower administration, the growth of Soviet military
power concerned many in government. The successful explosion of an atomic
bomb, bomber development, and the Korean War offered evidence that
Moscow wanted military parity with or even superiority over the West. When
the Soviets exploded a hydrogen bomb in 1953, concern about a potential nuclear Pearl Harbor clouded Eisenhower’s mind. The Soviets could strike at the
nation, but they would need appropriate delivery vehicles. By 1954, the U.S.
Air Force and the CIA had agreed on a joint photoreconnaissance project that
would allow aerial intelligence missions over the Soviet Union by the U-2.
The U-2 made its first debut over the Soviet Union on July 4, 1956. U-2 pilots flew missions over the Soviet Union from West Germany, Alaska, Turkey,
Pakistan, and other locations. Future flights provided valuable information
about the Soviet military developments. For example, after a few U-2 missions, the Soviet bomber threat was debunked. Bomber production and operational bases indicated that the Soviets were not building a large number of
long-range bombers. The Soviet ballistic missile programs became the focus
of American intelligence efforts.
The Soviets’ R-7 ICBM test flight proclamation forced defense and CIA officials to take more interest in the Tyuratam Missile Test Range in Baykonyr.
On August 28, 1957, two days later after the proclamation, a U-2 flight determined that there was only a single launch pad. U-2 pilots followed a telltale sign of launch pad support, rail lines. U-2 missions provided valuable
information about the Soviet missile and nuclear activities. Intelligence data
flooded in about nuclear test and production facilities, and another missile
test center at Saryshagan was found. U-2 flights were detected by Soviet air
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defenses, however. Official protests by the Soviet government to Washington
charged violation of sovereign airspace. Additionally, fears of Soviet advancements in fighter interceptor capability, air-to-air missiles, and surface-to-air
missiles caused some concern about the U-2, though no aircraft had been shot
down. Eisenhower sought international agreements to allow for aerial surveillance and reconnaissance that allowed a more secure system of intelligence, photoreconnaissance satellites, Project CORONA.
Disturbing news about Soviet missile production claims started a slow
drumbeat for more accurate information. Fears that the Soviets would overtake the United States in ballistic missile capability created claims of a new
“missile gap” in early 1959. Throughout late 1958, Soviet officials, at a series
of Geneva conferences on reducing the possibility of nuclear surprise attacks,
hinted at Moscow’s mass production of ICBMs. By December 9, 1958,
Khrushchev had heightened the United States’ angst by declaring that his
country had a ballistic missile that could strike 8,000 miles with a fivemegaton warhead. Other Soviet claims in early 1959 predicted that Soviet
missiles had perfected an accurate nuclear delivery for their systems. Fears of
American military inferiority fueled a public debate about the adequacy of
missile capability and overall military capability. The American public and
Congress wanted answers. Although earlier U-2 flights had indicated only a
single launch pad in operation at Tyuratam and no large-scale ballistic missile testing was detected, no U-2 flights had occurred in over a year to confirm the Soviet claims of a growing missile gap.
Pressured by his own Defense Department officials, Eisenhower authorized a U-2 flight over Tyuratam on July 9, 1959. Despite its photographs of
an enlarged missile test range, the U-2 flight provided no definitive answer to
alleged Soviet missile program advancements. Eisenhower did not want to antagonize the Soviets with additional U-2 flights, but pressure continued to
mount as Khrushchev made more unsubstantiated claims of producing upward of 250 missiles per year armed with thermonuclear warheads. Soviet
technical problems that had delayed tests of their R-7 (NATO designated this
vehicle the SS-6 Sapwood) were fixed and test launches occurred with greater
frequency. Eisenhower authorized more U-2 flights in February 1960.
New U-2 missions proceeded in April. A mission on April 10 inspected
Saryshagan and detected two radar sites there, found a nuclear testing facility at Semispalatinsk, and flew over Tyuratam. Over Tyuratam, the U-2 pilot
photographed a two-pad launch site that intelligence analysts believed was
built for a new missile. The U-2 flight was a success, but concerns about radar
detection and reports of a new surface-to-air missile, the SA-2 Guideline,
caused CIA officials to seek a flight path that might avoid air defenses. Demands from intelligence officials for more information about the SS-6
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mounted from the U-2 flights. CIA analysts wanted photographs from operational SS-6 configurations to use as model to search for other sites. Eisenhower relented and authorized another flight, but it had to take place no later
than May 1. The United States had agreed to a Paris summit with the Soviets
on May 16, and the president did not want to endanger the meeting with a
protest from Moscow over a U-2 mission.
Weather delays caused cancellations of the proposed U-2 flight. The mission was to fly south to north across the Soviet Union. On May 1, flying from
Peshawar, Pakistan, CIA pilot Francis Gary Powers flew over Tyuratam and
had turned toward Sverdlovsk. Powers was unaware that Soviet air defense
radars had detected his aircraft fifteen minutes after crossing the Soviet border from Afghanistan, and thirteen interceptor aircraft attempted to shoot
him down. All failed. However, a previously unknown SA-2 site let loose a
three-missile volley that brought down Powers’ aircraft at 70,500 feet. The
U-2 suffered a near miss, but the attack damaged the aircraft sufficiently to
force Powers to bail out. Soviet officials later recovered the plane’s wreckage.
Khrushchev used the Paris summit as a means to embarrass Eisenhower.
Khrushchev demanded an apology; Eisenhower refused. The president only
promised no more aerial missions above the Soviet Union. Despite the problems with this U-2 incident, the Soviet ballistic missile threat did not seem as
massive as once thought. No operational bases were found.
Intelligence demands spawned further development of other resources.
The U-2 was not the only means to gather information. The United States
could also use radar sites in Turkey, electronic listening posts in Iran, and
satellites. Air force and CIA officials again collaborated to investigate using
space vehicles to detect Soviet ballistic missile capabilities. This effort included
early warning satellites that used infrared technologies to detect the hot exhaust gases from a launch. Similarly, a wide system of communications for
secure command and control activities, electronic signal gathering, weather,
geodesy, and mapping for targeting strategic sites were being planned or explored. More important, the photoreconnaissance mission was highlighted as
a way to watch the Soviet Union. In the late 1950s, no country had an effective antisatellite capability that could down a space vehicle. U-2 flights were
also limited to selected areas within the Soviet Union. A photoreconnaissance
satellite could sweep the entire country without fear of being shot down.
Satellites offered a more robust intelligence-gathering system for the nation
to investigate areas of the Soviet Union and other nations fairly easily and
routinely. Strategic intelligence would enter a new era from space.
One of the longest-serving and most successful satellite intelligence programs was Project CORONA. Originally conceived as a television camera–
based system, CORONA evolved into a high-resolution still photographic
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satellite. The U.S. Air Force and CIA requirements for the satellite were issued
on March 16, 1955. By 1956, the Lockheed Missile and Space Company started
to work on the system. CORONA was based on a simple concept. Using a
Thor booster and Agena second stage, the CORONA satellite would launch
from Camp Cooke (later renamed Vandenberg Air Force Base [AFB]) on the
central California coast and enter a polar orbit. The satellite, once over its targeted area, would start taking images. Film would return through reentry and
parachute recovery by a modified U.S. Air Force C-119, later C-130, over the
Pacific. As a cover story, CORONA was billed as a scientific satellite named
Discoverer. Lockheed was required to test the first satellite by early 1959. The
first launch, on February 28, 1959, was a failure. No one knew what exactly
happened to Discoverer I; analysts speculated it landed in Antarctica. More
tests failed as satellites failed to go into orbit, recovery problems surfaced,
Agena mishaps occurred, or other mistakes appeared. Finally, on August 10,
1960, Discoverer XIII returned its cargo, an American flag, safely to earth.
Originally designed as an interim photoreconnaissance satellite system,
CORONA would serve the United States until 1972 as one of the key strategic intelligence assets in America’s arsenal.
Project CORONA provided a wealth of information for the United States.
The first operational mission lifted off eight days later, on August 18. The satellite took photographs throughout the Soviet Union. This one mission took
more photographs than all U-2 missions combined. The mission provided
photographs of the Kapustin Yar Missile Test Range and its missile impact
area. Still, the CIA could not detect any major ICBM or IRBM launch site.
CORONA satellite models were designated KH (Keyhole) -1 to KH-4. The
joint U.S. Air Force–CIA CORONA program included 121 launches. The original KH-1 camera had a ground resolution, smallest discernable image, of an
item forty feet in size. New technology and techniques improved this capability. KH-2 and KH-3 cameras made great strides in imagery by reducing
ground resolution to only ten feet. The improvements allowed the air force
and CIA to examine areas with greater clarity and regularity. KH-4 used two
and three cameras, photographing the same subject at different angles, to gain
a three-dimensional view of the target. These evolutionary advancements
pushed the state-of-the-art imagery to new heights by increasing ground resolution to five feet. Project CORONA provided a foundation for further photoreconnaissance satellites that would produce even greater results. U.S.
presidents could conduct national security policy with the confidence provided by the information from Project CORONA.
The missile gap seemed to have no basis. U-2 and CORONA missions indicated that by 1960 and 1961, the Soviets did not have a growing ICBM or
IRBM force. Khrushchev was all bluff and bluster regarding nuclear armed
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ICBMs. A 1961 CIA National Intelligence Estimate regarding Soviet ICBM activities sharply reduced the ICBM force to ten to fifteen ICBM launchers with
possible growth to upward of 125 launchers by 1963. The missile gap, like the
bomber gap, seemed to be fiction. Unfortunately, Eisenhower could not release any of these results in 1960 despite demands for public accountability
over the missile gap. Eisenhower knew that the United States still maintained
strategic superiority, but he could not compromise the intelligence sources
from the U-2 and the CORONA.
The president had earlier formed several committees to study the missile
gap allegation. These efforts resulted in an awkward position for Eisenhower
when the Gather Report (1957) and the Killian Report (1958) claimed the Soviet Union would have an ICBM advantage. The U-2 and CORONA information would later contradict these findings, but in the late 1950s through
1960, the public and Congress wanted action. Despite the buildup of SAC nuclear armed long-range bombers, Congress wanted to authorize and build
more ballistic missiles based on the fear of the Soviets’ apparent military gains.
No one seemed to question whether the Soviets had faced technical problems
similar to the United States’ missile programs. The SS-6 Sapwood required
extensive and lengthy support to operate. Railroad operations to bring in fuel
and other support were essential to the SS-6 Sapwood, unlike the Atlas or
other missiles. However, the public, the Congress, the CIA, and the military
services did not know about these extensive requirements.
Eventually, the missile gap became an election issue between presidential
candidates John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon. Democrats painted a Republican administration that was soft on defense issues. Kennedy claimed
that the Eisenhower administration, including Vice President Nixon, had
failed to expand America’s ballistic missile programs to forestall a missile gap.
Despite Eisenhower’s emphasis on nuclear force development, deployment,
and dependency, critics rushed to argue that the nation was left without an
adequate defense. Eisenhower defense officials had reshaped the military to
depend on nuclear weapons based on a massive retaliation strategy. This approach, called the New Look, offered a way to structure a slimmed down military that would use nuclear weapons and save funds. Conventional forces,
like the army and tactical air forces, suffered. Eisenhower now was hit with
questions about the failure in the ballistic missile race and inadequate conventional weapons as well.

BRINGING BALLISTIC MISSILES ON LINE
For the struggling ballistic missile programs, the successful Sputnik
launches were actually a shot in the arm. Funding and national priority were
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advanced for their development efforts. Technical glitches had frustrated the
Atlas program, but testing continued and the missile soon found some promise. Efforts on Titan also progressed and seemed to offer more potential than
Atlas in terms of range and payload and as a future space system booster.
Other systems were introduced as the public called for more defense capability, in terms of nuclear delivery activities. This included a new system, Polaris.
The navy had pressured Congress for development of their Jupiter S system, Polaris. The Polaris IRBM offered a way to secure a strategic advantage
over the Soviets. By December 1956, the navy had dropped out of the army’s
Jupiter program to pursue independently Polaris with their contractors, Lockheed and Aerojet. Higher-yield, smaller-sized thermonuclear warheads helped
promote the development of Polaris, since these missiles were now small
enough to fit in a submarine. The first versions of Polaris would have a 500kiloton-yield warhead. The navy also had nuclear submarines and could tap
other technologies, such as miniaturized electronics, to develop Polaris.
In December 1957, Secretary of Defense Neil H. McElroy authorized the
navy to build an operational Polaris A-1. Navy officials believed that a Polaris
system could launch a missile from a submarine by 1960. Navy, Lockheed,
and Aerojet engineers launched test vehicle from Point Mugu, California, in
January 1958. Subsequent launches proved that a crew could perform an underwater missile launch, and the navy showed that the missile would reach
its intended 1,380-mile range. On July 20, 1960, the USS George Washington,
a nuclear submarine, initiated a launch sequence of a Polaris A-1. The missile performed to specification. The George Washington’s crew began its first
operational cruise with nuclear armed weapons on November 15, 1960. The
nation now had a mobile, stealthy nuclear capability that would continue to
this day.
Eisenhower administration officials still wanted a limited force of Titan
and Atlas ICBMs, no more than four squadrons apiece. Under public pressure and in response to the Gather Report, the air force expanded the planned
missile forces. By early 1959, the air force asked for a total of seventeen Atlas
and twelve Titan ICBM squadrons. Congress looked favorably on any missile
program. Funding did not seem a major problem. The U.S. Air Force asked
for more funding to develop another advanced ballistic missile program, the
solid fueled Minuteman.
Atlas development continued. Throughout 1958, the test Atlas program expanded and started to show signs of credible advances in range and better accuracy. Still, missile technical glitches created concerns among SAC officials.
Atlas was a stage-and-a-half missile that used a two-engine booster system
with a smaller sustainer rocket along with two side vernier engines. By 1959,
the first operational version, Atlas D, was ready for deployment. April 1959
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was the planned date for the Atlas D to go on initial nuclear alert at Vandenberg AFB. Air force and contractor launch teams tested the Atlas D, but technical problems with the missile delayed its operational date. The first
successful Atlas D test shot took place, however, on September 9, 1959. A
month later, the Atlas D achieved operational status. Atlas D had some drawbacks; it had radio-inertial guidance that could be jammed. Additionally, a
support radio system was required. If each missile had a different target, then
each missile required separate frequencies or guidance information that might
interfere with another missile if more than one missile were launched at the
same time. So, the Atlas D might not be able to launch at the same time as
other Atlas missiles. The long-awaited arrival of an American ICBM was finally met, but improvements were needed.
Rushing to meet an operational Atlas ballistic missile deadline required
concentrated effort by the U.S. Air Force. This resulted in areas that were
planned hurriedly and created some interesting problems. One concern was
the shelters designed for the Atlas D. For example, Vandenberg, having the
first operational capability, used open-air gantries to launch the missiles but
would later receive environmental shelters. Atlas D vehicles stood on a launch
pad ready for operations and had to withstand all weather conditions. Air
force and contractor crews could operate the weapons. Later, these missiles
served as training devices and had an emergency war fighting capability. Vandenberg had two complexes of three launchers. Each complex was controlled
by a single launch control center. An attack on the launch control center
would also disable launch operations to the three Atlases.
Future Atlas crews had to prepare a missile from a “coffin” launch shelter.
Similar to the Thor shelters, this type of facility allowed protection from the
weather and environment, but not from a nuclear attack. The launch crew
had to move the missile from a horizontal to vertical position onto the launch
pad and then fuel the vehicle. This effort was time consuming, subject to the
weather, and vulnerable to enemy attack. A crew would take about fifteen
minutes to launch an Atlas. The first operational base was F. E. Warren AFB
in Wyoming when SAC took command on August 8, 1960. The squadron became operational with six Atlas D missiles on September 2, 1960. Soon nine
other Atlas bases sprang to life.
Kennedy won the 1960 election and acted immediately on the missile gap
allegations. His new secretary of defense, Robert S. McNamara, started to examine the nation’s ICBM and other military programs. Kennedy approved
plans for a thirteen-Atlas and twelve-Titan squadron force. Additionally,
Kennedy wanted to modernize the force by allowing expanded development
of Minuteman and Polaris. McNamara added 160 Polaris missiles (ten submarines) and sixty Minuteman ICBMs. Although Titan offered more capa-

Trident. U.S. Navy SSBNs could launch SLBMs from below surface. This Trident
SLBM’s stealth and mobility provided a difficult target to counter. The navy produced a series of SLBMs beginning with Polaris, then Poseidon and Trident. (Courtesy, U.S. Navy)
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bility than Atlas, McNamara reduced the planned number of Titan missiles.
Advances in solid propellants and continuing problems with liquid fuels
drove McNamara to reduce reliance on Atlas and Titan.
Air force officials realized that Atlas was vulnerable. Atlas E did offer some
improvement in terms of a more accurate RV and a better “hardened” shelter. Additionally, each launcher would have an assigned crew that would allow
the system to improve its capability to withstand an attack on any command
and control structure. The final version, Atlas F, made a major improvement
to basing. It was stored in an underground silo. Once the ICBM was fueled,
an elevator system lifted it to a launch position. The Atlas allowed ICBM development to continue, and U.S. Air Force officials learned from their experience. The first Atlas D shelters could withstand overpressures of 5 pounds
per square inch (psi). Typical buildings fall apart at 6 psi. Later, Atlas D shelters were protected with 25-psi overpressure capacity. The Atlas F silo improved protection to 100 psi.
Atlas test and operational problems continued to underscore concerns
about America’s first-generation ballistic missile. Flight test failures continually plagued Atlas. Problems such as test missiles failing to hit their targets,
mishaps in which missiles blew up on their launch pads, corrosion, and construction delays forced engineers to make changes. A propellant loading accident that destroyed an Atlas missile and its launch facility at Vandenberg in
March 1960 also forced delays. SAC officials urged ARDC teams to institute
more rigorous testing, but the additional tests did not help. Only three of ten
Atlas E and F test flights met their objectives by June 1961. The reliability of
Atlas as an operational weapon systems was debatable; the nation needed to
look elsewhere for its future nuclear capability. From December 1960 to May
1961, the U.S. Air Force directed that Atlas D squadrons have their missiles
stand down from nuclear alerts and have facilities and the missiles retrofitted
with certain improvements. Engineers hoped to improve reliability of a successful launch and target destruction to between 50 and 75 percent, still a
questionable weapon system. The initial rush to get a working system in the
post-Sputnik era had created an inadequate system.
Similarly, the Titan program was now pushed toward operational capability. Atlas’s days were numbered. Titan’s proponents claimed that their missile
was more cost effective and reliable and performanced better than the firstgeneration Atlas. Like the Atlas, Titan had a radio-inertial guidance system,
shared similar nuclear warheads, used liquid fuel, could reach about the same
range, and suffered the same inaccuracies in its CEP. Unlike the Atlas, Titan
was a two-staged missile that was designed to be emplaced in an underground
launch silo. The air force would only fully develop and deploy Titan if Atlas
development failed. The Glen L. Martin Company was awarded a contract to

Atlas three engines. The Atlas was America’s first ICBM. The liquid fueled first
stage-and-a-half missile used three main engines, shown here. Atlas required extensive support systems to pump fuel and oxidizer into the missile’s propulsion
system. (Courtesy, Department of Defense)
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develop Titan on October 27, 1955. The Sputnik launches changed this plan,
and Titan I became an essential ingredient to a mix of ballistic missiles pushed
by Congress for production and operational use. Martin delivered the first
test missile to the U.S. Air Force on June 17, 1958.
Testing for Titan was more successful than testing for Atlas. Through June
1961, the U.S. Air Force counted about two-thirds of its thirty-five tests as
fully successful, while three were failures. The rest of the tests met some objectives and were counted as partial successes. Testing for Titan I was complete by January 29, 1962. Construction crews had already started to build
underground silos to hold Titan I missiles at Lowry AFB near Denver, Colorado. Six Titan I missile squadrons were made operational between April 18
and September 28, 1962. Lowry would have two squadrons, and the other
squadrons would be located at four other bases. Each squadron had nine
launchers, a force of fifty-four Titan I’s ready to defend the nation.
Titan I crews still faced challenges. Titan I missiles did not contain storable fuels within the missiles. This meant the crews took time to fuel the missile, which would then be lifted by an elevator system above the silo for
launch. Fueling mishaps occurred. A silo was destroyed in one accident, and
another fire damaged a missile. Still, Titan I’s development helped transition
the ICBM force to multiple-staged systems. Despite this advance, Titan I was
a first-generation ballistic missile and expensive to operate. Martin engineers
returned to the drawing board to design a better system, Titan II.
Concerns about liquid fueled missiles beset the air force. Cost, reliability,
readiness, and capability demands forced the air force to consider another option. Advances in solid fuels had moved air force officials to start another missile study in 1955. Weapon System Q, later Minuteman, was conceived as a
three-staged solid fueled system. Air force leadership believed that it would
field up to 100 missiles by 1964 and a total of 500 by 1965. Competition for
limited funds between Polaris, IRBMs, and liquid fueled ICBMs slowed Minuteman’s development. Like other ballistic missile programs, the Minuteman
program was pushed into action after the launch of Sputnik. On October 9,
1958, the Boeing Aircraft Company signed a contract to build Minuteman.
Less than a year later, Secretary of Defense McElroy elevated the Minuteman
program to the nation’s highest priority. By April 1959, McElroy proposed
that 150 missiles, organized under three squadrons, become the initial force.
This total would rise to over 445 missiles by January 1965 and 800 missiles
by that June. General Thomas D. White, chief of staff of the air force, foresaw a possible missile force of 3,000 Minutemen by 1970.
Testing of the Minuteman began in September 1959. Boeing engineers had
designed a superior missile. Testing was advanced and proceeded quickly. Air

Titan II silo. ICBM silos are nondescript, simple structures. This Titan II missile launch site was based near Davis-Monthan
AFB close to Tucson, Arizona. The site only had visible antennas, limited support structures, and the missile silo door.
Titan II was deactivated by 1987. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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force concepts included both a fixed silo–based system and a rail-mobile missile. The rail version would reduce vulnerability and counter the U.S. Navy’s
arguments for more funding of its submarine-based Polaris missiles. Some
air force plans envisioned three rail squadrons. Each squadron would have ten
trains that would carry three Minuteman missiles each. This option would be
an expensive one. Additionally, the logistical support and operating questions
highlighted debate about the railroad option. SAC officials, concerned about
the vulnerability of silos to a Soviet nuclear attack, held out hope for the mobile missile.
The Kennedy administration had inherited the Atlas, Titan I, and Polaris
ballistic missile programs. It also had the Thor and Jupiter forces to supplement the burgeoning ICBM. The air force also operated and maintained its
extensive SAC bomber programs. The B-52 program continued in production, the new supersonic B-58 was entering service, and the air force still had
the B-47. McNamara also had to rebuild the conventional forces after Eisenhower’s New Look, which focused primarily on nuclear forces while conventional ones atrophied. Kennedy started to rebuild the neglected
conventional forces. He could not afford another expensive program. He
would cancel the XB-70, a supersonic replacement for the B-52, and other
defense programs came under his scrutiny. The rail-mobile Minuteman program would also fall victim to Kennedy’s budget ax. The Kennedy administration chose to configure the Minuteman with the less expensive, fixed silo
basing. The first base was already under construction in Montana at Malmstrom AFB.
Minuteman testing accelerated and showed great advances. Although there
were testing failures, the replacement of the first-generation Atlas and Titan
I force was possible by 1965. Testing proceeded from components to a complete underground silo. Minuteman’s launch operations did not require the
time-consuming, dangerous liquid fueling or an elevator to lift the missile up
to the surface for launch. A single underground launch control center would
control ten geographically separated weapons. Each control center could
withstand a 700- to 1,000-psi strike. Each vehicle carried a one-megaton warhead, but the original version, Minuteman IA, had a smaller nuclear payload
than either Atlas or Titan I. Minuteman IA’s rail-mobile design had reduced
its carrying capability and range. Because of its relatively poor performance,
the missile was based only at Malmstrom while a more capable Minuteman
IB was designed. Minuteman IA emplacement in silos at Malmstrom began
on July 23, 1962.
Titan II replaced Titan I and became the United States’ largest liquid fueled ICBM. However, it never numbered more than fifty-four missiles, compared with the 1,000 fielded Minuteman ICBMs. Nuclear retaliation would
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Titan II launch. Titan II, like later ICBMs, launched from its silo. One can see the
combustion chambers and extensive pumping systems that feed the rocket engines. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)

now be counted in minutes, not hours, away. A combined SAC force of
bombers and missiles was built to ensure that the United States had a combination of weapons to complicate Soviet defenses. Coupled with the U.S.
Navy’s SLBM (submarine launched ballistic missile) program, this triad became the foundation of nuclear force structure during the cold war.

4
The Cuban Missile Crisis
THE UNITED STATES AND the Soviet Union competed politically, militarily, and economically around the globe during the cold war. They never initiated a major open military confrontation, but both sought ways to gain an
advantage over their rival. A defining moment of the cold war about the use
of nuclear weapons occurred during October 1962 over the question of Soviet positioning of MRBMs (medium-range ballistic missiles) in Cuba.
Cuba, once ruled by strongman Fulgencio Batista y Zaldívar, was a nation
with increasing ties to the Soviet Union. Fidel Castro orchestrated a revolution against Batista, a corrupt and dictatorial leader, and eventually overthrew
him in January 1959. Batista had protected American business interests during his reign and was not a communist. The Soviet Union started to court
Castro by offering aid to Cuba. Castro slowly accepted socialism. The Soviets
had gained a foothold at the doorstep of the United States. Castro would nationalize American business interests and turn east for support. U.S. businesses would lose vast holdings in agriculture, tourism, and other industries.
Eisenhower reacted strongly by imposing economic sanctions that stopped
Americans from purchasing Cuba’s main export, sugar, and from selling petroleum products to Cuba. Soviet leadership was mindful of the United States’
Monroe Doctrine, which considered the Western Hemisphere in Washington’s
sphere of influence and viewed any foreign incursion as a threat. Moscow
courted Cuba very carefully. Khrushchev offered to buy Cuban sugar at abovemarket prices and to sell Castro products such as oil at subsidized rates. These
moves pushed Castro firmly into the Soviet camp. The United States now had
a socialist country ninety miles from Florida.
The Eisenhower administration, through the CIA, attempted to overthrow
Castro. A socialist Cuba could spread revolution throughout the Americas.
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Atlas launch sequence. Atlas crews had to lift their weapons from a coffin storage facility into a firing
position. These images demonstrate a typical Atlas launch sequence that could take at least fifteen minutes for fueling, guidance, and other operations. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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Titan I launch sequence. The Titan I, a first-generation liquid fueled ICBM, used an elevator system to move it from its silo to a launch
position. This capability improved its survival from a near nuclear explosion. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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Other corrupt governments, although friendly to the United States, might fall
just like Cuba. Soviet influence would spread in the United States’ own backyard. Castro had to fall. The CIA offered options to end Castro’s control over
Cuba. One elaborate scheme that gained momentum was a Cuban invasion
by exiles supported covertly by the United States.
The CIA’s plan involved several intricate parts. Cuban exiles, under CIA
support, trained in Guatemala. Expatriate Cuban pilots would provide air
support against Castro’s military forces. The CIA assumed that once the exiles landed, the Cuban people would arise and boost the counterrevolution.
CIA operatives had conducted a similar operation in Guatemala against a leftwing elected government in 1954. This operation succeeded in toppling the
government and installing one that had stronger ties to the United States.
Eisenhower was not able to execute the Cuban plan. Kennedy was elected, and
it was up to his administration to see the CIA plan through. Eisenhower had
briefed the president-elect about the plan, and Kennedy did not object to the
planned invasion or stop it.
Unfortunately, the invasion was a disaster. On April 15, 1961, the CIAtrained Cuban exiles conducted their invasion at the Bay of Pigs and failed.
Although the CIA and Joint Chiefs of Staff had assured Kennedy that the plan
would succeed, the uprising of Cuban dissidents did not surface. Kennedy had
earlier ordered no direct American military action to be taken in support of
the attack. Most of the Cuban exiles were captured. The Bay of Pigs fiasco embarrassed Kennedy and the U.S. government. It also strengthened Cuban ties
to Khrushchev and the Soviet Union. This event also highlighted the Soviet
need to protect its new client state in the West and put pressure on Khrushchev
to demonstrate his devotion to protect struggling socialist nations.
During this period, the Soviets had developed several ballistic missiles.
They ranged from copies of the V-2 to smaller, conventional weapons to support field operations. Like its superpower rival, the Soviet Union had a crash
program to produce longer-range MRBMs to ICBMs. Sputnik launches
demonstrated to the world that the Soviet Union had the technical skill to
produce an ICBM. However, the Soviet Union still did not have the production or support facilities that would deploy a large force. The U-2 and increasingly the CORONA satellite imagery indicated that the Soviets did not
possess a large operational ICBM force that could threaten the United States.
Soviet leadership was concerned about the public deployment of Thor IRBMs
(intermediate-range ballistic missiles) in Britain and the Jupiter systems,
under NATO, in Italy and Turkey. The United States had succeeded in putting
IRBMs on the doorstep of the Soviet Union. Additionally, the Americans were
pressing ahead with full-scale production of not only Atlas and Titan I but
also newer systems like Titan II and Minuteman. The Soviets were losing the
race for strategic superiority despite many American opinions to the contrary.
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Khrushchev, faced with several strategic challenges, started to explore ways
to not only protect Cuba but also improve the Soviet nuclear position relative to the United States. Although the Soviets had the SS-6, they would also
develop the R-12 (SS-4 Sandel) and R-14 (SS-5 Skean), which had sufficient
range to strike large portions of the United States. The SS-4 and SS-5 could
not reach major targets in United States (except Alaska) from the Soviet
Union or from its client states in eastern Europe. Instead, Khrushchev proposed, under Operation Anadyr, to deploy first the SS-4 and then the SS-5
on Cuban soil. An SS-4 could strike many areas of the southeastern United
States, while a nuclear armed SS-5 had sufficient range to threaten all major
urban areas in the United States except in the Pacific Northwest. The SS-4
and SS-5 carried one-megaton warheads and were liquid fueled missiles. The
SS-4 had a range of about 2,000 kilometers (1,250 miles), and the SS-5
doubled Soviet reach to 4,100 kilometers (2,550 miles). Military planners
could count on their SS-4s with a CEP of 2.4 kilometers (1.5 miles), while
the SS-5 later cut CEP to a kilometer (0.62 miles). Soviet ballistic missile
crews could now strike almost all military facilities in the continental United
States including SAC bomber and missile bases. This capability offered the
Soviet Union an instant strategic advantage.

KHRUSHCHEV MOVES FORWARD
Why did Khrushchev decide to pursue Operation Anadyr? No single reason appears to explain his actions. Risking a nuclear confrontation with the
United States seems foolish at best and suicidal at worst. By April 1962, Soviet leadership believed that the United States had four times as many ICBMs
as Moscow. The Soviets’ new R-16 ICBMs (SS-7) were in testing, and it would
take ten years of production to match SAC’s arsenal. These one-megaton yield
delivery systems could reach the United States, but Soviet military forces, despite a conventional advantage, could not match American nuclear superiority. A 1962 U.S. national intelligence estimate came to the same conclusion.
The Soviets had only fifty ICBMs. By the end of 1962, SAC would have twelve
Atlas squadrons, excluding the squadron at Vandenberg, with 132 operational
missiles. Additionally, six Titan I squadrons would add their fifty-four missiles. The U.S. Air Force would also introduce Minuteman by 1962. The Soviets were losing the nuclear race with the United States.
One motivation for Khrushchev was simply to defend Cuba from any future U.S.-supported invasion. The Bay of Pigs invasion demonstrated clearly
that Washington did not want a communist state on its border. The CIA also
encouraged covert Cuban exiles to plan for the uprising against Castro and
continued sabotage around the island under its Operation Mongoose. Cuban
security was still at risk from the Americans. The Soviets’ credibility around
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the world would suffer if they allowed the United States to push them out of
the Western Hemisphere. Within the communist sphere, a divided camp between a more liberal Khrushchev and the more hard-line Stalinists led by
China’s Mao Zedong fought for leadership. If Khrushchev lost Cuba, fractures
within the communist world would appear. Similarly, what revolutionary
movement would look to Moscow for protection after what had happened in
Cuba? Soviet assurances of mutual support would mean nothing. Standing
up to the United States would aid the socialist image internationally and give
a boost to other revolutionary movements.
Defense of Cuba, by emplacing twenty-four SS-4 MRBMs and sixteen SS5 IRBMs, would provide a Soviet umbrella to Castro’s regime. Soviet missile
crews would have a stock of thirty-six SS-4 and twenty-four SS-5 ballistic missiles to send north into the United States. The Soviet Defense Ministry decided to relocate the ballistic missiles from operational units in the Ukraine
and western Russia. Along with these weapons, the Soviets would add six
nuclear-capable short-range IL-28 bombers, twelve SA-2 surface-to-air missile batteries (each battery had twelve launchers), eighty tactical cruise missiles, patrol boats, MIG-21 fighters, smaller tactical missiles with a nuclear
capability, other weapons, and 42,000 Soviet ground forces (four motorized
infantry regiments and two tank battalions) to act as a deterrent against an
invasion. The cruise missiles would protect Cuban waters from an American
naval force. These systems also had a smaller nuclear warhead. Any invasion
would thus ensure that a conflict between the United States and Soviet Union
could result in an attack on Washington.
Adding conventional forces alone to Cuba would help deter an American
invasion. Why would Kennedy risk an open conflict with Soviet forces that
could escalate into a nuclear confrontation? MRBM and IRBM forces could
also strengthen the Soviet strategic position by instantly adding the equivalent of forty missiles to an ICBM force without rushing the SS-7 into production. These missiles would also reduce American reaction time to an
attack. Although more vulnerable to an air attack, Khrushchev could launch
a devastating attack on the eastern half of the United States. Soviet ballistic
missiles could also intimidate Latin American and Central American nations.
Just as the United States had positioned IRBM forces in Europe and Turkey,
the Soviets could add a nuclear punch to their arsenal. MRBMs and IRBMs
threatening America would put fear in the Kennedy administration and the
American public. The Soviets could again regain parity in the balance of
power with the Americans.
Defending Cuba and providing military aid was expensive. Khrushchev,
despite the communist rhetoric about a worker’s paradise, was being constrained by his World War II–ravaged economy. Supporting a large conven-

Estimated ranges of Soviet ballistic missiles deployed in Cuba. IRBM and MRBM launch sites in western Cuba could strike
along the eastern seaboard. IRBM sites could strike targets throughout most of the continental United States. (Courtesy, Mapcraft)
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tional force required costly personnel. Khrushchev believed that nuclear
weapons and missiles were the wave of the future. They were fast, devastating, and cheap. The Soviet economy had to support a growing population and
demands for nonmilitary programs. Nuclear weapons and their delivery systems could provide a means to substitute defense requirements for conventional forces, just as Eisenhower attempted to do in the United States.
Providing MRBMs and IRBMs in Cuba would go a long way to reduce Cuban
military aid and support the Soviet strategic position at a lower cost.
IRBMs in Britain, Italy, and Turkey may also have provided the Soviets with
a motivation to introduce ballistic missiles into Cuba. Missiles in these NATO
countries directly threatened Moscow. Removal of these squadrons could not
only reduce the threat to the Soviet Union, but also reduce the American nuclear umbrella that protected her European allies. Soviet leadership was unaware of movements to reduce these squadrons and rely on the growing ICBM
force and the SLBMs. Moscow would also have known about the public debate and Congressional approval of the ICBM, Polaris, and continued fielding of a large SAC bomber fleet. However, the Jupiters had just started to
become operational in early 1962, and withdrawal of the missiles might offend the Turkish government and might appear to Khrushchev to be a sign
of weakness by Kennedy. Still, Kennedy wanted the Jupiters out of Turkey.
Turkish Jupiter IRBMs also served another strategic purpose for Khrushchev.
Since the Americans had put nuclear missiles on Khrushchev’s border, how
could the United States argue that he could not do the same in Cuba?
Moscow and Washington’s relationship appeared strained before Cuba. The
Kennedy administration had embarked on an active foreign policy that included foreign and military aid in Southeast Asia. Washington started to
strengthen its conventional forces as Kennedy moved from the New Look to a
more balanced approach to force structure. Kennedy also refused to back down
in Berlin. Khrushchev had wanted those areas of Berlin that were under American, British, and French control to be returned to East Germany. American defense exercises in the Caribbean during the spring of 1962 also heightened the
tensions between the United States and the Soviets. These exercises included a
mock amphibious invasion by U.S. Marines. Kennedy also continued the economic sanctions against Cuba that had been emplaced by Eisenhower, which
started to impoverish Khrushchev’s client state. Kennedy stated his intention to
resume nuclear testing in April 1962. The United States and the Soviet Union
had stopped nuclear testing, but Khrushchev had already broken the agreement
a year earlier. The United States engineered the removal of Cuba from the Organization of American States. Kennedy compared Cuba to Hungary. He would
not tolerate a socialist Cuba under the heel of a Soviet boot. Cuba was getting
more isolated politically, militarily, and economically from the Western Hemi-
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sphere. Perhaps Khrushchev’s deployment of ballistic missiles in Cuba could
force Kennedy to give Khrushchev some respect. Cuba’s socialist experiment
might come to an abrupt halt without Khrushchev’s quick, decisive action.
Soviet missiles in Cuba could help pressure Kennedy during the upcoming November congressional elections. More weapons in Cuba could deter
Kennedy from attacking Cuba in order to “get tough” with the Soviets and
support Democratic congressional aspirants in November. Likewise, MRBMs
in Cuba could embarrass the young president and force him to comply with
Khrushchev over certain issues.
Khrushchev could have avoided placing SS-4 and SS-5 missiles into Cuba.
Protecting Cuba from invasion required only putting a conventional force
into the island nation. Similarly, Khrushchev could have delayed his moves to
reduce military expenditures and expanded the ICBM program. Perhaps there
is no single best explanation for Khrushchev’s decision to gamble on extending the nuclear threat against America from Cuba. All of these factors probably played a role in helping Khrushchev take his stand. By pushing SS-4 and
SS-5 missiles into Cuba, the Soviets could solve several problems—assuming
the United States would allow these forces to stay in place.
Khrushchev planned to move missiles into Cuba by the fall. Not all of the
Soviet government agreed. Several Soviet officials openly questioned the proposal. Deploying the ballistic missiles into Cuba might elicit an attack on the
island. War could break out if a crew launched a missile by mistake. There
were also concerns throughout the Soviet government about Castro’s acceptance of the missiles into Cuba. Cuba would become an instant target for
United States. Locating a large conventional force was one issue; situating nuclear weapons that could destroy cities like New York or Los Angeles was another matter. Still, the nuclear weapons and added Soviet military presence
would deter American attempts to foment revolution against the regime in
Havana. Soviet operations would continue if Castro agreed to the plan.
Earlier, Moscow had rebuffed Castro’s efforts for additional military aid,
but this new scheme offered a way to protect Cuba. Fidel Castro’s regime
could look forward to added protection not only from a large Soviet presence
but also through a nuclear umbrella. Castro’s view of the umbrella might have
changed if he knew it was filled with holes and smaller than he had thought.
Soviet political, military, and intelligence officials agreed not to disclose their
strategic nuclear inferiority to Castro. If Castro had known about this inferiority, then he might have balked at becoming a cog in the Soviet strategic machinery to enhance Moscow’s stature. A Soviet delegation had obtained initial
approval to emplace the ballistic missiles from Fidel Castro in late May. The
Defense Ministry approved Khrushchev’s proposed movement on June 10,
and soon thereafter, the Presidium permitted Khrushchev to proceed. Fidel’s
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brother Raúl, who came to Moscow on a state visit, made the final arrangements for the missiles’ emplacement during a July visit. Soviet military forces
would soon embark to Cuba.
The Soviet navy had the task of shipping ballistic missiles, personnel, and
other equipment from Soviet ports to Cuba. Soviet officials maintained secrecy throughout the process. Khrushchev did not inform his ambassador to
the United States, Anatoly Dobrynin, nor did Khrushchev contact his representative in the United Nations. Dobrynin would later advance the idea that
his government had not installed offensive, nuclear missiles in Cuba. Dobrynin’s lack of knowledge unwittingly supported Khrushchev’s deception.
Soviet military personnel were restricted to ports once they reported for embarkation. From July onward, Khrushchev sent his military forces to Cuba.
Continued secrecy and duplicity could only hurt future dealings with the
United States and other nations. Questions arose within the Kremlin whether
Khrushchev and Moscow could be trusted for future agreements such as arms
control or creating a ban on future nuclear testing.
Although the military movements had proceeded with the utmost secrecy,
the United States maintained routine photoreconnaissance missions over
Cuba by U-2 aircraft. The CIA and other nations had human intelligence
sources on the island to supplement a U-2 reconnaissance flight over Cuba.
The U-2 flight results were troubling. CIA photographic intelligence analysts
would soon discover the fixed SA-2 and ballistic missile sites before they became operational. Kennedy and his advisors were sure to notice the sudden
increase in Soviet military personnel and equipment. The shipment, assembly, and operation of aircraft on Cuban airfields were especially vulnerable to
detection. Still, Khrushchev moved forward.
Soviet military forces first started construction on air defense facilities. SA2 units, capable of shooting down the high-altitude U-2, were deployed. Creating an effective air defense system for the ballistic missiles was a priority. If
Moscow made the SA-2 units operational, then they could shoot down a U2 or other American reconnaissance aircraft. They could also destroy any attack or bomber aircraft. Soviet air defenders were no different from other
military forces worldwide. They deployed the SA-2 units according to approved military procedures and doctrine. Engineers built SA-2 layouts around
the ballistic missile sites like others in the Soviet Union. Unfortunately for
Moscow, U.S. intelligence agencies had identified these patterns through the
U-2 and CORONA programs. They would link these deployments to MRBM
and IRBM sites. The active U.S. reconnaissance program was a serious problem in Khrushchev’s plan. Khrushchev tried to camouflage his move to Cuba
by bringing up other issues such as a new nuclear test ban agreement, Berlin,
and other political diversions.
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If the United States detected the plan before Soviet engineers deployed the
SS-4 and SS-5 missiles, then Khrushchev might have to retreat publicly from
Cuba. Building fixed SA-2 and ballistic missile launch sites would take resources and time. If an SA-2 did shoot down a U-2 or other military reconnaissance aircraft, that could precipitate a retaliatory air strike or full-scale
invasion that would endanger Castro’s government. Typically, the CIA
launched U-2 flights that would fly through western Cuba to its eastern half,
turn around, and exit through its west coast. U-2 flights over Cuba had started
in April 1961. Most pilots started their missions from Laughlin AFB in Texas.
Eventually, the United States authorized flights over Cuba twice a month beginning in May 1962, after the CIA received reports of increased Soviet activity on the island.
The United States might react unexpectedly to a new adventure inspired
by Moscow with the planned task force of eighty-five ships leaving from Black
Sea, Baltic, and Murmansk ports to Cuba. Equipment would be loaded in
holds, but larger pieces of equipment and crates were subject to visual identification. American and NATO navies in the Mediterranean and Atlantic
would note the ships’ direction toward Cuba.

OPERATION ANADYR
Soviet forces started to arrive in Cuba during the last week in July. By the
first week in August, construction teams started to build seven SA-2 sites
around western Cuba that included Havana. Through August, Soviet armored
units began to appear. Another SA-2 site in the central section of the country was built by late August. The CIA had ordered two U-2 flights over Castro’s island on August 5. The August 5 mission did not detect any finished
construction, but analysts did note a substantial increase in weapon deliveries. This flight plus the increased shipping and reports from observers in the
country of Soviet military forces arriving in Cuba startled CIA Director John
A. McCone.
On an August 10 meeting with Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, Secretary of State Dean Rusk, McNamara, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
General Maxwell Taylor, and others, McCone warned about the increased
level of Soviet military aid to Cuba that might include MRBMs. McCone, at
another meeting on August 21 with the same attendees, indicated clearly that
Cuba probably had new SA-2 sites and pushed the idea that the Soviets would
start MRBM emplacement soon. McCone reasoned that the Soviets would not
build SA-2 sites in areas with no strategic value unless they were preparing
the site to protect a highly valuable asset, like an MRBM site. SA-2 sites also
concerned McCone since the vulnerability of the U-2 became evident when
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Powers was shot down in May 1960. If the Soviets downed a U-2 over Cuba,
then another diplomatic crisis or worse would ensue.
The next day, McCone provided the same information to Kennedy. McCone’s MRBM theory depended on questions about the need for additional
SA-2s above their requirement to defend Cuban airspace, their configuration,
and the recent buildup of Soviet aid. The enhanced secrecy surrounding the
arms buildup and SA-2 deployment also concerned McCone. If Cuba’s defense was Moscow’s aim, then the Soviets did not have to hide their effort by
building a defensive force unless the real reason was the introduction of offensive weapons. McCone pressed the military services for additional lowlevel aircraft photoreconnaissance missions to search for more details. On
August 29, another U-2 flight photographed eight SA-2 sites in western Cuba.
McCone was afraid that the Soviets would make ballistic missiles operational
and present a fait accompli to Kennedy. Ineffective economic sanctions, sabotage, and reliance on Cuban exiles had not seemed to force the Castro regime to make any change. Cuba seemed, in McCone’s opinion, to get stronger
militarily, becoming more difficult to overthrow.
The new threat from more Soviet military aid and the continued presence
of a communist state on the border created much debate in the Kennedy administration. McCone and Robert Kennedy, the president’s brother, supported an aggressive policy that included direct military action against Cuba.
Providing SA-2 missiles to defend Havana was serious, but a nuclear ballistic
missile threat that could destroy major American cities was an unacceptable
risk. Rusk and others disagreed and were concerned about Soviet retaliation
against American interests around the world, like Berlin, if the United States
took aggressive action. Besides, the U-2 flights did not indicate proof of an
MRBM or IRBM presence. The president was now aware of the missile debate. He would try to deter Khrushchev through a public statement about
Cuba and the use of diplomacy. Washington needed more information about
the precise threat posed by Cuba. Kennedy did not want any information released about the presence of SA-2 missiles or any speculation about MRBMs
made public. An information leak at this time might cause an unwarranted
demand for action within Washington circles. Additionally, political criticisms
of weakness toward Cuba would hurt the president and Democratic congressional candidates in the upcoming November election.
Kennedy took action on September 4. He called a bipartisan congressional
delegation to the White House to explain the buildup in Cuba of defensive
weapons. Republican congressional members had already found out about
Soviet military shipments to Cuba and had demanded answers. Kennedy also
released a statement about the SA-2 presence in Cuba and tried to reassure
the American public that the administration would provide more informa-
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tion as quickly as possible when it could verify it. The public statement also
sent a direct message to the Soviets that explained the Kennedy administration’s concerns and the conditions in Cuba deemed critical to U.S. national
interests. These conditions included Soviet introduction of ground forces, creation of a Soviet military base, the threat to the U.S. naval station at Guantánamo, deploying offensive surface-to-surface missiles, and introducing any
new strategic offensive capability on the island. Operation Anadyr had already
introduced or planned to introduce Soviet ground forces, Soviet military
bases, MRBM and IRBM systems, and IL-28 bombers. Khrushchev’s plan was
now beginning to unravel quickly. Stepped-up U-2, U.S. Air Force RF-101,
and U.S. Navy F-8U aerial photography flights would soon catch Khrushchev.
Predictably, Havana issued a statement that indicated the military aid was for
defensive purposes only. Moscow stayed silent.
Operation Anadyr continued in earnest. The construction programs went
on a crash course to complete facilities and make the missiles operational. By
the first week in September, an SS-5 site was under construction in Guanajay, western Cuba, and workers started to assemble more SA-2 missile sites.
By the middle of September, MRBM sites at San Cristóbal and an IRBM site
near Remedios started to take form. The final MRBM launching location at
Sagua la Grande broke ground at the end of the month. Each of the ballistic
missile sites had SA-2 coverage. Construction began on additional SA-2
launch sites, but the Soviets built them to protect other targets. Despite these
efforts, the MRBM sites required additional work and could not become operational until mid-October at best. The IRBMs might become capable of
launching by November. Khrushchev was in a bind. Concern mounted that
the Americans had decided to invade Cuba. Khrushchev could not stop Castro’s downfall or threaten the United States.
Kennedy, on September 7, started to prepare for the worst. He requested
that 150,000 reserve personnel be mobilized to active duty for a year. The
callup shocked Khrushchev. An earlier American practice of an amphibious
invasion, warnings about the discovered Soviet arms deliveries, Operation
Mongoose, and other activities complicated Khrushchev’s position. In reply
to the American mobilization, the Soviet government released a press statement on September 11 that reiterated it would defend Cuba against any
American aggression. Events simmered.
Concern about U-2 vulnerability to SA-2 missiles forced changes. Instead
of flying the length of the island, Washington ordered pilots to fly over areas
outside SA-2 range. Pilots conducted missions quickly, making their intrusions at the narrowest widths of the island along a north-south axis. These
changes would slow intelligence gathering about the additional missile sites.
U-2 crews found no signs of MRBM sites in September. Ground observers in
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Cuba, however, reported MRBM construction in the western half of Cuba.
Analysts believed they were SS-4 missiles. Since the CIA had avoided the area
because of the SA-2 presence there, Washington could not tell if the construction of MRBM launch sites was in progress. McCone pressed for a U-2
flight that would pass over western Cuba with its known operational SA-2
missiles.

AMERICAN U-2 FLIGHTS MAKE A DISCOVERY
Soviet secrecy and deception had paid off. The Soviets had secretly transported MRBM and IRBM units into Cuba. Previously, American politicians
could only accuse Moscow about the potential missile placement. Vague reports of construction and some sightings of ballistic missiles would raise eyebrows, but there was no concrete proof of any operational weapons. An air
force SAC-piloted U-2 on October 14 made an important find. Photographic
evidence indicated that MRBM sites were under construction in west central
Cuba near San Cristóbal. The sites included canvas-covered missile trailers.
The trailers had the size and configuration that could contain MRBMs. Other
support vehicles and construction activities indicated that the location was
an MRBM launch site. The Soviets only needed the systems’ liquid propellants, nuclear weapons, and storage facilities to make the site complete. CIA
officials believed the site could launch their weapons in about two weeks.
Within two days, the president and his National Security Council had the
information about the MRBMs. Unfortunately, McCone’s prediction had
come true. Debate raged about what they should do about the ballistic missiles. Options ranged from conducting an instant air strike to destroying the
missiles before Moscow made them operational to a complete invasion of the
islands. Another alternative was to make the information public and pressure
the Soviets to withdraw from Cuba. All agreed that the missiles needed immediate removal. Questions remained. How many missiles had Khrushchev
sent to the island? Their locations were still unknown. How would the Soviets react if the United States invaded Cuba? Would they attempt to take Berlin?
How would NATO allies respond to this move? Kennedy requested more information and ordered that the entire island be photographed by U-2 and
other flights. Unfortunately, the nation did not have an available CORONA
satellite to help with reconnaissance. Building a satellite, ensuring it was on a
launch pad, getting the satellite into orbit, and retrieval of the satellite would
take time.
Kennedy had given the approval to SAC to fly as many U-2 flights as possible to gather information about MRBM construction. Multiple missions
crisscrossed Cuba daily throughout October. U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force
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crews added low-level coverage to the U-2s. Intelligence analysts discovered
new MRBM and IRBM sites, which fueled concerns in Washington about Soviet motives. The information allowed Kennedy to make several key decisions.

KENNEDY DECIDES
On October 16, Kennedy had formed EXCOMM, the executive committee of the National Security Council, which included the top foreign policy,
intelligence, military, and his own personal advisors. EXCOMM provided the
president with a forum to make and carry out a decision about the Cuban
issue. The president was visibly upset about Khrushchev’s move and deceptions about the MRBMs. EXCOMM members received information about the
MRBM sites. Kennedy and EXCOMM members debated four alternatives to
remove the new threat from Cuba. The only unanswered question was
whether the MRBMs were ready to operate and if they possessed their nuclear warheads. Unbeknown to Kennedy and the CIA, the Soviet freighter Indigirka had arrived in Cuban waters on October 4 with a cargo of nuclear
warheads.
The first alternative was that the United States could conduct a surgical air
strike on the ballistic missile sites only. Unfortunately, intelligence analysts did
not know if the three sites were the only ones on the island, nor could
Kennedy’s military advisor guarantee that aircrews could destroy all of the
sites with certainty. The second alternative was that the nation could plan a
broader air strike on all Soviet MIG-21s, SA-2 sites, and any ballistic missile
support activities. The third alternative was that the president could order the
attacks on the MRBM site and the broader air strike and conduct a naval
blockade. A naval blockade would stop all future missile deployments, but not
the existing MRBM sites. The fourth alternative, proposed by Robert Kennedy,
was an invasion, which was an extensive option that would also solve the question of a communist Cuba. An invasion would take time. Army airborne
forces could land on the island and seize key military objectives while naval
forces gathered to transport U.S. Marine and army forces to Cuba. The United
States did have some invasion plans on the shelf and military forces in Florida.
The president ordered no release of any information about the MRBM discovery to anyone outside EXCOMM. If Khrushchev knew about the American discovery, then he could speed up construction of the San Cristóbal site
and any other possible ballistic missile locations. The initial round of debate
produced three viable steps that involved attacks on Cuba. Kennedy had to
decide on an attack only on the missiles, a strike on the MRBM and IRBM
sites and other Soviet military installations, or the invasion. A military option
seemed to Kennedy like the only way to go.
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EXCOMM reconvened later that evening to discuss the options presented.
Kennedy leaned toward a general air strike, but other options soon arose. McNamara kept advocating a naval blockade. Another choice revolved around a
more diplomatic focus that involved trading the Jupiter missiles in Turkey for
removal of those in Cuba. The diplomatic case seemed too weak to Kennedy;
it would appear that Moscow had blackmailed the nation into submission.
Kennedy still wanted a military response. He believed that a surgical air strike
could solve the problem. The U.S. Air Force chief of staff, SAC’s Curtis LeMay,
countered that the strikes would have a great probability of success if he could
unleash a large-scale bombing campaign. Civilian casualties might result.
Meanwhile, McNamara pressed for the blockade as a measure between a military action and a diplomatic one. If the blockade did not work, then Kennedy
could always order further military action. A preemptive attack might make
the United States appear to be the aggressor. Robert Kennedy gave his brother
a note that speculated, “I now know how Tojo felt when he was planning Pearl
Harbor.” Debate continued for days between air strike and blockade.
On October 18, with no clear EXCOMM decision, Kennedy met with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko. Gromyko wanted to attend a U.N.
General Assembly meeting. Gromyko, who had questioned the decision to put
missiles in Cuba, accused the United States of trying to overthrow Castro and
stated that the Soviet Union would not accept this situation. The president
raised the question about Soviet military aid to Cuba and the seriousness of
the creating a “dangerous situation” between the two nations. Kennedy was
ready to show Gromyko the U-2 photographs in the Oval Office, but decided
to wait. Gromyko left the White House convinced that Kennedy did not know
about the ballistic missiles.
Kennedy started to have second thoughts about an air strike. He and EXCOMM members began to shift from a military stance to the blockade. A
blockade was a more flexible policy. The president could announce his decision and conduct action without being accused of launching his own Pearl
Harbor. Creating a Cuban quarantine also did not seem as threatening to Soviet forces on Cuba. This action would probably not force a military response
like a ballistic missile strike. If the Soviets did try something, then the blockade also allowed Kennedy to escalate action to the air strike or an invasion.
Kennedy had some concerns about the credibility of the military and CIA officials who advocated an air strike or invasion. They had assured him of success in the Bay of Pigs that had injured his foreign policy earlier. Still, the
EXCOMM membership was not unanimous about a decision on Cuba.
Adlai Stevenson, Kennedy’s ambassador to the United Nations, continued
to seek a diplomatic solution. Stevenson again proposed withdrawing the
Jupiter missiles, exiting Guantánamo, and promising not to invade Cuba.

Cuba U-2 photograph. U-2 photography allowed U.S. intelligence agencies to identify ballistic missile
sites. These photographs allowed Kennedy to expose Khrushchev’s efforts to emplace IRBM and MRBM
assets into Cuba. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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Stevenson believed that mutual concessions would solve the crisis. Some EXCOMM members characterized this position as appeasement. Choosing between blockade and appeasement, air strike supporters would rather select a
blockade. Kennedy was ready to select an option; he chose the blockade. The
president wanted to give Khrushchev a way to get out of Cuba without firing
a shot. Kennedy did want to have an alternate plan in case the blockade was
not achievable. Additional ground forces, a tactical fighter-bomber squadron,
and navy ships started to deploy to Florida as an invasion backup to the blockade. By October 21, U.S. Air Force officials could not guarantee that an air
strike would destroy all of the missiles, and the specter of nuclear retaliation
reinforced Kennedy’s selection of a blockade. The blockade would serve notice to the Soviets that America had serious concerns about the missiles and
Cuba. Kennedy would also start mobilizing American military forces throughout the world for future action. He would announce his decision to the American public the next day.

KENNEDY EXPOSES KHRUSHCHEV’S MOVE
Kennedy scheduled a national address on Cuba for October 22. The
Kennedy administration had earlier notified allied nations about the situation and the proposed blockade. SAC officials put on a nuclear alert with
bombers and ballistic missiles readied for any potential Soviet reaction. Navy
submarines armed with Polaris missiles deployed to firing positions. The president also met with members of Congress before making his public statement.
Congressional leaders complained that the blockade might not be enough.
Some wanted more action, like an air strike or invasion. Kennedy and McNamara admitted that they did not know if the Soviets, once the Americans
revealed the information, would fire their MRBMs into the United States.
The president also wanted to notify the Soviets of his policy before going
public. Secretary of State Rusk notified Ambassador Dobrynin about the
MRBM discovery and Kennedy’s reaction. Dobrynin denied any previous
knowledge about the MRBM deployment. Khrushchev had earlier heard rumblings about Kennedy’s public statement. In the Kremlin, questions arose
about what the United States might do in response to Khrushchev’s gamble.
Although the Soviet leader believed the United States would not invade Cuba,
he was concerned. If the U.S. Marines landed on Cuban soil, then
Khrushchev’s ground forces and any Cuban military units would face the possibility of defeat. Khrushchev authorized Soviet commanders in Cuba to use
tactical nuclear weapons in the smaller-range missiles on any invaders. Although the tactical nuclear weapons were smaller than the MRBMs, their use
might act as a catalyst to the Americans to heighten the crisis. Khrushchev
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had to support Castro, and he had invested too much of his personal and political credibility on this decision to withdraw. Any miscalculation, however,
could bring the United States and the Soviet Union into a nuclear war.
Kennedy now told the American public and the rest of the world about
the MRBMs in Cuba. He colored the missile deployment as a clear offensive
nuclear threat to the entire Western Hemisphere. The U.S. government was
going to take action. The U.S. Navy would stop any ship trying to put offensive military equipment into Cuba. Washington would allow ships bearing
food and other goods into Cuba. The president also ordered the increased use
of reconnaissance assets to watch Cuba. Kennedy promised that he would
view any Soviet MRBM or IRBM use in the Western Hemisphere as a direct
attack on the United States. American nuclear and conventional forces would
then conduct a full retaliatory attack on the Soviets. Kennedy warned the
American people that the Cuban situation might turn into a more severe crisis. Kennedy asked Khrushchev to step back from his path. Khrushchev’s plan
was in tatters.

CONFRONTATION BETWEEN THE TITANS
The U.S. Navy had about 140 ships in the area around Cuba to enforce the
blockade. Long-range antisubmarine aircraft supplemented the effort.
Kennedy would refer to this action as a “quarantine,” which sounded less ominous than a blockade. The quarantine would allow naval personnel to stop
and search ships for illegal items that appeared to threaten the public good.
Navy officials had existing rules of engagement to conduct quarantines from
established regulations and tradition. The only questions arising from implementing the policy involved Soviet reaction.
Expectedly, Khrushchev protested that the American quarantine
amounted to high seas piracy. Despite the president’s disclosure of offensive
ballistic missiles in Cuba, he had no shown no proof of their existence.
Kennedy had not released or referred to the U-2 photography. Khrushchev’s
counter was to stand firm. Khrushchev believed that the American move was
a pretext to invade Cuba and that Kennedy would back away from this move
if Khrushchev stayed firm. Still, Khrushchev could not guarantee that the
Americans would allow the missiles to stay without taking further action.
The blockade started to have some success, but Soviet ships did try to reach
their destination in Cuba. Many of the ships just stopped. Khrushchev took
some actions to avoid escalating the situation. He ordered a Soviet ship that
contained nuclear warheads for the SS-5 systems to return to the Soviet
Union. If the U.S. Navy had captured the cargo in a blockade inspection,
events might again spiral out of control. On October 25, a U.S. Navy board-
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ing party searched the Bucharest, an oil tanker, and allowed it to go on to
Cuba. Tensions started to rise.
On the same day as the Bucharest incident, in a U.N. session, Soviet Ambassador Valerin Zorin pressed Stevenson for proof of the ballistic missiles in
Cuba. Support for the United States’ blockade would increase if Stevenson
could demonstrate that the Soviets were hiding the deployment. Stevenson
tried to get Zorin to simply confirm or deny the presence of the MRBMs and
IRBMs; Zorin refused to answer. In front of the world, Stevenson finally released the U-2 photographs. The photographs exposed the Soviet government
as engineering the crisis by their ballistic missile deployment.
The U.S. and Soviet governments publicly appeared to have locked horns
about the issue. Fortunately, the fear of mutual nuclear destruction forced
both Kennedy and Khrushchev to seek back door negotiations and open communications between the respective countries. Robert Kennedy and Dobrynin
met secretly to discuss issues. Khrushchev started to look for a way out of the
crisis by suggesting, through his representative, that if Kennedy made a pledge
not to invade Cuba then Khrushchev would dismantle the Soviets’ missiles.
If Khrushchev could get the United States to accept this proposal, then he
would have at least protected Castro’s government.
A second proposal to end the crisis from Khrushchev added the demand
to remove the Jupiter missiles from Turkey. This proposal presented some
problems for Kennedy. How could the president deny a seemingly equal trade
of weapons for Turkey and Cuba? Conversely, the United States had to ensure
it maintained NATO security requirements. In addition, the president would
have looked weak by agreeing under pressure to negotiate. Public perception
might show that the president had buckled when he had already decided to
remove the Jupiters. Kennedy administration advocates for invasion or air
strike were livid. They demanded immediate action since the blockade had
not persuaded the Soviets to remove the missiles. More bad news followed
with the shoot-down of an SAC U-2 over Cuba. The pilot died. The hard-line
EXCOMM advocates wanted a retaliatory air strike on the SA-2 site immediately, as a minimum action, and possibly invasion.
Within EXCOMM, unanswered questions revolved around what was
Khrushchev’s real proposal. Was it the first or second option? Some of
Kennedy’s EXCOMM advisors believed that Khrushchev’s sudden reversal to
a harder line in the second proposal was due to the Kremlin’s coercion of the
Soviet leader to get more demands. Others thought Khrushchev had been
overthrown. The president would base his future dealings on the first proposal, but he was flexible enough to concede that the Jupiter removal was not
out of the realm of consideration. The president faced increased pressure to
reevaluate the invasion option. The United States and the Soviet Union again
seemed destined for war.
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Kennedy and Khrushchev had to reconsider their positions. Robert
Kennedy and Dobrynin met to consider the proposals. The president’s brother
told the ambassador that military and other national security advisors who
supported an air strike or invasion of Cuba in order to take out the missile
sites had besieged the president. Robert Kennedy underscored the idea that
the withdrawal of the missiles, under U.N. observation, would result in a
pledge by the United States not to invade Cuba. Other EXCOMM members,
such as Rusk, had also realized that the Jupiter removal could help solve the
crisis. Turkish missile dismantlement was possible, but Moscow could not release publicly this part of the agreement. Any linkage between Cuban and
Turkish systems was not possible. The United States would remove the
Jupiters in four or five months after the Soviets dismantled their ballistic missiles in Cuba. Time was vital; every day without an agreement might create a
situation like the Powers U-2 incident or worse.
Khrushchev was concerned about the increasing risk of war. He had miscalculated badly about using the MRBM and IRBM placement. He could not
risk an invasion or escalation to a nuclear confrontation with the United
States. The Soviet Union would agree on the ballistic missile removal in exchange for the United States’ assurance that Cuba would not be invaded and
an end to the blockade, but economic sanctions would remain in place.
Khrushchev’s dream of a Cuban nuclear deterrent melted. He could claim a
victory over Cuban independence, but the Soviet Union appeared to have retreated under pressure from the United States. On October 28, Radio Moscow
announced that Khrushchev had agreed to the withdrawal of Cuban missiles
for the promise of no Cuban invasion. Secretly, Washington and the Kremlin
also accepted an understanding on Turkey.
The Cuban Missile Crisis ended. Both sides claimed victory. The deployment of ballistic missiles and the threat of their potential destructiveness was
a novel way to gain strategic advantage. Without the firing of a single shot,
the Cuban Missile Crisis had escalated into a vital international fight. Both
nations had now realized the potential for nuclear destruction. Out of the crisis came a mutual awareness that the two nations had to step back from direct nuclear confrontation and that arms control negotiations might solve
many problems caused by attempts to gain nuclear superiority in the future.
The crisis also highlighted Soviet ICBM inferiority. This weakness forced the
Soviets to expand their ICBM development while seeking to limit American
strength through arms control measures.
The public realized the power and capability of nuclear armed ballistic
missiles for the first time during the Cuban Missile Crisis. The ballistic missile now had a new respect and fear. The nation had suffered through a potential full-scale confrontation that would have been on a grander scale than
World War II. Despite the ninety-mile proximity of Cuba to Florida, the threat
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was wider. Most of the continental United States was threatened from Cuba,
even though the Soviets had the same capability from thousands of miles
away. Coercion and threat created a new calculus for national leaders and
strategists to examine that would permanently become etched in developing
national policy.

5
Ballistic Missiles at War: The
Case of Iraq
THE UNITED STATES AND Soviet Union backed away from a nuclear
showdown. Although the two nations continued to build weapons, the
countries agreed to reduce certain types and quantities of nuclear weapons,
along with ballistic missiles ranging from the MRBM to a number of
ICBMs. Unfortunately, other nations had witnessed how these weapons provided an avenue to strike strategically and to coerce or affect a rival’s behavior. These weapons also became a symbol of national pride so that their
mere existence allowed states to demonstrate their resolve in the face of regional disputes or to gain domestic cohesion in the guise of protecting the
nation. The Soviet Union and other countries sold technologies and complete systems to bolster client states and earn hard currency from foreign
military sales. Two nations that acquired these systems were Iran and Iraq,
traditional enemies, but both supported through arms sales by the Soviet
Union. Iraq would use its missiles against Iran and would later use them
against the United States.

THE MIDDLE EAST ERUPTS: IRAN AND IRAQ
In the late twentieth century, Middle Eastern conflicts had normally revolved around the Arab world and Israel. However, the picture of a unified
Islamic world against Israel was not clear. Tensions between secular governments and others, dominated by Islamic fundamentalists, spilled over borders. Different Islamic sects vied for control over nations. Ancient claims over
territory did not distinguish between countries that were Arabic, Persian, or
Israeli. Other concerns involved economic ones, influence over oil fields and
their potential wealth. These problems erupted between Iran and Iraq in 1980.

War of the Cities. Both Iran and Iraq traded ballistic missile strikes on their capitals. Iraq was forced to
modify SCUD missiles to strike Tehran. (Courtesy, Mapcraft)
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At the end of the conflict, some experts claimed that the two Islamic countries exchanged over several hundred ballistic missile attacks.
Iranian revolutionaries had overthrown a government friendly toward the
United States and the West in January 1979. Islamic fundamentalists had created a revolutionary government intent on creating a state that would replace
many non-Muslim influences with their fundamentalist Muslim thought and
philosophy. Tehran illustrated clearly its focus on removing Western influence
by seizing the U.S. embassy. Although the United States gained release of these
hostages, the effect was chilling for many nations around the Persian Gulf.
One of the goals of the Iranian government was to transform other nations’
governments and societies around the region to mirror its image. Iran tried
to export its revolutionary movement west into Saudi Arabia to wrest control
over many holy Muslim religious sites. The fundamentalist Islamic Iranians
viewed the Saudi monarchy as a decadent group that had betrayed Islam by
its continued dealings with the “Great Satan,” the United States and the rest
of the West. This same country had supported the former corrupt Iranian
government until the revolution. Iraq was also a target, since it had subjugated its Islamic Shiite sect majority; Shiite members dominated Iran. Saddam Hussein and his Sunni sect seemed at odds with the Ayatollah Khomeini
by dealing with the godless Soviet Union. Iraq was also a secular state that
came into confrontation with the ideals of an Islamic state like the Iranian
government. Iran had already deposed of its Shah, who had tried to develop
an Iranian secular state.
Iraq was another country subjugated by a single voice. A secular government formed by Saddam Hussein had turned a former monarchy into a socialist government, at least in name. The nation became a threat to
surrounding nations such as Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and other Arab emirates,
with the potential to spread political instability. These countries feared that
Iran and Iraq would spread political unrest in their societies. A powerful Iraq
could also threaten Israel directly or through its oil-funded support of its
northern Marxist neighbor, Syria. Syrian and radical terrorist groups pressured Tel Aviv’s northern borders and Lebanon. The United States and other
nations feared disruptions of oil supplies that could wreck their economies
and throw their political futures into disarray.
By 1980, the collision between the Iranian Islamic government of the Ayatollah Khomeini and Saddam Hussein seemed inevitable. Iran had depended
on weapon purchases and training with the United States. This relationship
all changed significantly when Islamic fundamentalists took control of the
country and held the U.S. embassy personnel hostage for over a year. The
United States refused to sell weapon systems and spare parts to Iran. Similarly, economic problems continued as the United States maintained sanc-
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tions, including the refusal to buy oil from Iran. Iranian air power, once a top
regional force, had fallen into disrepair. Political will was strong, but Iranian
military capability was lacking and had limited sustainability.
Iraq had access to the Persian Gulf through the Shatt al Arab area. Iran
and Iraq had forged an uneasy agreement in 1975 over the vital property that
allowed Hussein to ship oil from his country to sea lanes for export. Hussein’s
government, like those of other countries around the Gulf, depended on oil
for its economy. Hussein wanted the Iranian government to allow him expanded access to the Persian Gulf by allowing Iraq to control some islands in
the Shatt al Arab. Hussein threatened the Iranians to comply with his demand.
The Iranians refused.
Hussein decided to launch an attack on his neighbor. Although Iraqi artillery units had conducted some shelling along the border, Hussein ordered
no major attacks conducted on Iranian military units. Through early September 1980, Iraq started to prepare for war. Hussein could achieve many of
his objectives if he could defeat Iran. He could preempt a possible Iraniansupported revolution that might topple the Iraqi government. Since Khomeini had threatened to topple secular states like Hussein’s, removing this
menace was paramount. If Iraq pushed Iran back from the Shatt al Arab, then
Iraq would have a secure border. A military victory had the potential to make
Iraq the regional military and political power in the Gulf. Hussein could also
encourage counterrevolutionary forces in Iran to break Khomeini’s power in
Tehran. Hussein had strong motivations to feed his growing economy by taking Iranian oil fields. These motivations helped convince Iraq to take Iranian
territory on September 10. Iraq demanded that Iran cede the captured area;
Iran again refused and started to mobilize. The Iranians and Iraqis soon found
themselves in a long war of attrition that would last until 1989.
Iraq’s military had been supplied by the Soviet Union. Iraq did not have
to conduct a major military rebuilding program due to any open conflicts
with Israel, previous border conflicts, or revolutions before its fight with Iran.
On paper, the Iraqi military had a great advantage over the Iranians. The Iranian military was half the size of its prerevolutionary self. The government in
Tehran suffered internal problems as the revolution made radical changes.
Iraqi government officials believed that taking the islands in the Shatt al Arab
would result in some international debate and minor skirmishing but that
eventually the territory would remain in Baghdad’s hands.
Iraq tried to knock the Iranians out of the war early, but it could not. On
September 22, the Iraqi air force bombed major western Iranian airfields to
destroy aircraft on the ground. If the Iraqis could eliminate the Iranian air
force, then any danger of Khomeini bombing major industrial or military sites
or Baghdad would be remote. Iraqi aircraft also attempted to annihilate the
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Iranian navy to ensure it would not interfere with its access through the Persian Gulf. Iraqi failure to remove the air and naval threats would encourage
the Iranians and allow them to expand the conflict by striking the source of
Iraqi wealth and power, oil. Iranian patrol boats, aircraft, and other forces
would later attack shipping and oil terminals. Iranian and Iraqi air forces were
roughly equivalent in size and strength. Iranian aircraft could bomb Baghdad, Kirkuk, and a key transportation site, Basra.
The Iraqis also misjudged Iranian will to continue the ground war. Despite
the material and training advantages, Iran continued to attack Iraqi positions,
and it would not cede any lost territory. Iranian Revolutionary Guard forces
would conduct human wave attacks against the Iraqis. Soon, the conflict resembled World War I, with fighting between trenches and movements measured in yards, and it lasted for years. Control over areas around the Shatt al
Arab and the borders was traded between the two sides. The Iraqis needed a
new strategy to break the stalemate.

IRAQI MISSILES FALL SHORT
Saddam Hussein’s arsenal contained some rocket and missile systems before 1980. Hussein authorized his nation’s weapons inventory into operation
against the Iranians. These systems focused on supporting battlefield operations. Iraqi systems were a supplement to artillery, not designed for strategic
effects. The Iraqis did gain some experience by building and modifying these
missile and rocket systems. Iraqi military commanders used multiple rocket
launchers and missiles that had ranges of less than 100 kilometers (about sixty
miles). The Soviet Union had sold the Iraqis some Free Rocket Over Ground
(FROG)-7s (their Soviet designation is R65A or Luna), also deployed in the
Cuban Missile Crisis, that had a limited range of sixty kilometers (thirty-seven
miles). The FROG-7 was a development from the 1950s that was widely sold
abroad. These rockets could not lift a sizeable conventional warhead in lieu
of its designed twenty-five-kiloton yield nuclear payload. The FROG-7 had a
450-kilogram (about 1,000 pounds) conventional warhead capacity.
Iraqi military commanders started to use the FROG-7 in its early campaigns against Iran in 1980. The weapon had a single-stage construction powered by a solid propellant engine. This relatively primitive ballistic missile did
not have a guidance system but was spin stabilized. The missile had limited
usefulness and was very inaccurate, especially against entrenched Iranian
forces. The FROG-7 had less capability than a German V-2, but it did possess
a key advantage: it was launch capable off a single wheeled transporter/erector/launcher (TEL). An experienced crew could launch a missile every twenty
minutes. Normally, another vehicle carrying three additional missiles followed
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the TEL. The Soviets had improved the FROG-7 by 1980, but it was still a
primitive weapon.
Limitations of the FROG-7 forced the Iraqis to reconsider the FROG-7’s
use against other targets, cities, or larger urban areas. Early Iraqi missile operations focused on two locations, Ahwaz and Dezful, that had limited military value. The strikes concentrated on supporting Iraqi ground movements
into Iranian territory. These FROG-7 attacks were sporadic and of limited
value, however. Crews used ten missiles in 1980 and then fired fifty-four missiles the next year. Iraqi military commanders later phased out the missile
from a direct combat role with only a single missile in 1982 and two missiles
in 1984. Even against relatively large targets like cities, the FROG-7 was ineffective. Some missiles, just like the earlier V-2s, missed the target entirely.
Baghdad needed a new missile to strike Iranian cities with more punch and
accuracy.
The Iraqi government sought to increase the yield and range of its ballistic missile inventory. It turned to its R-17 (NATO code named SS-1C SCUDB) missiles that the Soviets supplied to Iraq in the early 1970s. The SCUD-B
was a single-staged, liquid fueled ballistic missile that used storable hypergolic
propellants. A fully fueled and maintained ballistic missile could hit a target
at an extended range of 330 kilometers (180 miles) with a CEP of about 450
meters (1,500 feet). SCUD-Bs could carry a 985-kilogram (2,175-pound) warhead. The missile had an inertial guidance system that used three gyroscopes
to improve the accuracy of the missile over the FROG-7 despite the fourfold
increase in range. Signals to the control vanes on the tail assembly would help
correct the flight path of the missile in flight as long as the engine was operating.
The SCUD-B provided added capability to the Iraqis. Soviet engineers designed the SCUD-B to deliver nuclear, conventional, or chemical warheads.
The warhead detaches from the missile’s body. This capability provided the
Iraqis with an ability to select an appropriate yield with either a conventional
or a chemical weapon. The SCUD-B was also a very mobile weapon, like the
FROG-7. Crews launched it from a TEL that would raise the missile from a
horizontal to vertical position, ignite it, and move to another position to fire
another missile. Still, the SCUD-B had problems. Its range was not sufficient
to hit Tehran or other key targets. Unless Iraqi forces could take more Iranian territory, the SCUD-B could do little against Tehran. The Iraqis needed
improved capabilities since the ground war was a stalemate.
Hussein now faced the prospect of acquiring new longer-range SCUD-Cs
which had a range of 600 kilometers (or 373 miles), which still could not reach
Tehran. Another option for Baghdad was purchasing advanced ballistic missiles from the Soviet Union (like the OTR-22 IRBM or SS-12 Scaleboard) or

Al-Husayn. Iraq extended its SCUD missiles by decreasing its payload and increasing the size of its propellant tanks. These Al-Husayn missiles allowed Iraq
to strike Tehran in Iraq’s War of the Cities; Iraq also later used them in the 1991
Persian Gulf War. (Courtesy, Department of Defense)
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building its own ballistic missiles. Soviet sales or deployments of IRBMs were
not possible due to ongoing arms reduction negotiations with the United
States. Sales of an SS-12 and a SCUD-C might also widen an ongoing arms
race within the Middle East that could have long-term consequences for the
Soviets. Expectedly, the Soviets declined to sell more advanced and more accurate weapons to Iraq. Saddam Hussein would have to gain ballistic missile
superiority by modifying Iraq’s existing stock of SCUD-B missiles or by building variants of the delivery system. Iraqi missile engineers and designers
would work on two variants of the SCUD-B, the Al-Husayn and Al-Abbas.
Modifying the SCUD-B into a delivery platform with an extended range
required resources. Although the Iraqis had experimented with modifying
some missiles, this was very different from extending the range of a relatively
large ballistic missile. This effort required additional time, expertise, and
funds. The ground war had slowed with no major effective offensive actions
that had directly threatened either nation’s capitals. Expertise to improve
Baghdad’s missile designs from other countries, such as the Soviet Union,
would take time to find and then employ. The continued war on the ground,
disputes in areas around oil terminals in the Shatt al Arab, and Iranian attacks on oil shipping lanes affected Iraqi finances. Trading off ballistic missile development against purchasing weapons to fight the war on the ground,
air, and sea was a gamble. Still, Hussein started a program to modify the
SCUD-Bs.
Iraqi launch crews would use SCUD-Bs and modified variants to attack
some cities. Hussein directed these attacks against the cities to break the will
of the Iranian population. These operations amounted to terror raids to force
the Iranian government to either fail or negotiate an end to the war. On October 27, 1982, Hussein’s missile crews began to replace FROG-7s with SCUDBs. The crews would still launch a limited three SCUD missiles in 1982.
SCUD-B crews began ramping up: to thirty-three launches in 1983; twentyfive firings in 1984; a huge barrage of eighty-two missiles in 1985; no launches
in 1986; attacks in 1987 to match their record in 1984; and 193 attacks in
1988. There is some dispute about the actual number of missile launches, but
most estimates place the number of launches at no more than 251. Iraq focused many of its early SCUD attacks on border cities such as Ahwaz, Borujerd, Dezful, and Khorramabad. Even with their greater range and
improvement in payload, these missiles did not provide sufficient damage.
Unless the missiles hit a large factory, school, or area where people gathered,
they became merely terror devices.
Iraqi efforts to expand the SCUD-B’s capabilities resulted in development
of the Al-Husayn missile. This missile had an increased range of 650 kilome-
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ters (400 miles) and was thus capable of striking central Iran. Iraqi engineers
reduced the payload to 500 kilograms (1,100 pounds) and increased the
amount of propellant carried by the missile by about 25 percent. Engineers
extended the missile’s fuselage to carry five tons of additional liquid propellant to power it for a seven-minute flight. Launch crews could reload and fire
an Al-Husayn within an hour.
Defense experts believed that the Al-Husayn had the capability to carry a
high explosive or chemical warhead. As for its earlier SCUD-B cousin, launch
crews for the Al-Husayn used a locally produced wheeled TEL for operations.
There is some debate whether the Al-Husayn was solely of Iraqi design. Several nations, such as the Soviet Union, China, Egypt, France, East Germany,
Libya, and North Korea, had the technology or experience with these ballistic missiles to provide Saddam Hussein’s engineers with sufficient information, components, or designs to modify the missile. Hussein also sought
technical and component support from two unlikely allies, Argentina and
Brazil. Hussein had offered financial help to these nations to develop their
own ballistic missile programs. The Iraqis purchased 350 SCUD-Bs in 1984
and 300 more in 1986. These acquisitions provided additional systems for
components and flight testing. Additionally, the Soviet Union may have supplied advanced SCUD-C components to allow the Iraqis to expand their
weapons’ capabilities.
Iraq now had the capability to strike targets around Tehran. The missile’s
seven-and-a-half-minute flight gave Iran little hope for warning its populace
to take cover. Additionally, the Iranians had no active defensive capability to
shoot down these vehicles, nor did they have a means to identify launch sites
for attack by aircraft or artillery. These weapons provided a simple way to
threaten cities and attack them without warning, a perfect terror device.
Iraq began to test the Al-Husayn in August 1987. Although flight tests
proved the missile could work, there were some concerns. Iraqi engineers had
to strengthen the airframe to compensate for larger fuel and oxidizer tanks.
Fabrication teams had to extend internal tanks and provide additional air
tanks to give adequate pressurization for the increased volume for the propellants. Iraq could use spare SCUD-B components for some assemblies,
tanks, electronics, wiring, and other parts. However, they would have to weld
them together, always a questionable proposition. In Iraq’s case, the welding
quality would eventually affect the missile’s capabilities. Iranian forces witnessed many of these missiles that crashed, without warhead impact, due to
welding problems. Pressurization or fuel leaks could have hampered the missile’s operation. Iraq also tried to improve guidance systems to increase the
missile’s accuracy. Hussein’s government claimed that the missiles now had a
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CEP of 500 meters (1,640 feet). Some CEP estimates place the true accuracy
at 2.6 kilometers (about 1.9 miles). The Al-Husayn missile effort was still a
great strategic leap forward for Iraq. Even so, Iraq wanted even greater ranges.
The other major SCUD modification by the Iraqis was a more radical
change to the missile to ensure it struck deeper into Iraq and potentially into
other Middle East countries. Iraqi military officials tried to build on the success of the Al-Husayn by further reducing the SCUD-B’s payload and increasing the propellant capacity. Iraqi engineers christened this modified
Al-Husayn vehicle the Al-Abbas. Engineers reduced the missile’s payload to
only 300 kilograms (660 pounds), but it could strike a target at 900 kilometers (560 miles). Iraqi launch crews could now reach Tehran with ease and
many parts of the Middle East as well, including all of Israel. Despite the
greater range, the accuracy of the missile proved suspect. The CEP was about
the same as that of the Al-Husayn, but official claims credited the Al-Abbas
with a CEP of 300 meters (980 feet), less than a short-range unmodified
SCUD-B. Iraqi missiles never met these capabilities in flight testing or apparently in the field. However, if crews launched the missile at large urban
areas like Tehran and the purpose was to conduct a terror attack, then accuracy might not be necessary.
Iran was not helpless; it could respond to Iraqi missile attacks. Under Iranian air force control, launch crews fired SCUD-Bs against the Iraqis in March
1985. Libya first sold SCUDs to Iran, and then North Korea shipped about
100 missiles to Iran in 1988. News reports named Syria as a source of SCUDs
for Iran. Curiously, these same countries may have provided components,
technology, and assistance to Baghdad during the war. Iranian missile crews
bombarded Iraqi positions and cities in retaliation for ballistic missile strikes.
Iran first used fourteen missiles in 1985 launches; decreased to eight the next
year; increased to eighteen in 1987; and spiked at eighty-eight missiles in 1988.
The Iranians did not have to modify their missiles. Iranian SCUD missiles
did not have to traverse as great a distance to strike major cities as their Iraqi
counterparts did. The distance between Baghdad and the border, less than 250
kilometers, or about 150 miles, was closer than Iraqi missile ranges to Tehran.
As long as the ground war did not alter the battlefield, Iranian SCUDs could
hit their targets. However, the Iranians did have an advantage over the Iraqis.
Iranian revolutionary military forces held control of Iranian territory with
vigor and wanted to avenge the unprovoked attack on their nation. Religious
zeal allowed Iranian commanders to trade blood for territory through human
wave attacks against prepared defensive positions. Time was on Iran’s side, as
they could use attrition against the Iraqis. Tehran had to just push back the
Iraqis and use its unmodified SCUDs. Iran was not motivated to extend its
ballistic missiles’ range.
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Superficially, Tehran had a tremendous advantage over the Iraqis in terms
of missile range. However, several mitigating circumstances limited Iran’s ability to take advantage of this situation. Iran, under economic sanctions from
many nations, had problems selling its main export commodity, oil. The constant fighting in the Persian Gulf between Iranian and Iraqi air and naval
forces reduced the flow of oil to both countries and affected their ability to
gain hard currency to purchase weapons or support. The Iraqis, however, had
outside financial support to wage their war against Iran. Islamic fundamentalism threatened Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and other countries that were supported by the Iranian religious and political leadership. These countries
started to provide loans and direct financial support to Saddam Hussein in
his effort to fight Iran. The Iranian air force was also running out of resources,
and its capabilities diminished slowly with time. Iraq could supplement missile attacks with aircraft raids to strike the larger cities. Iran could not do the
same with its aircraft and had to rely on ballistic missile strikes that came from
a decreasing pool of available weapons. One option for Tehran was to try to
build SCUD-B systems. Instead of focusing on ballistic missile modifications,
Iranian engineers concentrated only on production capability, but they failed
to make operational improvements. The production centers allowed Iranian
military forces to launch forty-kilometer-range (25-mile) Oghab vehicles.
Oghabs supported ground operations and limited attacks on Iraqi cities. Iranian military commanders used these unguided missiles like artillery.

WAR OF THE CITIES
The conflict between Iran and Iraq dragged on. There was no sense of any
negotiations or efforts to end the conflict. Ground operations continued with
horrendous casualties. Both sides were bled white with losses. The conflict focused on urban and economic targets to inflict sufficient pain to force one
side to capitulate. Iraq would have to rely on aircraft strikes until its engineers
and production capability could make the Al-Husayn or Al-Abbas system operational or push Iranian ground forces back. Iran could reply by its limited
aircraft, but its SCUD-Bs had sufficient range to respond immediately. By
1987, attacks on cities started in earnest.
When Hussein finally gained the capability to launch his Al-Husayn missiles, a new strategy emerged. Iraqi military forces could now hit Tehran without effect. On February 29, 1988, the Al-Husayn demonstrated its operational
capabilities when Iraqi military missile crews launched five vehicles into Iran.
This capability breathed new life into the Iraqi scheme to change the nature
of the war. A new fifty-two-day “War of the Cities” erupted in the theater that
would force both sides to the negotiating table.
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From February 29 to April 20, both sides traded ballistic missile and air
strikes on their capitals and other targets. While the missiles were inaccurate,
Iraqi and Iranian SCUDs and their derivatives still produced massive physical damage and some casualties. Like their forebear, the V-2, and its attack on
London, the missiles’ purpose was to strike terror on the population. Some
analysts believed that the Iraqis’ missile inaccuracies approached several magnitudes above their stated CEPs. However, there were reports of Iraqi missile
attacks conducted in salvos that landed around defined targets. Iraqi missile
attacks appeared to gain in accuracy as the campaign continued. Even with
the missiles’ improved accuracy, cities became the attack’s focus. Conducting
a psychological attack on cities was easier than trying to destroy a specific military site like an airfield.
The greater Tehran and Baghdad urban areas sprawled for hundreds of
square miles and had populations counted in the millions. Given each side
did not have a warning system or a missile defense system, the population
could do little except to prepare bomb shelters or leave the area. The only indication of an incoming missile strike was at warhead impact, as the vehicle
attained speeds of Mach 1.5. The psychological impact of a missile that could
kill many people quickly and allowed no defense terrorized the population.
Ultimately, few died from these attacks, but their psychological effect created
more impact than physical ones. Iran lost approximately 2,000 casualties and
Iraq suffered only 1,000 losses in these attacks. These casualties were minor
relative to the size of both capitals and major cities. Crowds could witness the
destruction of a block or homes or large craters that forced people to speculate where the next Al-Husayn would land.
Iraq redoubled its efforts to panic the Iranian population. During the period, Iraqi air force pilots conducted over 400 sorties against urban and economic targets. Al-Husayn launch crews fired from 160 to 190 missiles against
Tehran and Qom. Additionally, the Iraqis could use their SCUD-B stock to
strike other border targets. The Al-Abbas was not ready for operation, but its
flight testing and Iraqi propaganda statements continued to spew information about its future capabilities. The rate of Al-Husayn missile attacks was
relatively low, about three per day during the “War of the Cities.” News reports concerning the possible Iraqi use of chemical weapons, however, chilled
the Iranian population. The Iranian people became convinced that Baghdad
had the will and capability to use chemical weapons against them, as reports
surfaced about how Hussein authorized battlefield employment of his chemical munitions against Iranian military forces and later the Iraqi Kurdish population. Iranian military forces understood that the Al-Husayn and Al-Abbas
also had the ability to carry chemical warheads. These fears forced Iranian
populations to consider leaving Tehran and other cities. As the ballistic mis-
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sile campaign intensified, people started to depart. Khomeini himself evacuated the capital. After news reports made his departure public, millions followed him. Approximately a third of Tehran’s population left for safety. While
Iranian morale wavered, Iraqi confidence started to rise. The Iraqi strategy
was starting to work.
Iran responded to the Iraqi attacks with its own SCUD-Bs. Iran launched
about sixty-one ballistic missiles. These missiles represented most of Iran’s remaining SCUD stocks. Given the quantitative disadvantage in missiles and
Iraq’s seemingly large production capability, Tehran needed to evaluate its position. Unlike the failed German V-2 campaign to pressure the British to negotiate, the War of the Cities had succeeded in forcing Iran to consider ending
the war. Khomeini could not face a continued bloody war with his neighbor,
economic atrophy, and a panicked population. Tehran considered the potential for continued Iraqi attacks with ballistic missiles and aircraft, and the
Iranian government decided to accept a ceasefire with Baghdad in July 1988.
The Iran-Iraq borders did not change appreciably; Hussein had gambled and
received little for his nation’s sacrifice.
Al-Husayn missile attacks helped end the conflict. Given the prospects for
peace, the growing discontent for additional casualties, fears of additional attacks, and no capability to win the war, the missile strikes took their toll. The
United States had also entered the conflict by protecting commerce and ensuring security for oil deliveries in the Persian Gulf, one of the main weapons
Iran used against Iraq. Given the crumbling military, political, and economic
conditions in Iran, the ballistic missile launches created conditions that
caused a faster unraveling of Tehran’s strategic position. Conventionally
armed missiles and strategic bombardment proved a capable weapon against
populations that were already in a fragile state to capitulate. Fortunately, Hussein did not arm the Al-Husayn with either a chemical or a biological weapon.
With this success, Iraq would continue to develop advanced weapons programs. This lesson was not lost to Tehran, as that government also worked to
develop long-range missile systems. Each side would later seek to arm these
vehicles with an ultimate weapon, a nuclear device.

OPERATION DESERT STORM
Ballistic missiles would play another significant role in the Middle East
three years after the Iran-Iraq War. A dispute over ownership of land between
Iraq and another neighbor, Kuwait, would expand into a major conflict that
would involve a coalition led by the United States and Saddam Hussein. The
Iran-Iraq War was the first conflict where participants exchanged ballistic
missile attacks. Fighting between Iraq and this coalition would feature a new
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aspect of missile warfare, active defense against attacks, and a campaign to
eliminate mobile missile launchers. Although the United States had a large
ICBM inventory, it had eliminated all of its IRBMs through an arms control
treaty with the Soviet Union, and so the United States could not respond in
kind. The American and coalition militaries would instead use their massive
advantage in conventional air forces and cruise missiles to conduct an air
campaign to paralyze Iraq. Iraq would rely on its proven ballistic missile force
to fight. It had rebuilt and expanded its inventory of SCUD, Al-Husayn, AlAbbas, and other missiles after its war with Iran.
Hussein and the Iraqi government had continued to suffer after their conflict with Iran with financial loans and economic reconstruction. Kuwait and
other nations that had supported Iraq continued to prosper by selling oil and
watching two major petroleum-producing rivals fight for eight years. Hussein
would claim that he had repaid his financial obligations by stopping the
spread of Islamic fundamentalism, which spared many of these nations,
through the blood from their massive casualties. Hussein stated that he did
not have to repay loans and suggested those countries provide him more financial aid in compensation.
On August 2, 1990, Iraqi ground forces invaded Kuwait. These forces occupied the country within a day. Hussein had captured his neighbor’s wealth
and valuable oil fields. Saudi Arabia feared that Hussein would continue south
and seize its oil fields and possibly force its royal family to flee like Kuwait’s
monarchy. The United States acted quickly to defend Saudi Arabia by positioning airborne units and F-15 fighter units to protect the monarchy. Eventually, President George H. W. Bush would gather sufficient political support
and Congressional approval to deploy American military forces to push Saddam Hussein’s military forces out of Kuwait.
The United States’ Central Command (CENTCOM) became the focal
point to plan and execute operations to force Iraq out of Kuwait. Although
the United States fought the war with a coalition, CENTCOM had the experienced personnel, equipment, and training to provide an organized planning
function for military operations. Actions would include ground operations to
eliminate not only Iraqi ground forces in Kuwait but also other Iraqi units
that threatened Saudi Arabia on its Iraqi border. Naval forces were available
to ensure that the oil industry throughout the Persian Gulf would not be disrupted, as in the Iran-Iraq War. Air campaign planners believed that striking
key centers of Iraqi political, military, and economic strength would cripple
Hussein’s forces in the field. This would help ground operations and make retaking Kuwait easier. In the back of CENTCOM’s planning minds was uncertainty about Iraq’s ability and will to respond.
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Iraqi missile sites. During the 1991 Persian Gulf War, coalition air forces attempted to destroy fixed Iraqi missile sites. Unfortunately, the air strikes failed to
remove these sites, but Baghdad used mobile missile launchers instead. (Courtesy, Department of Defense)

Since the end of the Iran-Iraq War, Hussein sought advanced capabilities
like weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Iraqi military commanders had
shown that they would use chemical weapons against Kurdish populations
who had tried to seek autonomy in Iraq. Western intelligence sources speculated about Iraqi importation of equipment and efforts to seek biological and
nuclear weapons as well. Some sources indicated that the Iraqis had tested
their SCUD-Bs to use chemical warheads. Iraq had already demonstrated its
ability to build and use Al-Husayn and SCUD derivatives against Iranian population centers and that these missiles could carry chemical weapons. Carrying biological weapons, however, was another matter. Placing biological
weapons on a ballistic missile requires extensive support and special handling,
but U.S. intelligence sources did not know the extent of Baghdad’s progress.
Nuclear weapons development was another question mark. An Israeli
force of American-made F-15 and F-16 fighters had bombed Iraq’s Osirak
nuclear plant on June 6, 1981. The Osirak nuclear plant was allegedly a part
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of a secret nuclear weapons plant that would have soon produced weaponsgrade plutonium. How Hussein might use these WMD devices was a question raised in the planning process. Military planners did not know what
Hussein had or was going to do. Potential for great destruction was present
if the Iraqis could use a nuclear weapon. Analysts believed chemical weapons
to be the most likely weapon for Hussein. Iraqi missile crews could use them
against major troop concentrations or seek another way to create problems
within the coalition.
The United States was successful in recruiting many nations to the coalition. Several of these nations included Arabic nations such as Egypt and Syria.
These nations faced some internal debate due to supporting a war against a
fellow Islamic country directed by a non-Muslim state. Hussein believed that
he could capitalize on this concern. Iraq could exploit this seam in the coalition’s fabric by attacking Israel with a missile strike. If Israel responded by a
military attack, then the Arabic countries would be seen as helping Israel defeat a brother Islamic nation, despite its earlier attack on Kuwait. The coalition would dissolve with the United States failing to gain political and military
support to conduct operations. Hussein had other motivations to strike at Israel. The Israeli raid on Osirak had humiliated him, and he could not retaliate since he was at war with Iran. Hussein had dreams of taking a position of
leadership against Israel, and a direct attack against the Israelis would improve
his standing in the Arabic world. The Israelis had demonstrated that they were
a threat to Hussein’s regime and were a true enemy to Baghdad. Any attack
on Israel would benefit Hussein, whether Tel Aviv decided to respond or not.
Iraqi SCUD and other ballistic missile sites became key targets to eliminate by any air campaign. Attacking these missile and WMD sites allowed
coalition forces to remove an immediate threat to their military forces,
friendly capitals, and Israel. The destruction of these targets also reduced
long-term strategic problems with Iraq within the region. Fixed sites in western Iraq became an important focus for pilots, because these fixed sites presented a highly identifiable target to attack. The air campaign would
concentrate on the fixed missile launch locations, WMD production and storage sites, support facilities, and suspected mobile launch bases. Coalition air
forces had not devised an effective means to locate and destroy mobile missile TEL launchers. Unfortunately, mobile TEL launchers would demonstrate
an elusive target for CENTCOM planners and coalition pilots. Pilots believed
that they could destroy these fixed sites easily. Unfortunately, the mobile
SCUDs and their derivatives were harder to destroy. Iraqi launch crews would
continue firing throughout the campaign.
During the period between Iraq’s war with Iran and conflict over Kuwait,
Hussein had continued efforts to build longer-range accurate missiles. The

Al-Husayn strike. The most deadly Al-Husayn attack on U.S. forces in the 1991 Persian Gulf War was on Dhahran in
Saudi Arabia; it killed twenty-eight soldiers and wounded ninety-seven others in transient quarters on February 25, 1991.
Fortunately, this scene was not repeated during the conflict. (Courtesy, Department of Defense)
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Al-Abbas development was completed, but continual problems with poor
workmanship crippled the missiles. When fired, the Al-Abbas would disintegrate in flight. A modified Al-Abbas would now be renamed the Al-Hijarah.
Iraqi engineers continued to work on the vehicle, but could not solve many
of the issues that had plagued the Al-Abbas.
Rapid Iraqi TEL movement to firing locations or drivers moving the TELs
to hidden locations negated efforts by aircraft to destroy them. Although infrared satellites detected missile launches, aircraft could not catch them in the
open. Missile teams could use prepared missile sites for rapid launch operations. Instead of a typical Soviet SCUD missile launch that took forty to ninety
minutes, the Iraqis reduced launch times to only ten minutes. Even if an infrared detection by satellite had occurred, responding to it would take time.
The United States had years of experience observing Soviet ballistic missile
launches through early warning satellites and other sources. Different sizes
and temperatures of its rocket engine’s exhaust characterized different types
of missile launches. Detection, analysis, communications, making a decision,
and taking action took time. Destroying the TEL would be an afterthought;
military commanders would have only a few minutes to warn a civilian population or to launch an anti–ballistic missile interceptor.
Western intelligence sources had some ideas about the Iraqi ballistic missile program. By February 1990, analysts had concluded that five fixed ballistic missile sites were under construction in western Iraq. Some reports
indicated that there were twenty-eight missile launchers at the location. Their
probable mission was to launch ballistic missile attacks against Israel, but they
could also strike into Turkey, Syria, or parts of Egypt. This information provided some credence to the idea that Hussein could launch Al-Husayn missiles against Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Haifa, or other cities to weaken Arab support
for the coalition. Some prewar estimates of Iraqi ballistic missile inventory
claimed that Baghdad had no more than 1,000 missiles. CENTCOM estimates, by December 1990, had projected that Hussein had 500–700 SCUDs
and modified ballistic missiles. Intelligence sources believed that Iraqi missile
commanders could count on sixty-four fixed launch sites in western Iraq.
Considering that they had an independent production capability, albeit they
still needed foreign-made components, and a WMD program, the threat
seemed a potent one.
Fixed launch sites did provide some level of certainty to CENTCOM air
campaign planners. Iraqi military commanders allegedly built launch locations in not only Baghdad, but also Taji and Dura. These sites allowed Iraq to
hit targets at all points of the compass and reach out against many coalition
partners. Iraq also had several SCUD-B fixed launch locations at H-2, a western airfield, with six to nine sites that could strike into Israel or Syria. If war

SCUD. The Soviet Union could operate SCUD missiles from wheeled TELs. Iraqi
forces used mobile TELs in their conflict with Iran and the United States. Despite
a concentrated air effort, U.S. and Coalition aircraft failed to stop SCUD launches
in their Great SCUD Hunt in 1991. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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did come, then these launch positions would become prime coalition targets.
This was not lost on Hussein’s military staffs. A sudden air strike would destroy valuable missiles and crews. The best option might be to launch the
weapons early, if Iraqi defense systems detected a coalition attack. Conversely,
knowing that an air attack was possible, ballistic missile operations could
switch to the more difficult mobile operations.

THUNDER AND LIGHTNING: OPERATION DESERT STORM
The United States and coalition nations could not act immediately to remove Saddam Hussein from Kuwait. The closest large U.S. ground combat
units were in Germany. Unfortunately, the U.S. Army had trained, organized,
and equipped these forces to fight mostly in the forests and plains of central
Europe, not in a desert environment. Likewise, air and naval units would take
time to transition from their peacetime status to an active war footing. The
president would need to mobilize reserve component forces to provide added
combat and support forces. Building up, training, and equipping a large coalition force would take time. The coalition initiated Operation Desert Shield to
protect Saudi Arabia and other Gulf nations but also to allow an orderly and
relatively long buildup of forces in Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries.
Operation Desert Shield proceeded smoothly. American military units
grew from 82,806 on September 1, 1990, to 341,754 on January 1, 1991. On
the eve of combat operations, the coalition would have well over 545,000
ground and air personnel in the theater. Facing this force, Hussein could
count on about 1,140,000 military personnel. Coalition forces were in a tenuous position as the buildup continued from August to January. Iraqi forces
close to home could launch an attack south and then push the small 50,000strong Saudi army out of the way. Hussein allowed an orderly coalition expansion into Saudi Arabia. Hussein’s forces were composed largely of
conscripts who pushed out the small Kuwaiti defense force when it took over
the country. The Iraqi ground forces, although rebuilt, had not recovered
from eight years of bloody conflict with Iran.
The United States used many means to force Iraq to leave Kuwait. Diplomatic means through bilateral talks dialogue within the United Nations, and
international pressure failed to move Hussein. Economic sanctions, boycotts,
seizure of financial assets, and other actions pressured Iraq but did not force
a retreat. Hussein hoped that the coalition forces would back down as Iraq
absorbed Kuwait. By January, a coalition ultimatum was given to the Iraqi
government to leave Kuwait; it was rejected. The only option left to the coalition was to initiate military action. It would begin with an air campaign and
an extensive effort to destroy or disable Hussein’s ballistic missile force.

Estimated ranges of Iraqi missiles during the 1991 Persian Gulf War. Launch sites in western Iraq (H-2) could strike into Israel.
Launches from southern Iraq could hit locations in Saudi Arabia. (Courtesy, Mapcraft)
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Air campaign planning staffs realized there were a growing number of targets in Iraq’s missile program. A June 15, 1990, preconflict CENTCOM target estimate identified only seven Iraqi launch or support sites. By December
20, the list had grown to thirteen facilities. These targets included not only
the fixed launch sites but also liquid fuel production facilities. Intelligence analysts recognized the difficulties of gathering information on one of Hussein’s
most secret programs. Still, there was debate on CENTCOM’s Central Tactical Air Forces (CENTAF) staff about the value of SCUD and other missiles
relative to other targets. CENTAF was responsible for directing a large portion of the air campaign and other aspects of aircraft operations within the
theater. Lieutenant General Charles Horner, responsible for CENTAF, initially
believed that the SCUDs, as a military weapon, were insignificant. Horner believed these missiles had relatively small payloads and limited range and were
inaccurate. Horner considered the missiles a nuisance. Horner would later realize that these weapons would have significant political value if they were
used to force Israel into the war or if Hussein armed the missiles with a chemical or biological weapon.
Since intelligence and CENTAF planning staffs would face difficulties finding and destroying mobile TELs, a strategy was developed to reduce this
threat. Coalition air forces had to reduce the threat. CENTCOM military actions had to reduce the opportunities for SCUD mobile operations by attacking support facilities and keeping TELs from moving. CENTAF ordered
extensive aerial attacks on Iraqi ballistic missile logistics and maintenance facilities. Another option was to ensure that SCUDs and other missiles could
not hit their targets. The U.S. Army had deployed a modified surface-to-air
missile, the Patriot, to defend locations against missile attacks. Unfortunately,
engineers designed the missile primarily to shoot down aircraft, not ballistic
missiles, and so the Patriot needed technical modifications. The Patriot’s target acquisition radar had difficulty distinguishing individual targets from a
salvo launch or decoys to direct an appropriate interception. CENTAF air attacks also had to destroy any chance of Iraq using WMD warheads on its delivery vehicles. This requirement forced planners to seek out and obliterate
any WMD production or storage sites. Horner had realized, however, that he
could not guarantee destruction of all ballistic missile launch sites or support
facilities during the first air attacks. Iraqi SCUDs and their derivatives would
probably hit some targets during the campaign.
Concern about SCUD attacks on Israel took on a greater urgency as planning for the air campaign proceeded. Mobile missiles launched from western
Iraqi airfields could strike Israel despite the massive air campaign that was
planned against operational launch sites, logistics, and support facilities. Despite the ease of attacking fixed sites, there was a danger. If Baghdad detected
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the air campaign early and the fixed sites were not attacked immediately, then
Iraqi launch crews could at least ignite any missiles on their pads to lessen
potential losses. A communications link between the Pentagon and the Israeli
Ministry of Defense provided shared intelligence and warning information.
This would at least provide some warning to the Israelis of an impending
SCUD or other missile strike. The United States had offered the Israelis two
Patriot batteries to protect Israel’s major cities, but the Israelis rejected the
offer.
In the early morning of January 17, 1991, coalition forces began Operation Desert Storm. These forces initiated the campaign with air and naval
forces hitting many key Iraqi targets. Aircraft and long-range cruise missiles
launched from surface ships and submarines struck a host of military targets.
These targets included logistics sites, airfields, air defense, command and control, naval, coastal defense, suspected WMD production and storage locations,
equipment sites, and troop concentrations. Aircraft commanders and their pilots struck Iraqi missile launch and support sites throughout the night. Coalition pilots flew 2,759 sorties that included reconnaissance, refueling, air
superiority, and strategic bombing missions.
Air attacks against early warning and surface-to-air missile sites would become the first targets destroyed. Ground special forces would aid the aircraft
in their missions that would leave the Iraqi military commanders blind about
the direction of aircraft flights. A combination of aircraft and cruise missiles
would also strike Baghdad to remove the top Iraqi leaders’ ability to communicate with their forces. This would help delay their ordering of a missile
attack on Israel.
Attacks against western Iraqi missile sites took precedence over all other
SCUD, Al-Husayn, or Al-Hijarah locations. The H-2 attack and other missile
locations proceeded on time. Coalition air strikes hit targets throughout Iraq.
Despite the intelligence gathered by the coalition, some from Israeli defense
and intelligence sources, they did not destroy the fixed launch sites. The attack failed to accomplish its mission. Although the Iraqis did not use their
fixed sites throughout the war, the coalition assigned aircraft to continue patrolling western Iraq. The Iraqis, however, had switched to mobile missile operations.

THE GREAT SCUD HUNT
Iraqi TELs moved quickly into action in the early hours of January 18.
From 2:59 to 3:27 a.m., Al-Husayn launch crews sent their weapons toward
Israel. Seven missiles fell on Israel, two in Haifa and five in Tel Aviv. There
were only a few casualties—three died from suffocation due to putting on
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their gas masks improperly, and twelve had injuries. Israel did not implement
its normal policy of immediate retaliation. The United States had promised
more intelligence and military information. The coalition air forces also put
more emphasis on attacking these Iraqi missiles. Still, the Israeli government
had put their aircraft on alert to conduct a strike on Iraq and demanded certain identification codes to allow their aircraft to fly within coalition air space
as friendly forces. If they did not receive these codes, then coalition aircraft
and air defenses might shoot them down, or the Israelis might do the same
to coalition forces. Israeli officials also wanted the coalition to get approval
from Jordan and Saudi Arabia to allow Israeli combat aircraft to fly through
their airspace. The United States refused to grant Israel either request.
Hussein launched more missiles on the following day. Four ballistic missiles headed toward Tel Aviv. Only three landed in the city, causing minor
damage. The attacks did not kill anyone, but the attack forced the Israeli government to change its position on accepting the Patriot system. Israel accepted
four Patriot batteries. CENTAF faced greater pressure from Washington to
find and destroy missiles in western Iraq. The added emphasis on the “Great
SCUD Hunt” for mobile missiles was not costless. CENTAF planners had to
divert valuable air assets that had been destined to bomb Baghdad and other
targets to the hunt for the SCUDs. This movement delayed the overall air
campaign that would affect the ground offensive to liberate Kuwait.
The Iraqis still maintained the inaccurate Al-Husayn missile systems.
Launches against Israel were mainly against major population centers concentrated along its Mediterranean coast. Perhaps motivated by Iraq’s War of
the Cities campaign, Hussein concentrated his attacks on Tel Aviv and Haifa.
Most accounts of the missile campaign note that no more than forty AlHusayns were destined for Israel. The first week saw about fifteen vehicles
landing in Israeli territory, followed by twelve missiles in a second week. The
coalition forces identified fewer daily missile launches in the next four weeks.
Similarly, Iraqi missile launches focused on Saudi Arabia in the first two weeks
and then dropped significantly to only a few random attacks during the sixweek Operation Desert Storm campaign. Bahrain also received three strikes
in the last weeks of the campaign. The most deadly attack against U.S. forces
was a SCUD launch conducted against soldiers staging for deployment in the
theater. On February 25, a SCUD hit a warehouse in Dharan, Saudi Arabia,
that killed twenty-eight and wounded ninety-seven. Some of the reduction in
missile launches may be attributable to reduced missile stocks. Other reasons
included destruction of support facilities that provided fuel and air attacks
and roving patrols looking for TELs. Ground advancement forced launch
crews to operate further east, which reduced their missiles’ range and relia-

Patriot launch. During the 1991 Persian Gulf War, the United States operated the Patriot ballistic missile defense system. Although its interception rate was debatable, it provided a welcomed psychological boost against the SCUD and
Al-Husayn Iraqi missile attacks. (Courtesy, U.S. Army)
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bility. Coalition ground operations started to push north from Saudi Arabia,
and the Iraqi military concentrated on Kuwait.
Coalition air forces hunted and tried to destroy mobile TELs. U.S. and
other coalition forces believed that Iraqi crews would follow established but
time-consuming Soviet launch procedures. Additionally, Western intelligence
sources had developed techniques to measure infrared signatures from vehicles such as the TEL or ballistic missiles from Soviet weapons. Intelligence analysts might also locate the mobile missiles by detecting electromagnetic
emissions from radar or infrared signals during launch procedures or other
uses of equipment. The infrared launch plume from a satellite would also provide a telltale sign of a launch location.
Since the Iraqis had changed equipment and operating procedures and
used previously surveyed positions, locating these positions was problematic.
For example, even if a Defense Support Program (DSP), American early warning ballistic missile satellite could detect a launch, analysts had to verify it.
Analysts and control personnel had to pinpoint the location, communicate
warnings, and assign a plane to attack the target. This took time and effort.
Despite Iraqi night launches, about 80 percent of attacks, which created a
stark infrared contrast with the cold sky compared to the missile’s exhaust
plume, the detection process was slow. This delay allowed Iraqi missile crews
to drive away from the launch sites to hide under bridges, underpasses,
garages, or buildings so that the search for them stalled. The coalition would
only be able to destroy the TEL and its crews; Iraqi launch crews could still
fire the weapon.
The Great SCUD Hunt relied on flying air patrols over western and southern Iraqi territory to detect missile launches. Pilots had to search hundreds
of square miles and rely on airborne sensors to detect the TEL before it
launched its weapon. The Iraqis also knew about the size and quality of the
coalition air forces. They realized that American air power had a decided qualitative edge in speed, lethality, range, and precision. Iraqi military commanders used many decoy TELs and launch support vehicles to trick the coalition.
Additionally, the airborne sensor had to distinguish the TEL from other similar vehicles, terrain, or debris. Another unpredictable factor, the weather, also
affected air operations. During the first week of coalition air operations, low
clouds and fog limited the pilots’ visibility and canceled many missions, up
to 15 percent of planned flights. Despite having all-weather-capable aircraft,
pilots had problems identifying and bombing targets. These weather conditions limited the coalition’s assessment of the bombs’ damage to targets, which
hampered efforts to plan future missions against SCUD preparation or storage supporting mobile operations. Coalition air forces would fly over 2,493
sorties hunting for TELs throughout the war.
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Despite the coalition air forces’ initial failure to destroy Iraq’s mobile ballistic missile threat, Hussein’s forces did not launch the maximum number of
weapons on any given day. Most of the missile attacks occurred as single
launches. At most, Iraqi forces lobbed six weapons within three minutes during the second week of Desert Storm. Iraqi SCUD crews conducted multiple
missile salvos throughout the conflict. Many of these salvos included five to
six ballistic missiles launched simultaneously against Israel or Saudi Arabia.
Despite these salvos, the SCUDS could not overwhelm Patriot defenses or
warning systems.

ANTI–BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSES BECOME
OPERATIONAL
Allied commanders late in World War II were powerless to defend against
V-2 attacks. Instead of providing a means to shoot down the V-2, they had to
rely on ground forces to destroy German missile sites and support facilities.
Eventually, ground operations that pushed Hitler’s forces east eliminated the
threat. During the cold war, scientists and engineers tried to develop an effective means to intercept an ICBM before it could deliver its nuclear cargo.
An anti–ballistic missile (ABM) system had to detect, launch, and successfully
intercept the incoming missile or warhead. This process took split-second
timing to calculate an interception point and precision to destroy the enemy.
Early in the cold war, computing power and precision were limited. Early
ABM systems required nuclear devices to destroy ICBM components such as
warheads.
By the 1980s, however, science and technology had advanced sufficiently
to explore means to intercept missiles without a nuclear device. Computer
hardware, software, radar, electronics, sensors, and a host of other devices allowed ABM systems to become more reliable, precise, and field mobile. Additionally, the fear of theater ballistic missiles used on the battlefield weighed
on the minds of commanders. The United States and other nations had already solved many problems of developing surface-to-air missiles to destroy
supersonic aircraft. Engineers and scientists turned their attention to the
problem of creating a system that could do the same to theater ballistic missiles as they proliferated in Europe.
For the first time in warfare, military forces had the ability to intercept
enemy missiles without the use of a nuclear warhead and under extreme time
constraints. This breakthrough offered field commanders the ability to respond if they came under attack from theater WMD-armed weapons. Coalition forces were able to use the MIM-104 Patriot Air Defense System in an
anti–theater ballistic missile (ATBM) defense role. Patriot missiles are seven-
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teen feet long (over five meters) and weigh about 2,000 pounds (over 900 kilograms). The Raytheon Corporation designed and produced the Patriot originally to counter airborne threats flying from medium to high altitudes and
flying no greater than 1,500 miles or 2,400 kilometers per hour. The Patriot
could also handle aircraft or cruise missiles.
Engineers designed the Patriot to protect areas over a limited range. The
U.S. Army deployed this ATBM system to defend point targets such as an airfield or headquarters, not an area target such as a population center. Radar
coverage and limited range of the interceptor would force commanders to
stretch missile coverage in wide areas. Unlike targets in Saudi Arabia, which
has more land over which to disperse military forces, Israeli targets were concentrated densely. If a delivery vehicle did slip through Patriot defenses, damage would occur. Conversely, in Saudi Arabia, little damage would result from
an errant missile due to the relative lack of urbanization.
Army commanders first fielded the Patriot in 1982. Patriot operations revolved around the workings of its lowest organizational structure, the battery.
Each battery had a phased-array radar unit, control, and electrical power plant
stations that monitored up to eight launchers with four missiles apiece. A Patriot battery would use its surveillance radar to first identify a target. If the
target resembles a hostile aircraft or missile, a computer calculates a potential location given direction and speed of the radar image. The Patriot systems’ computer, given other information about objects in the vicinity, then
starts to track the target to gain information for an interceptor missile. If the
target appears in the predicated location area, then a commander can decide
to fire the interceptor missile. A Patriot crew could detect a SCUD or missile,
in theater, about 4.5 minutes after its launch. Given that an Al-Husayn’s total
flight time was about seven minutes, crews had only a few minutes to react
to incoming weapons. An Al-Husayn’s warhead would hit the surface at
speeds in excess of Mach 8 (about 5,300 miles, or 8,530 kilometers, per hour).
Closing speeds for interception of the faster warhead with the much slower
Patriot were a concern.
Patriot launch crews fired 158 interceptors at SCUDs and Al-Husayn missiles. There is much controversy over the interception rates for the Patriot.
Some critics charge that the Patriot did little to counter the Iraqi missile
threat. A U.S. General Accounting Office study measured the effectiveness of
the Patriot to intercept warheads in the Persian Gulf as only 9 percent successful. Israeli officials were less charitable and claimed their batteries may not
have hit any warheads. Some Patriots may have had difficulty distinguishing
the warhead from the vehicle’s fuselage once the RV separated. Al-Husayns
also disintegrated in flight because of faulty welds or poor construction that
created problems. However, the Patriot did boost the morale of populations
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under an attack. Stationing Patriots in Israel helped allay fears that Israel
would strike Iraq, playing into Hussein’s hands and destroying the coalition
despite the missile’s questionable operational capabilities.
Space assets greatly supplemented ATBM operations. The Patriot ATBM’s
phased-array radar unit could detect an incoming warhead, but it needed support. Patriot radar operators provided only general surveillance and target
tracking for the interceptor missiles. If Iraqi missile crews launched several
SCUDs or Al-Husayn vehicles, however, then the warheads, separated fuselages, or debris might deluge the Patriot radar crew. Missile defense operations would improve if intelligence or other sources could broadcast the
information about an enemy launch to the Patriot crews instead of detecting
the warhead as it was reentering the atmosphere. Reaction time would improve the interception analysis and the ability to decide to launch specific Patriots. The United States was able to use DSP satellites to first identify a missile
launch from anywhere in Iraq. This process would include verification of the
launch. Analysts would calculate where the launch originated and possible locations where the warhead would land. CENTCOM command and control
elements had to authorize an interception, and then the Patriot crews would
have to take action quickly. CENTCOM officials would also use the launch
information to enable CENTAF to search for the TEL.
Operation Desert Storm demonstrated a major use of space assets. Space
satellites allowed the coalition forces to increase their communications, intelligence, weather, navigation, and early warning. DSP satellites were originally
not a part of the coalition’s missile warning system. However, space experts
had proposed using this resource to improve Patriot operations. Air force
space operations personnel sought a way to demonstrate the value of timely,
accurate information to military operations. These actions would become a
key element in this operation and into the future. Providing more time to the
Patriot’s launch crews would aid interception by allowing the interceptor to
catch an incoming SCUD or Al-Husayn earlier in flight. A Patriot battery
could fire more than one ATBM weapon against a target if it were given more
warning time.
The U.S. Air Force’s Space Command had assigned three DSP satellites to
help track ballistic missiles from western and southern Iraq. DSP satellites
have an infrared telescope that can track the earth every ten seconds for a
launch plume. Weather conditions such as clouds or humidity can slow down
the detection. Once a missile broke through a cloudbank, if the weather was
not clear, then the DSP satellite could detect the weapon. If a satellite detected
a possible Iraqi launch plume, then data networks routed that information to
a ground station and transmitted the information to a satellite control facility at Buckley Air National Guard Base near Denver, Colorado, and other sta-
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tions in Europe. Analysts forwarded the information to the North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) facility in the Cheyenne Mountain
Complex near Colorado Springs.
NORAD was responsible for strategic missile warning to protect the
United States and Canada and had the experienced staff and resources to analyze the satellite data to determine if the launch information was valid.
NORAD officials also had to segregate the theater ballistic missile threat from
its main objective of protecting the United States and Canada from an ICBM
or SLBM attack. Despite the lack of Iraqi ICBM capability, an independent
focus on national missile warning had to maintain a credible vigilance. Theater ballistic missile warning required specialized training and detection techniques. SCUD and Al-Husayn missiles had less powerful rocket engines than
did ICBMs or SLBMs. These missiles produced a smaller, less intense infrared
exhaust signature that burned in a shorter time than an ICBM and thus required much closer attention and specialized tracking in order to be detected
and analyzed.
DSP operations allowed Patriot commanders extra time to prepare an interception. Although U.S. Air Force space operators did not have the training
or equipment to handle theater ballistic missile warning, Operation Desert
Storm allowed them the experience to improve warning time. At the beginning of operations, DSP warning time required over five and a half minutes
from launch plume detection to warning in the field. Patriot surveillance
radar would have already started to track the missile. Through training, improved communications, and streamlined processes, analysts reduced the
warning time significantly, by two minutes. This extra time allowed the appropriate Patriot battery to prepare for launches instead of requiring all Patriot batteries to maintain constant surveillance, which would reduce combat
effectiveness over time.

IRAQI BALLISTIC MISSILE OPERATIONS IN REVIEW
Saddam Hussein’s efforts to break up the coalition over attacks on Israel
failed. Unlike in the War of the Cities, a concentrated missile attack did not
weaken the coalition’s resolve. The Iraqi air force was unable to supplement
attacks on Tel Aviv or Riyadh. Coalition air attacks destroyed launch sites and
support infrastructure. The United States and other nations started a massive
ground operation to push Iraqi forces out of Kuwait and parts of southern
Iraq. This move pushed the SCUD launch crews out of range to attack many
targets, like German V-2 crews in World War II. ATBM operations also allowed the coalition forces and regional populations to provide some protection from Iraqi missiles.
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Iraqi missile operations provided valuable lessons for other regional powers. Ballistic missile operations provided a long-range power projection to
strike outside the immediate battlefield. If the SCUDs or Al-Husayns had
longer range and better guidance, then targets in Europe or other coalition
nations would have come under fire, which could have affected their participation in the war. Similarly, if the Iraqis had armed the missiles with WMD,
then the consequences of the war could have changed. A chemical or biological attack on Israel would have triggered a potential nuclear response from
Israel or the United States. The war’s character would have changed considerably. Despite the United States’ advanced technological advantage in air,
space, and missile defense capability, coalition air forces could not find and
destroy Iraqi TELs. If the United States could not find TELs in a desert setting, then Washington might not easily find mobile ballistic missile units in
mountainous or urban areas. Countries such as North Korea that possessed
more and better missiles and TELs could provide a more difficult challenge
to an opponent.

6
Ballistic Missile Proliferation
BALLISTIC MISSILES WILL CONTINUE to be a threat to many nations in
the near future. Unlike during the cold war era, now many nations possess
and others seek these types of weapons. This proliferation of ballistic missiles
and WMDs has created an environment that can threaten the United States
itself and its forces overseas. Nations that demonstrate hostility toward the
United States or have elements within their territory that might take over
these systems can create a very difficult situation not only for the United States
but also for the rest of the international community. Although the United
States and Russia have reduced their stock of ballistic missiles through international arms negotiations or obsolescence, other nations have sought these
weapons out for their own security.
These countries may want to build these weapons for a number of reasons. Once built, they are alternatives to fielding large standing military forces
and provide a source of national pride. Conversely, because few missile defenses are available to most nations, ballistic missiles can strike with relative
impunity against a nation that might have a military advantage over a rival.
Nations that once disputed borders with conventional forces can now deliver
a strike against their neighbor’s capital cities, much like Iran and Iraq in their
War of the Cities, with the possibility of deploying a nuclear weapon. Over
two dozen nations possess ballistic missiles, and more states are actively seeking such capability. Some are nuclear armed with ICBM capability, while others maintain Soviet-era SCUD theater weapons that are not immediate threats
to anyone other than their neighbors. Missile technology has spread throughout the world through several means.
Ballistic missiles also cause concerns for nations that adopt them. Instead
of creating a stable source of security, nations could create a destabilizing arms
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race. Fears of a rival gaining an advantage may spark a rush to develop delivery vehicles or precipitate a conflict. One country could decide to go to war
before its foes complete their missile development. Additionally, this type of
development is expensive. Although operating costs might be low, the development and acquisition of complete systems might be a heavy financial burden. The substitution of ballistic missiles for conventional forces may open a
nation up to border conflicts, and the only way to respond to the conflict
might be through a like response.
Ballistic missile acquisition could spawn international repercussions. Some
nations might treat missile developers as rogue or pariah states. Other nations
might not want to involve themselves with these countries politically, economically, or militarily. Missile deployment may escalate military actions. Instead of using diplomatic means to settle a problem, nations could revert to
using military means, including WMD-armed missiles, to achieve an end.
Countries faced with attrition or stalemate with their conventional forces
might decide to stop the fighting, not continue it. Nations could use ballistic
missile acquisition to signal that a more devastating destruction level is an
option. Another nation similarly armed could retaliate.
At the end of World War II, the Soviet Union sought to improve the German V-2. This technology led to the SCUD, a relatively successful tactical battlefield weapon that Moscow provided to its allies. The most common ballistic
missile type that has spread around the world is the SCUD or its many derivatives. After the breakup of the Soviet Union, nations inherited stocks of
weapons that included the SCUD and longer-range missiles. The United
States sold similar systems, in the form of such missiles as the Lance and Honest John. These weapons no longer possess nuclear warheads, nor have they
proliferated like the SCUD. Unfortunately, while the Soviet Union could control components and systems between nations that purchased directly from
it, other nations soon received the technology from others. Egypt, as the first
Middle Eastern nation to acquire Soviet SCUDs, sold this technology or
funded research from countries such as North Korea to improve their own
economic or military condition. Once this information was released to them,
North Korea and others prospered by developing a domestic production base
that further spread ballistic missiles to other nations that already had similar
Soviet systems or others that did not have these vehicles.
The United States and the Soviet Union needed over a decade of dedicated
effort to design, build, and deploy ICBMs. Both nations had started construction of missiles using an evolutionary approach. They built theater-level
weapons first and then proceeded to MRBMs, IRBMs, and eventually the construction of ICBMs. Today, the pace of development among nations wishing
to develop IRBMs and ICBMs has accelerated at a greater rate than did the
pioneering U.S. and Soviet efforts. Some of the advancement is undoubtedly

SS-8. Soviet ballistic missile development and deployment demonstrated its commitment to match and exceed American capabilities. This SS-8 on a May Day parade in Moscow allowed Soviet officials to showcase its growing nuclear capability in
the Cold War. (Courtesy, Department of Defense)
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due to technological advancements in several areas unrelated to missiles, such
as microprocessors. Conversely, the lure of space has increased the desire to
acquire space launch vehicles which require a booster to put them into orbit.
Few nations pose a direct threat to the United States or its regional interests. Some countries may possess only a small force of missiles, but armed
with a WMD warhead, they could create a devastating impact on overseas
U.S. military bases, key allied nations, and sensitive economic targets and have
the potential to escalate a regional conflict into a global one. Still, some nations have the capability to strike directly against the United States. Russia still
maintains an active ballistic missile force that has the range and payloads to
deliver a nuclear weapon. Similarly, the People’s Republic of China maintains
a relatively small force of ICBMs that can provide a retaliatory strike against
the United States. North Korea and Iran are seeking to develop a capability
to strike targets outside Asia. North Korea has tested a ballistic missile that
might have the range to hit Alaska or Hawaii. Slowing the development of
ballistic missiles in countries like North Korea and Iran is a challenge for future national security issues. Direct diplomatic efforts, placement of economic
sanctions, regional political pressure, and direct military action are all tools
available to discourage these nations from developing a nuclear threat to the
United States and the rest of the world. India and Pakistan do not pose a direct threat to the United States, but a nuclear confrontation between these nations could enflame a region involved heavily in religious conflict, terrorism,
and other issues.
Understanding nations and their ballistic missile capabilities is a start to
realizing the magnitude of the problem. Although many of these nations may
not build many nuclear-armed vehicles, they can blackmail another state or
simply deliver a nuclear weapon against a foe that has little means to defend
itself against this type of weapon. To gain a better understanding about threats
to the United States, one should review current American strategic nuclear
forces in order to understand the size and capability of Washington’s ICBM
and SLBM forces.

U.S. BALLISTIC MISSILE FORCES
The United States maintains the most capable ballistic missile forces in the
world. Despite reductions due to arms control and reduced threats from Russia, the nation still controls a sizeable arsenal of silo-based ICBMs and
nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) with Trident-class
SLBMs. These systems fall under the control of the U.S. Strategic Command
(STRATCOM). STRATCOM, based at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, controls all of
the air force’s ICBMs and nuclear armed bomber force and the navy’s SSBNs.

Peacekeeper launch. The Peacekeeper ICBM could carry up to 10 RVs and was
the latest ICBM produced and deployed by the United States. Due to arms control reduction agreements, the Peacekeeper was removed from service. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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Once controlled by SAC, a post–cold war reorganization by the air force disestablished SAC and created other commands. Today, the U.S. Air Force’s
Space Command is responsible for organizing, training, and equipping the
ICBM force.
The air force plans to maintain a force of 500 Minuteman III ICBMs. Although a Minuteman III can carry these three RV MIRVs, they will carry a
single warhead due to treaty limitations with Russia. Minuteman III has
served the nation since June 1970. The United States continues to refurbish
the system for continued operational life. The Minuteman III has a maximum
speed of 24,150 kilometers per hour (15,000 miles) that can send the RV over
8,000 miles (about 12,800 kilometers). The United States’ sole ICBM will be
the Minuteman III. These weapons will deploy RVs with yields of about 375
kilotons. Crews operate Minuteman missiles at F. E. Warren AFB, Wyoming;
Minot AFB, North Dakota; and Malmstrom AFB, Montana.
The air force is removing its newer, four-staged, Peacekeeper, which can
deploy ten RVs, because of strategic arms control agreements. The air force
may use the Peacekeeper as a space launch booster. The air force removed all
operational Peacekeepers in October 2005. At the height of the cold war, the
air force deployed 1,054 Minuteman and Titan ICBMs.
The U.S. Navy maintains a force of fourteen SSBNs. The SSBNs are located
at Bangor, Washington, and King’s Bay, Georgia. The Ohio-class SSBNs carry
twenty-four SLBMs apiece. These SSBNs carry the Trident SLBM, which can
deploy MIRVs. Four submarines carry the older Trident I C-4, which carries
eight RVs with 100-kiloton yields, while the Trident II D-5 can carry eight
RVs with yields ranging from 100 to 475 kilotons. Trident C-4 missiles have
ranges approaching 7,412 kilometers (4,600 miles). D-5 SLBMs can cover
12,000 kilometers (7,440 miles). The navy has converted several of its Ohioclass SSBNs to cruise missile carriers. The navy will carry up to 384 SLBMs,
but may deploy more RVs than the air force.
The U.S. Army operates some tactical ballistic missiles. The Army Tactical
Missile System (ATACMS) has a range of 150 kilometers (ninety-three miles),
but some submunitions can double the effective range. ATACMS can carry
275 antipersonnel and antimaterial bomblets or thirteen infrared guided antitank weapons. These missiles cannot carry a nuclear or other WMD warhead. The army has 830 ATACMS launchers in service.

NORTH KOREA: A GROWING THREAT TO THE UNITED
STATES
Russia and China have the largest nuclear inventories that can destroy
major portions of the United States. North Korea, however, currently seems
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to have the attention of most countries, including China, Russia, and the
United States, as a source of regional instability. North Korea has maintained
a highly militarized society dominated by a virtual dictatorship since the end
of World War II. The nation relies heavily on international aid to feed its population while spending most of its resources on an army of one million men
and women and other military programs.
North Korea’s top leadership is motivated to build and sell ballistic missiles. The Pyongyang government’s fears of American military actions have
led it to consider developing weapons as a deterrent. If the North Koreans can
create a viable threat, then they can strike many targets in their region if the
United States makes an aggressive move. They could strike targets in Japan,
South Korea, or other Asian or Pacific areas. North Korean officials also have
parlayed their nuclear power development into weapons-grade material programs as a source of aid in the past. These actions have led neighboring countries to provide financial aid in order to divert these programs to more
peaceful means. Their extensive ballistic missile research and development
only make the threat more credible. The North Korean government has not
moved toward dismantling its nuclear weapons programs.
Pyongyang does not require foreign assistance for its missile force. North
Korean scientists and engineers are largely self-sufficient in designing and
building components and complete systems. The North Korean government
can gain valuable hard currency through selling not only illegal drugs and
counterfeit currencies but also missile components and complete systems to
a number of countries around the world. North Korean scientists, engineers,
and technicians also aid nations that want to develop their own systems or
modify their domestic versions of the SCUD. Iran and Pakistan have collaborated with North Korean sources to build their own indigenous delivery vehicles, which has led to missile developments for all three nations. North
Korea’s development of nuclear-capable missiles with Iran and Pakistan has
allowed North Korea to expand its production base with new processes.
Pyongyang has kept a tight rein on all information about its society, economy, and government programs. Other nations know little about North
Korea’s ballistic missile programs except about some publicized sales and missile tests. Most of North Korea’s missile production sites are located in underground facilities. International intelligence estimates believe that the
North Korean production facilities can build from 100 to 150 SCUD-B and
SCUD-C weapons a year. Longer-range systems that require multiple stages
or more complicated guidance systems would take much longer and take
more resources to produce.
North Korea now has the capability to develop SCUD clones and potentially an ICBM that can reach into the continental United States. Pyongyang
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Minuteman launch key. Instantaneous launch capability allows ICBM launch crews to react to a national emergency. For
years, Minuteman ICBM crews monitored control panels like this at launch control centers throughout the Midwest. (Courtesy, U.S. Air Force)
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Ohio SSBN. Ohio-class SSBNs hold up to twenty-four Trident SLBMs. An internal pressure system allows SSBN crews to
push the SLBM through a breakable inner hatch. Once the SLBM breaks the surface, the rocket motors will ignite. (Courtesy, U.S. Navy)
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fields a force of SCUD-B and SCUD-C systems. By the 1990s, North Korea
started to build its MRBM, the No Dong. Like the SCUD, launch crews use
this road-mobile missile to hit targets more than about 1,300 kilometers (800
miles) away. This single-stage, liquid fueled vehicle puts all of South Korea
and parts of Japan, including American military forces, under threat. The
North Koreans probably have hundreds of SCUD and No Dong systems that
can strike into South Korea at a minimum. Seoul is less than forty-eight kilometers (thirty miles) from the Demilitarized Zone with North Korea. SCUD
and No Dong attacks against Seoul would provide a potent weapon, especially
if the missiles contain chemical or nuclear warheads.
North Koreans tested a space launch vehicle, the Taepo Dong I, on August
31, 1998. North Korean engineers attempted to use this two-staged rocket to
put a satellite into orbit but failed. The No Dong serves as the first stage and
the SCUD-C serves as the second stage of the Taepo Dong family. A thirdstage solid fueled motor failed to ignite, but the main space booster worked
well. Japanese officials became alarmed when the Taepo Dong flew over its
territory. The launch only heightened fears of North Korean nuclear weapon
development.
The most troubling recent activities involving the North Korean ballistic
missile program are its effort to develop an deploy an ICBM. If the Taepo
Dong II were deployed, it could reach areas from India to parts of the continental United States. The missile has an alleged range of about 6,000 kilometers (3,700 miles), and so it could send a warhead of several hundred
pounds throughout Northeast Asia. The Taepo Dong II is a more powerful
two-staged liquid fueled system. One concern about this weapon is the increased range and potential to add a third stage that can expand its range to
include all of the United States. If the North Koreans add a third stage to the
Taepo Dong II, then it could have sufficient power to launch strikes on New
York, Boston, or Washington.
Pyongyang’s desire to obtain hard currency and increase its international
influence can also lead the country to sell the longer-range Taepo Dong II to
nations like Iran or Pakistan. An effective ICBM can also hold the United
States hostage if conflict erupts on the Korean peninsula. If the United States
intervenes in a Korean conflict, then North Korea might launch a retaliatory
strike on a city like San Francisco or Kansas City. Although the North Korean
Taepo Dong launch crews, in underground sites, may have only a few vehicles, they can deploy a WMD warhead.
North Korea has active nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons development programs. North Korea has claimed that it has produced weaponsgrade plutonium that it can turn into a warhead for its Taepo Dong system.
No one knows, however, how many, if any, nuclear devices North Korea has
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produced. The North Koreans have not tested any nuclear weapons, but they
may have received outside assistance from countries such as Pakistan that successfully tested the weapon. Pyongyang has stockpiled chemical weapons like
mustard gas and nerve agents that would create a significant threat, and biological weapons are also possible. North Korea might create these threats in
a conventional laboratory.
The North Korean ballistic missile program provides the most significant
threat to the United States and many nations in the region. North Korea has
the capability and will to use such weapons if threatened. North Korea has
maintained its people, economy, and military on a war footing since the 1952
Korean War ceasefire. Despite its failing economy, it has built a formidable
arsenal.

IRAN: ANOTHER POWDER KEG IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Iran started acquiring and using ballistic missiles during its war with Iran
in the 1980s. Since that period, Tehran has continued to develop and research
ways to expand the range, reliability, and capability of its weapon programs.
The Iranian military boasts the largest inventory of missiles in the Middle
East, which includes deployed MRBMs and SRBMs in the hundreds. Iran has
relied on a combination of nations to expand its program. North Korea, Russia, and China provided technical and production support for Iran’s efforts.
Like its counterpart, North Korea, Iran has expanded its missile delivery program and sought to develop WMD. Armed with a strong economy from oil
revenues, Iran has the ability to purchase much of its development program
with available hard currency from nations that might not want to deal with
North Korea. This has allowed Iranian national and military leaders to purchase hundreds of systems and hire foreign nationals to gain technical support for Iran’s WMD programs. Purchasing and building missiles provide an
opportunity to transfer information among many countries, allowing a toxic
mix of players willing to spread these types of weapons.
Economic resources, political desire, an educated population, and willing
partners have allowed the Iranians to continue its domestic missile production since 1987. With its rival Iraq largely disarmed in 2003, Iran has the opportunity to realize its dream of spreading its brand of fundamental Islam
throughout the Middle East. Ballistic missiles can provide Iran a means to
threaten governments within the region or even farther to attain this objective. Iran’s possession of a precision WMD delivery system can also menace
Israel, a longtime foe. The Saudi monarchy, the secular Islamic government
of Turkey, and Russia’s continued war against Chechnya’s Muslim rebels and
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contentions on Caspian Sea oil provide ample motivation for Iran to continue
its development of these weapons as a national priority.
Currently, Iranian launch crews can launch short-range SCUD-Bs and
SCUD-Cs and a Chinese derivative, the M-7. Iran has also experimented with
its own Fateh-110 system. The North Koreans have sold their No Dong
MRBM to Iran. This missile has become the Shabab III. Shabab III missiles
have sufficient range to reach Israel, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and southern Russia. On October 20, 2004, Iran conducted a test flight of a new version of the
Shabab III called the Ghadr 101, or Shabab IIIA. Experts believe that Iran
modified No Dongs to create the expanded-range Shababs. Iranian officials
have also hinted that they have added a solid fueled second stage. The weapon
has a 1,500-kilometer range (900 miles). Iranian officials had claimed earlier
that the missile has a maximum range of 2,000 kilometers (about 1,200
miles). Iranian engineers are developing vehicles with greater ranges and increased warhead capabilities to include the Shabab IV and V. Tehran touts the
Shabab IV as a space launch vehicle but is reportedly using components from
the Soviet-era SS-4 and is supported by Russian scientists. If built, this vehicle may provide an ICBM capable of striking targets within Europe and Asia.
Iran has publicly stated that it wants to extend the Shabab family. Although
Tehran has proclaimed that it plans to use an extended Shabab as a space
launch vehicle, the Shabab can also be used as a long-range ballistic missile.
If Iran conducts a space launch, then it can use this experience to develop
technology to build an ICBM or IRBM. Besides allowing Tehran to orbit satellites, fielding an ICBM could threaten all of Europe and the United States.
Undoubtedly, the close connection with North Korean ballistic missile developments would capitalize on Taepo Dong advancements. Iran has also shown
interest in creating a solid fueled system that would provide it with a more
reliable set of weapons. Iran could produce an ICBM by 2015.

SYRIA: A MIDDLE EASTERN QUESTION MARK
Despite years of attention toward and conflict with Lebanon, Israel, and
their supporting terrorist groups, Syrian military forces have managed to
maintain a missile capability. This force can deliver several hundred SCUD,
FROG-7, and SS-21 missiles. Since Syria borders Israel, Syria does not need
an MRBM or a better vehicle. Syria’s failure to oust Israel from the Golan
Heights and its relatively weak conventional military capability relative to Israel have fed speculation about Syria’s potential use of WMD-armed ballistic
missiles. These weapons would allow Syria to gain an asymmetric advantage
over Israel in the initial stage of a conflict. Syria has actively pursued a chemical and biological weapons program and probably developed a chemical war-
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head for its military forces. Syria’s chemical weapons include a stockpile of
the nerve agents Sarin and Mustard.
Syrian military forces have fielded FROG-7s in 1971 and SCUD missiles
since 1974. Although Syrian launch crews operate up to eighteen FROG-7
launchers, they pose little danger to Israeli cities or major military targets.
Damascus can use twenty-six SCUD and eighteen SS-21 mobile launchers.
These systems present the most immediate danger. Progressive SCUD improvements have increased range and accuracy. Syria has tried to purchase the
SCUD-D. SCUD-D systems have a reported fifty-meter (165-foot) CEP based
on a digital scene-matching device, like the Pershing II. These improvements
have come at the cost of reduced payloads. If Syria uses chemical or biological weapons as terror weapons, then this reduced capability might not matter. These missiles only have to hit a large Israeli city to be effective. Syria has
not tried to develop a nuclear weapon.
North Korea, Iran, Russia, and China have cooperated and supported
Syria’s research and production capacity in developing ballistic missiles. Syria
has built SCUD missiles under license with help from North Korea and Iran.
Syria’s purported ties to international terrorism, hatred of Israel, and relationship with North Korea have attracted intense attention to all of its military efforts.

PAKISTAN’S NUCLEAR DILEMMA
Pakistan offers another challenge to the United States and the international
community. For years, this Muslim country has had problems with its Hindu
neighbor India over the control of Kashmir and other border areas. Since the
separation between India and Pakistan in 1947, the two countries went to war
in 1965 and 1971. Today both stand ready to fight another war. Religious extremists and other groups have conducted or supported an insurgency within
India and Kashmir. Terrorists escaping from Afghanistan have settled among
Pakistan’s western border areas, resulting in a Pakistani crackdown on
antigovernment factions. Domestic questions about the economy and political freedom have created more pressure within the country for change.
Today, Pakistan has a nuclear weapons capability and continues to seek
ways to deliver its weapons toward India. Pakistan has chosen to build a nuclear weapon and delivery system not for international prestige, but in direct
response to Indian military superiority. Most likely, Pakistan will build sufficient nuclear capability to counter only India, which translates to fielding only
an MRBM or IRBM capability. India and Pakistan detonated nuclear devices
in May 1998. Tensions increased with a mutual test of ballistic missiles in April
1999. Pakistani and Indian diplomats have attempted to defuse problems.
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They have tried to negotiate the Kashmir issue and solve several long-standing
problems. If the Pakistani government falls or takes a more radical turn, however, these measures might dissolve. Given centuries-old hatred between Muslim and Hindu factions, a nuclear armed Pakistan might risk a more deadly
conflict with India or provide these systems or technology to more radical
states. Given the poor Pakistani economy, Islamabad has to purchase nuclear
and missile technology from countries such as North Korea. Unlike Iran or
North Korea, Pakistan has focused on creating delivery vehicles aimed solely
at India. These MRBM-class vehicles pose little direct threat to the United
States. A nuclear war between Pakistan and India would, however, result in
millions of deaths.
Pakistan has gained technology and support from North Korea and China.
Islamabad has focused on two approaches for weapons development. North
Korean support has led to liquid fueled systems based on the No Dong and
Taepo Dong systems. Pakistani engineers launched the Ghauri I on April 6,
1998. Islamabad can attack many targets within India by launching the Ghauri
I. The Pakistani government wanted to expand its potential nuclear reach,
however, with a missile like the Taepo Dong, the Ghauri II. Pakistan first tested
its Ghauri II–class MRBMs in April 1999 and has continued this effort. The
Ghauri is in the same class as the No Dong. Similarly, the Pakistanis want to
build a longer-range system based on the Taepo Dong.
Chinese technology and support have allowed Pakistan to explore solid fueled ballistic missile development. Pakistan flight tested its Shaheen I–class
SRBM for the first time in April 1999, along with the Ghauri I missile that
was based on China’s programs. A newly designed vehicle, the Shaheen II, is
a two-staged, solid fueled missile with a range of approximately 1,250 miles
(2,000 kilometers). Pakistan has the capability to strike all of India with the
Shaheen II. Pakistan can deploy its Shaheen with a road-mobile TEL. If the
country can develop a multiple-staged weapon system, then it can build an
ICBM-class vehicle.

INDIA: A GROWING REGIONAL POWER THAT WANTS TO GO
GLOBAL
India also does not offer a significant direct threat to the United States.
India has continued to build its ballistic missile force and has proven that it
can develop a nuclear weapon. Unlike Pakistan, India has a vibrant space program that has allowed it to develop an ICBM capability. The main threat to
India and thus its rationale for developing nuclear-capable weapons is Pakistan. Conflict with Pakistan over borders and alleged terrorists coming from
Pakistan and creating homeland security issues for New Delhi have heightened concerns about problems between the two countries. India has devel-
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oped a very robust missile and nuclear program to counter any Pakistani use
of similar weapons. India’s development of a retaliatory strike capability
against Pakistan allows it to conduct potential military operations against
Pakistan over a number of issues, including Kashmir.
Although India’s main threat is Pakistan, it has a growing regional rival to
its north, China. Like its problem with Pakistan, India has had border conflicts with China in the past. Potential problems with China, given Beijing’s
close relationship with Islamabad, have forced India to consider building missiles capable of striking not only west, but also north. As China improves its
military capabilities and projects its power throughout Asia, India must also
become concerned about the potential for conflict with Beijing. A nuclearcapable force can create sufficient pause to the Chinese to respect Indian sovereignty. These weapons also provide a visible symbol of India’s growing
regional and global image as a self-reliant, independent power. New Delhi can
claim not to side with a particular camp, but can rather choose its own path
in world events.
India has built several classes of weapons, from an SRBM to an ICBM. The
Indian navy has also explored the development of an SLBM. Indian army
forces can rely on the Prithvi-class weapon. This limited-range weapon is a
conventionally armed missile that does not threaten either Pakistan or China.
Indian military forces can launch the liquid fueled Prithvi I or II from a TEL.
India has modified the Prithvi to a naval version, the Dhaush. The limitedrange Prithvi forced New Delhi, in 1983, to seek a more capable solid fueled
missile, the Agni.
Future Indian delivery vehicles will probably rely on the liquid fueled Agni
class of vehicle. Intelligence sources believe these missiles are IRBMs or
MRBMs. In the past, India has taken great strides in developing its ballistic
missile programs without foreign assistance. The Agni missile series, however,
uses technology from several sources. Given the increased economic strength
of India, advancements in communications, computer hardware, modeling
and simulations, software, and advanced materials have allowed New Delhi
to build an advanced space launch vehicle. Indian government press releases
have indicated that an ICBM, the Surya, is in development from India’s efforts to produce a space launch vehicle. The Indian navy also is trying to field
an SLBM, the Sagarika. These vehicles, with sufficient modification and time,
can undoubtedly become an ICBM or IRBM.

CHINA: THE FIERY DRAGON AWAKENS
Since the late 1970s, the communist Chinese government has sought to
improve its economy and raise its status from a large but weak underdeveloped nation to a global power. China wants to improve its international and
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regional prestige, gain rapid economic growth, consolidate its nation under
one flag to include Taiwan, and ensure its access to energy to feed its economy and populace. Economic advancement has allowed the country to improve its people’s standard of living and has provided the financial and
technical resources to improve its military. Instead of relying primarily on
China’s ground forces to protect the nation, Beijing has focused on additional
improvements in its ballistic missile force, air force, and navy. China’s ability
to project power is limited given its lack of naval and long-range aircraft. Instead, China has expanded its capability to conduct precision strikes by building more missile systems. This ability to achieve power projection allows the
government to demonstrate its growing global power but also deter other nations from making any perceived aggressive movements against it.
China, like other nations, started its ballistic missile program with SCUD
technology and systems. Chinese military forces acquired Soviet SCUDs in
the late 1950s. These short-range weapons allowed scientists and engineers to
build a modified version of the SCUD, the DF-1. China produced a longerrange DF-2 in 1964. These battlefield systems allowed China’s forces to
threaten to use or employ these missiles against a number of bordering countries, notably Taiwan. However, the desire for global reach against other nations, including the United States, has led to gradual improvements in China’s
ballistic missile force.
Increasingly, China has provided technical assistance to a host of nations
that want ballistic missiles. One can speculate why China has done so: perhaps to gain international influence, acquire more hard currency, aid foes of
potential enemies, or ensure friendly relations to nations that contain needed
resources such as oil. Much of this technical sales assistance has involved the
Middle East, which includes Iran. Saudi Arabia has purchased about sixty DF3 IRBMs from China. China has also aided Pakistan, Syria, Egypt, and North
Korea in the past.
China’s ballistic missile development has included both land-based and
submarine-based systems. Chinese land-based systems have focused on mobile systems and building extensive underground silos. Protecting the few
ICBM classes from a potential preemptive strike is important to China’s ability to conduct a retaliatory capacity. Also troubling is the use of mobile missile systems. Chinese military officials viewing the 1991 Persian Gulf War were
highly impressed with American precision attacks on Iraqi targets. Fear of
having this capability used against their limited ballistic missile capability
forced the Chinese to develop more underground facilities and TELs. Despite
the extent and quality of the coalition attacks against Iraqi SCUD and AlHusayn sites, TELs were able to operate. Still, Iraqi operations were limited
by these attacks. If China used mobile nuclear ICBM or hardened silos, how-
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ever, then its survival against an attack by American aircraft or ballistic missiles might allow for a nuclear response.
Chinese national leadership now relies on liquid fueled ICBMs based in
silos. China’s DF-4 (an IRBM) and the DF-5, two-stage, liquid fueled ballistic missiles have sufficient range to strike throughout Asia. The DF-5, a true
ICBM with a five-megaton nuclear yield, can deploy its payload to any target
within the continental United States. This weapon can also provide a potent
capability to attack in reprisal for any perceived threat from Europe or Russia. Chinese scientists and engineers have sought ways to reduce the size of
the nuclear payload and develop smaller, more numerous MIRV weapons
with penaids. If successful, the Chinese could multiple their nuclear capability severalfold and complicate missile defense and warning efforts. The DF-5
has an estimated range of over 12,875 kilometers (8,000 miles). Chinese
launch crews operate very few of these missiles, less than fifty.
The next generation of ballistic missile is China’s DF-31 series. This solid
fueled ICBM class is a road-mobile missile that will complicate potential targeting and destruction in case of a conflict. Road mobility allows China to
create a survivable strategic deterrent against the United States or Russia. Observers have noted that the Chinese have tested the DF-31 with multiple RVs
that include decoys that can target separate locations. This MIRV capability,
with its reported road mobility, offers the Chinese the ability to reduce the
number of deployed weapons. Beijing can use these resources to build other
military systems while maintaining a potent nuclear capability against potential foes. Still, China faces many technical challenges to building an accurate guidance system and significant expense to deploy a MIRV system in a
road-mobile or SLBM force. The DF-31 has a limited range of about 7,240
kilometers (4,500 miles). China also has experimented with an expandedrange DF-31, the DF-31A, that will increase its range to 11,260 kilometers
(7,000 miles). China’s military leaders have not deployed either missile.
China operates SLBMs. Chinese navy forces have a single Xia-class SSBN
that operates twelve solid fueled JL-1s. The JL-1 has a limit of less than 2,000
kilometers (1,200 miles). These medium-range JL-1s, unless patrolling off
shore to the United States, do not have sufficient range to hit the United
States. However, China has continued to develop a longer-range JL-2 that is
supposed to quadruple the range of the JL-1. This three-stage weapon will
carry a single RV. The Chinese development of MIRV capability could turn
these SLBMs into multiple RV carriers that create a much larger strategic force
than the few SLBMs that China would probably field.
SRBMs are not a threat to American bases. However, China’s desire to reunify Taiwan under its control poses a different threat. Hundreds of conventional SRBMs can saturate Taiwanese military bases and key economic or
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political targets. These missiles avoid the international scrutiny of their
longer-ranged, nuclear armed brethren. If the United States decides to aid Taiwan during an invasion by China, then American forces might not be able to
defend Taiwan if the Chinese army uses hundreds of SRBMs. Chinese forces
operate road-mobile SRBMs that can complicate efforts to search and destroy
these TELs.

RUSSIA’S STRATEGIC BALLISTIC MISSILE FORCE
The Russian Federation continues to have the largest nuclear-armed ballistic missile force that threatens the United States. Russia has the only
nuclear-capable force that could destroy this nation. The Russian nuclear
force is a shadow of its former self, however. The Soviet Union dissolved in
1991, which reduced the need for some ballistic missiles; Belarus and Ukraine
received some of the force. Economic problems, arms control treaties, old systems, failed missile programs, and other issues forced reductions in these
weapons. Russia still possesses several hundred ICBMs and SLBMs, to
threaten the United States. Russia maintains less than 500 ICBMs and about
a dozen SSBNs that carry over 200 SLBMs. Like the United States, Russia does
not field IRBM or MRBM systems due to arms control agreements. Russia
has the technical capability, experience, production facilities, and desire to
continue to expand and build new ICBMs. Russian military units still field a
number of SRBMs, like the SCUD, that support battlefield operations.
Russia also faces a significant problem with its ICBM production base.
When the Soviet Union dissolved, Ukraine became an independent nation.
Ukraine’s industrial east was the site for the former Soviet Union’s ballistic
missile production. As the Ukraine turns to the West and possible NATO
membership, the Russians face problems finding a secure source for new and
current weapon systems. This issue has forced Moscow to choose its new developments carefully and maintain its force with a limited source of spare
parts and components.
Although the Russian Federation has deployed hundreds of silo-based and
rail- and road-mobile missiles, it faces a more serious threat. The lack of funding has forced the Russian military to reduce security and protection of its
ballistic missile force and nuclear material. This situation has raised questions
about an accidental launch or loss of these types of vehicles to parties willing
to make an unauthorized launch. Russia’s past economic difficulties have created a situation where scientists and technicians with delivery vehicles and
nuclear weapons can sell their services to other countries. Crime and corruption have led to charges of pilferage of nuclear materials at less secure facilities and have created problems as nations seek these materials to use as a
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nuclear or radiological weapon for ballistic missiles or delivery through other
means. Poor economic conditions and the cost of maintaining an aging force
have caused Russia to question the reliability and readiness of its missile force.
As parts fail, Russia’s maintenance crews and resources will have limited options to keep their missiles operational.
The Russian government is also wary of NATO expansion on Russia’s European border. Russia’s traditional fears of containment by potential enemies
add to the concerns about maintaining a large ICBM and SLBM force. Like
other nations in the post–cold war era, Russia wants to maintain an image of
a global power and needs visible signs to illustrate this status, such as ICBMs
and SLBMs. Given the expense of keeping a large conventional or a smaller
ballistic missile force, Moscow must balance keeping a well-trained army to
fight possible terrorists from Chechnya with sustaining its nuclear armed missile force.
Russia maintains a force of aging Soviet-era ICBMs. Eventually, these
ICBMs will need replacement. Russia’s Strategic Rocket Forces is forced to extend the life of older liquid fueled, silo-based RS-20 (named SS-18 “Satan” by
NATO) and RS-18 (SS-19 “Stiletto”) missiles. The Russian Strategic Rocket
Forces also fields a few rail-mobile SS-24 Scalpel systems. The aging singlewarhead RS-12M Topol (SS-25 “Sickle”), a three-staged, solid fueled, roadmobile system, is also being maintained as an operational system. Russia now
fields the SS-27, a modification of the SS-25. This weapon has an interesting
capability, the ability to use a maneuvering RV that can change its ballistic
path. This ability has a tremendous effect on missile defense efforts. For example, a missile defense system might not be able to track an RV to intercept
it. Predicting the SS-27’s flight path is critical for early warning, tracking, targeting, and interception of a warhead.
Russia’s submarine force maintains an SLBM force, but it has been in decline for years. Russian naval forces have shed ships and submarines to preserve a limited number of operating vessels. The Russian Pacific fleet
maintains aged Delta III and IV submarines. Russia’s SLBM fleet counts over
a dozen boats, but it once deployed over sixty submarines. Even its most current submarine class, the Typhoon, has maintenance and training problems.
Russia may decide to decommission the Typhoon. Poor maintenance and
training programs are common among the Russian navy and submarine
force. In August 2000, the Russian cruise missile submarine Kursk sank with
all hands on board. Reduced SSBN patrols due to a lack of funds have brought
into question the future of Russian SSBNs.
Russia’s SLBM force operates from its Northern and Pacific fleets. Russia
operates a combination of liquid and solid fueled ballistic missiles at sea.
These weapons all have MIRV capability. They operate the RSM-50 Volna (SS-
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N-18 “Stingray”), RSM-52 (SS-N-20 “Sturgeon”), and RSM-54 “Shetal (SSN-23 “Skiff ”) systems. Russian navy officials have tried to improve their force
by improving the SS-N-23 and a modified SS-27 Topol M solid fueled SLBM.
Additionally, the Russian navy wants a new SSBN class to carry these new missiles and improve the navy’s ability to increase its operational capability.
Russia’s economic difficulties and aging of equipment have not slowed all
efforts to improve the Strategic Rocket Forces. Russia’s fears of having its ballistic missile force become obsolete have intensified since the United States’
abrogation of the 1972 Anti–Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty. This treaty limited ABM development, testing, and deployment for the United States and the
Soviet Union. Questions about the United States developing a limited ABM
system, to counter accidental launchings or launchings by rogue states, have
not dissuaded Moscow from trying to modernize its ballistic missiles and penaids to overcome the system and ensure Russia’s vision of an effective nuclear force.

BALLISTIC MISSILE PROLIFERATION CONCERNS
After the Cuban Missile Crisis, the United States and the Soviet Union almost came to nuclear blows, but the two nations avoided a nuclear conflict.
Later, throughout the cold war, both nations sought ways to reduce the potential for a nuclear conflict from an accidental launch and to reduce the ballistic missile and nuclear warhead inventory. Today, Russia and the United
States still maintain a nuclear armed missile force, but more nations have nuclear capable forces. The United Kingdom and France field nuclear ballistic
missiles that provide a deterrent against any nation attacking them. Other
countries, such as Iran or North Korea, however, have questionable motives
regarding their systems.
The United States and other nations can approach the proliferation of ballistic missiles with several options. Countries may voluntarily agree to arms
control and disarmament measures to reduce the possibility of their use. Arms
control advocates have a menu of approaches that include limiting the types
of weapons, quality or particular operating capabilities, or when the weapons
are used. Arms control agreements can allow parties to keep certain weapons
or even increase some given the accord’s specifics. Disarmament agreements
can include many possibilities to reduce the number and types of weapons or
eliminate them. Nations can also take a more active role in countering a missile expansion, building more weapons to survive an attack, or a state can develop a defensive capability. Building more weapon systems may provoke an
uncontrolled arms race, and building a missile defense system may motivate
a rival to build more weapons, but a missile defense system does offer a na-
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tion the chance to protect a particular site, whether it is a capital city or troops
in the field. Recently, the explosion of SRBMs and development of potential
ICBMs have focused much attention on national and tactical ballistic missile
defense.
The United States and the Soviet Union largely used arms control to reduce certain capabilities and inventories. Arms control agreements recognized
that both nations would continue to keep these weapons and not fundamentally change their relationship as adversaries. Washington and Moscow agreed
to increase secure and rapid communications via the 1963 Hot-Line Agreement to reduce the threat of miscalculating a potential action that could lead
to nuclear war. This agreement led to further agreements to limit nuclear testing, deployment of nuclear weapons and use in space, and other measures.
One key action was the 1972 Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT).
SALT I was an agreement to impose some limits on land-based ballistic missile deployments, SLBMs, and ABMs (later a separate agreement). The SALT
I agreement allowed the Soviet Union to expand its inventory to a certain ceiling, but the agreement did fix the number of weapons, which curbed the arms
race from spiraling out of control. The Soviet Union could increase certain
missile characteristics, however, such as MIRV capability and improved guidance systems. Still, arms control was the beginning for future negotiations.
This led to agreements to make drastic cuts in nuclear weapons and ballistic
missiles. Washington and Moscow signed the SALT II treaty in 1979, which
laid the groundwork for more reductions. Other agreements, such as the December 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, allowed for the elimination of MRBM and IRBM forces in NATO and the Warsaw Pact.
Cold war arms control agreements allowed the nations to make some significant inroads toward reducing inventories. Elimination of weapons was in
some cases secondary to the ability to negotiate with a rival and achieve some
level of confidence with a potential adversary. Both the United States and the
Soviet Union made agreements about a number of issues. Some success in
arms control between the United States and the Soviet Union does not necessarily translate to success today. Nations that do not seek or are unwilling
to abide by such treaties to reduce deployment or use of these weapons may
make arms control measures obsolete. North Korea and Iran have continued
to build chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons despite repeated international pressure and scrutiny.
North Korea and the United States signed a 1994 Agreed Framework to
stop Pyongyang from producing nuclear fissile materials that could lead to
nuclear weapons. This agreement allowed North Korea to close certain nuclear reactors in exchange for funding from the United States and other nations to build other reactors that would not produce weapons-grade
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plutonium. The United States allowed oil shipments to North Korea to ensure it an energy supply while the nuclear reactors were off line. The agreement called for substitute nuclear plants to be built that would not produce
nuclear fissile materials. North Korea abrogated the treaty and claimed to have
built several nuclear weapons. They want to reopen the closed nuclear plants.
North Korea allows limited international contact within its borders, and so
there is little certainty about this claim or others, including its ballistic missile force.
Arms control agreements with nations like those with North Korea may
not work. In some cases, an agreement may provide false expectations and
even allow countries like North Korea or Iran added time to develop their
weapons programs. One method to limit their capability is to ensure those
states do not receive economic or technical aid to further their proposed programs.
Agreements between nations do not have to limit missile systems or their
capabilities just between the signatories. Countries may decide to limit certain actions with other nations that are not a party to these agreements. A
state could decide, along with others, not to sell ballistic missile systems, components, or technology to third parties. A nonproliferation agreement can
help stop the spread of certain weapons. The 1987 Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) tries to limit the spread or proliferation of missiles to
countries. Unfortunately, in limiting certain technologies it is not easy to determine what solely affects ballistic missile development. For example, microchips that legitimate computer users could apply to industrial processes
can also be used to miniaturize or improve guidance or other systems for ballistic missiles. Additionally, the 1987 MTCR tries to shape an environment
that may change at any time. International relationships between countries
can change rapidly. Since the 1987 MTCR signing, the Soviet Union is no
longer a sovereign nation. New allies, economic demands, and other considerations may force a signatory to sell technology. Once an agreement has been
breached, other nations may decide to sell technology, since another party
may get the missile technology anyway. Still, signing such agreements may put
international pressure on possible sellers of such weapons and build trust between parties.
Countries may not wish to depend on others for their security. These nations may use counterproliferation means to ensure their security by creating systems to defend themselves against a rival’s ballistic missile force. These
measures normally center on creating a defensive capability to reduce the effect of a ballistic missile attack. Defensive measures can include passive or active means. Passive measures might include building a civil defense system.
These activities attempt to protect citizens and infrastructure from a nuclear

Delta III. The Soviet Navy copied the United States’ SLBM introduction. While the U.S. Navy focused on solid fuel missiles,
the Soviets choose liquid fuel missiles. Delta III class SLBMs continue to serve the Russian Federation’s Navy. (Courtesy,
U.S. Navy)
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attack and include warning, mass evacuation, constructing shelters, making
components impervious to the effects from a nuclear explosion, and other
activities. Active defenses involve measures to defeat a missile attack by trying to disable or destroy the system in flight. ABM deployment is an example
of an active defense. Military forces can try to shoot down a missile, as the
United States did with Patriot vehicles during the 1991 Gulf War. Many of the
active defense measures against missiles have centered on developing ABMs,
directed energy weapons that are land based or airborne, and space defense
efforts.
Active defense measures are the more contentious of the two types of actions. A nation may wish to develop a nuclear force to deter a nation from
taking an aggressive stance. The presence of an effective ABM that might mute
the deployment of a country’s powerful, nuclear armed force might put pressure on a country to build even more missile systems and precipitate an arms
race. An ABM’s presence could thus send countries that have a delicate balance of power into a destabilized relationship that has broad implications for
their region. Nations might build other types of weapons in lieu of a ballistic missile force, such as chemical or biological weapons, or might build up
larger conventional forces. Likewise, a nation that has an effective ABM system to shield it against a ballistic missile attack might be emboldened to take
an aggressive move. Since the opponent’s missile force would not be an effective deterrent, a foe could launch an attack, especially if the nation with
the missile force had relied primarily on those weapons for its defense. For
example, two missile-armed countries might not attack one another for fear
of retaliation. If one of those nations develops the capability to defeat significantly its foe’s nuclear response with its ABM system, however, then that nation could feel confident enough to launch a preemptive nuclear strike.
ABM development falls under two categories: national and theater missile
defenses. Most concerns focus on national missile defenses, which protect a
country from nuclear devastation and thus help to ensure the country’s survival. ABM systems that can neutralize a nuclear ballistic missile force can
strike fear in countries that are trying to keep their weapon systems in parity. Conversely, tactical missile defenses that are emplaced to protect battlefield forces from conventionally armed missiles are not as contentious.
Protecting large troop concentrations from such attacks or even attacks that
may contain a WMD would not entirely disarm a nation like a national missile defense system. However, this determination is relative. One nation that
uses SRBM or MRBM forces to threaten a neighbor might view the use of an
effective ABM shield as a disarming move, forcing the nation to build more
missile systems to overwhelm the defensive shield or attack its rival before the
ABM system becomes effective.
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There are three windows to intercept a ballistic missile in flight. An ABM
system can try to destroy the missile just after launch in its boost phase, during the RV’s midcourse phase, or in the terminal phase. A missile defense system does not have to be located near an enemy launch point. If a nation
locates its defensive system near the launch point, however, then it can increase warning time and possibly its ability to intercept the missile. Some
ATBM systems may intercept missiles effectively. Other systems, like a spacebased or airborne laser or ship-based system located near the enemy launch
site, could also be effective. In the midcourse phase, an ABM system could attempt to destroy the RV in its ballistic flight to its target. Many of today’s
ABM systems, like the Patriot, try to annihilate the RV while in flight. The
final approach is to try to catch the RV after it has entered the atmosphere.
This last chance effort is time sensitive and requires much detailed information for interception.
Countries can use many types of ABM weapons. They range from nucleartipped interceptors to kinetic energy vehicles that ram a warhead to obliterate it or a directed energy system. The United States and Russia possessed
nuclear-tipped systems designed and built in the past. These nations had nuclear weapons to compensate for inaccurate guidance systems during the period. Advances in technology and issues such as concerns about high-altitude
nuclear effects that would affect civilian and military activities made these systems questionable. Improved guidance allowed development of kinetic vehicles that could strike an RV directly. Countries made lasers, another science
fiction dream, an operational reality. A directed energy weapon would heat
portions of an RV to destroy critical components.
There are several limitations toward building an effective ABM shield. In
the 1991 Persian Gulf War, the United States used the Patriot missile in an
ATBM role. Questions about its effectiveness to track and intercept SCUD
and Al-Husayn missiles created doubt about using tactical ballistic missiles.
Technical issues about the ability to track and intercept many ballistic missiles, in a relatively short time, and their decoys dogged efforts to employ an
effective ABM system. These ABMs used a number of nuclear effects (e.g.,
electromagnetic pulse, radiation, and blast) to damage the incoming RV.
Unfortunately, using such weapons would also damage sensitive satellites in
orbit and disrupt electronic systems on the ground and had the potential to
spread radioactive material that would enter the atmosphere and land on the
surface. Instead, ABM systems have evolved to use a kinetic system. A highspeed interceptor would ram the RV and obliterate it. Other systems could
use an explosive device that creates fragments to damage the warhead.
ABM systems face a host of problems that involve penaids. A nation must
first identify a valid launch and track the missile’s launch point. Countries
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that have access to a dedicated on-orbit satellite warning system could provide sufficient warning and enable them to do this. Once identified, the warning system must distinguish where the RV is located to help with targeting
the warhead. A nation could design a system that has electronic countermeasures that affect detection. Similarly, the warhead might contain decoys or imitations to the RV that could confuse a targeting system. The RV itself could
use materials that reduce its detection to avoid targeting or delay its identification. Engineers could also devise means to deploy components and debris
around the warhead so that it is difficult to detect. Finally, a country could
design its ballistic missiles to dispense chaff or radar-reflective material
around the RV to confuse satellite and ground radars by creating a massive
radar image.
Once identified, the ABM system must quickly react to incoming RVs by
launching interceptors. An enemy’s ballistic missile force could overwhelm an
ABM’s interceptor force or targeting system by sending many weapons or having the system devote limited interceptors to decoys. Because the defending
nation wants to ensure destruction of the incoming warheads, it might send
several interceptors to destroy them. Depending on where the ABM intercepts
the warheads—in boost, mid-course, or terminal phases—the ABM system
might consist of a layered missile defense for both long-range and short-range
interceptor capability to protect a certain area, like a major city.
Nations can also use airborne, space-based, or surface-based directed energy weapons. States can use directed energy weapons to destroy an incoming warhead at the speed of light. Normally, these weapons involve lasers that
can engage multiple targets. Lasers may have a longer range than interceptor
missiles. However, there are also some problems with using this type of ABM.
Inclement weather, such as clouds and rain, can affect the operation of the
laser. Directed energy weapons also require much energy to operate. Large
chemical lasers may need huge quantities of fuel that can affect their mobility on airborne, spaceborne, or shipborne carriers. Stationary land-based systems could store sufficient fuel or use their own electrical power generation
in terms of a nuclear reactor. Aiming lasers, getting sufficient power, forming
the beam to proper shape, and other issues are difficult technical challenges
to use against a fast-moving target. Technical challenges limit the ability to
field operational systems. Adding lasers on space platforms may also force
other countries to deploy weapons in space.
These systems are quite expensive. ABM design, development, testing, and
production require years of effort and funds. Limited defense budgets may
not allow the creation of an ABM and other vital programs. Once built, countries with offensive ballistic missiles would seek less expensive means to circumvent the ABM system. For example, maneuvering RVs, having more and
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better decoys, and saturating the defense by large missile salvos could overwhelm an ABM system. The continual improvement to missile defense requires a sustained effort to stay current with these countermeasures. Because
tactical missiles have smaller payloads, tactical missile defense efforts are less
prone to these problems than national defenses. Countries can still build
many more and cheaper systems, such as the less capable SRBMs, instead of
the larger, costlier ICBMs. For both tactical and national missile defense, there
are difficult problems to overcome.
Today, the United States operates a host of ABM systems. America still operates the Patriot ATBM. It has sold this system to its allies. The U.S. Air Force
has developed and experimented with an airborne chemical laser built on a
modified Boeing 747 airframe. A shipborne missile interceptor is also in development that will allow destruction of a vehicle near its launch point, assuming it is from a coastal power, and great mobility like the airborne system.
The United States has also decided to build a limited national missile defense.
The system has interceptors located at Fort Greely in Alaska and Vandenberg
AFB. This system uses a kinetic vehicle that will hit an RV in mid-course. The
system protects the nations from countries that may posses a few missiles or
from an accidental launch.
Building an effective ABM system would also expand a potential weapon
against another lucrative target, satellites. Today satellites route much of the
world’s communications through low orbiting systems. RVs traveling to their
targets share altitudes that approximate these orbital dimensions. If an ABM
system can track an RV, then it might be able to target a satellite in a known,
predictable orbit. A kinetic kill vehicle or laser could damage the relatively
fragile satellite in orbit. With this capability, another arms race might occur
that would include space control efforts to damage or destroy military and
civilian space satellites.

7
Ballistic Missiles Reinvent
National Strategy and Policy
WHY DID THE UNITED States develop a ballistic missile force? These
weapons were intimately bound with the introduction and expansion of nuclear weapons and the growing cold war competition with the Soviet Union.
As the Soviet Union became a military and political threat to the United
States, Washington examined several ways to ensure that its national interests
were met. Building a large and powerful ballistic missile force was an element
of U.S. national security policy to provide a retaliatory force against the Soviet Union. This policy was based on deterrence; deterrence became an integral part of American foreign policy for decades to assure that the United
States reached a level of stability in an apparently unstable nuclear world.
Deterrence was a goal for national survival for much of the cold war. This
national security concept was quite different from the security measures that
had been adopted before World War II. While the nation survived Pearl Harbor and the early days of Axis victories, the nation sought ways to mobilize
and deploy a force to defeat Germany and Japan. The introduction of nuclear
weapons changed everything. A single atomic bomb could destroy Washington, New York, or another major city in minutes. Fear of massive civilian casualties and destruction of whole cities caused the nation to seek ways to
prevent such an occurrence. World War II had demonstrated the power of
strategic bombardment, especially with atomic strikes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The Soviet Union soon developed a nuclear capability and seemed to
have the political will to use it.
The concept of deterrence is simple. A nation or state can threaten another
country with retaliation for an act, or it can prevent a foe from achieving an
objective. For example, suppose a nation has the capability to launch a massive ballistic missile attack on another. The threatened country can simply
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state as its policy and build as its defense a credible force that promises to
launch a punishing retaliatory attack. The nation that promises to conduct
the counterattack makes the aggressor face a cost or risk greater than any
benefit they would incur from launching an attack. Conversely, the state under
threat could build a means to ensure any aggressive action taken by another
would fail. A nation could have a ballistic missile aimed at its neighbor. If the
neighbor creates an effective defense program to protect itself, then its rival’s
missiles might be rendered useless as a threat. Deterrence rests on the idea
that national leaders see the logic of these arguments and create a stable environment. These national leaders must believe that their foes are rational and
that they will realize the release of nuclear weapons would not result in an
optimal solution. Nations would realize that any benefit of a nuclear attack
was outweighed by its cost. Unfortunately, communications differences, values, internal issues, personalities, and other issues may affect rationality and
thus interfere with deterrence.
A nation that wants to deter another country has several options. First, the
defending country could retaliate against military targets after an attack, such
as by striking ballistic missile or military bases. Second, national leaders can
use counterforce capabilities to destroy another country’s military capability
to deny the aggressor the ability to strike. This would require a preemptive
strike in most cases, however, and requires convincing evidence for a country to initiate. Third, nations could punish a transgressor by hitting more
vulnerable targets that are not related to military capability, like a civilian population. This option, countervalue targeting, may create more damage to an
aggressor than any initial attack on military capabilities and hold the aggressor hostage to massive destruction. Selecting any of these alternatives depends
highly on the values of the opposing country and its leaders.
During the cold war, effective means to deter the Soviet Union’s rapid employment of nuclear weapons amounted to punishment. Building offensive
nuclear forces to counter Soviet ballistic missiles and bombers appeared odd
to many. However, both countries would soon accept this tenuous stability
created by mutual fear of nuclear destruction. Similarly, acquiring an effective defensive force to deny a foe’s ability to use its bomber and missile force
seems questionable. The cost, reliability, and technical feasibility of creating
the capability to shoot down ballistic missiles proved unrealistic at the time.
Protecting millions of individuals through evacuation or building underground shelters also appeared impractical. The only option available to the
United States was to use punishment.
The United States used deterrence as a basis of its national policy along
with its desire to contain the expansion of the Soviet Union. The combination of deterrence and containment of Moscow’s expansion of global com-
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munism became the cornerstone of strategy. Ballistic missiles became a visible sign of deterrence theory. Developing, testing, and deploying more powerful weapon systems and maintaining a high level of readiness helped to
expand the idea that the nation had the capability to conduct a nuclear retaliatory mission successfully. American foreign and military leaders also had
to demonstrate their will to conduct operations. Highly observable and publicized actions to convince the Soviets that the nation had credibility also
added to this image.
Post–World War II activities centered on military demobilization and a return to peace. The world and many nations had faced six years of global war,
and most countries wanted to rebuild from devastation. The United States
fortunately had escaped physical destruction, though it had suffered thousands of casualties. The nation had a nuclear monopoly in 1945 and the only
potential ability to deliver the atomic bomb over long ranges. The Soviet
Union had not appeared initially to be a threat to America; the Soviets had
been allies in the defeat of Nazi Germany and had suffered millions of casualties. This relationship would quickly change as Josef Stalin started to expand
the Soviet Union’s sphere of influence in eastern Europe and continued to
boast about spreading communism around the world.

THE UNITED STATES DEVELOPS A NUCLEAR POLICY
The United States’ nuclear security blanket would soon unravel. By 1949,
the Soviet Union had shattered the United States and the Western powers’
idea of nuclear monopoly by exploding a test weapon in September. The Korean War erupted in 1950, and it demonstrated the Soviets and their communist allies were willing to confront openly the United States in an armed
conflict. In 1953, the Soviets surprised the world by conducting a successful
detonation of a thermonuclear, or hydrogen, bomb. Although the Soviets had
an apparent nuclear arsenal, they did not have a means to deliver it.
Soviet weapons development was still a mystery to U.S. intelligence and
military analysts. However, in their May Day 1954 celebrations, the Soviets
had unveiled a new strategic bomber, the MYA-4 Bison. The Eisenhower administration started to take notice. Despite these events, the United States
maintained its nuclear superiority. U.S. Air Force bomber bases had been built
around the globe that could strike into the Soviet Union; long-range cruise
missiles had the capability of delivering a nuclear payload; and a national air
defense system that included surface-to-air missiles and interceptors was surfacing. If the nation had to conduct nuclear operations, it would prevail with
SAC leading the retaliatory attack. However, a nuclear war would not be costless; millions would die, and physical destruction would be horrendous.
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The nation could not stop the Soviets from building a large nuclear force.
An arms race seemed inevitable between the two superpowers. Eisenhower
had attempted to forestall an arms race with proposed international cooperation under the United Nations’ auspices by December 1953. The policy
floundered. Instead, Eisenhower’s secretary of state, John Foster Dulles, argued that the nation should follow a deterrence policy dubbed “massive retaliation.” Deterrence was based on creating the fear of a nuclear response to
any strike on the United States or its allies. If the Soviet Union or its minions
launched a military action, then the United States could unleash a larger and
sustained nuclear attack that would destroy the nation. This stance allowed
the United States to replace expensive conventional forces with a nuclear
armed force of aircraft and a growing force of ballistic missiles. Unfortunately
for deterrence advocates, credibility of massive retaliation was at issue. Would
the United States actually launch a nuclear attack in response to a minor confrontation? As conventional forces declined, how would the nation fight
minor scraps with the communists or others? Launching a nuclear confrontation against a small nation that crossed America also seemed out of
proportion and would appear as if the nation were fighting an unjust war.
Millions of casualties might occur; both military and innocent civilians would
be killed.
The strategy of massive retaliation allowed the United States to provide a
nuclear umbrella to western Europe, allowing it to base its military forces
around the borders of the Soviet Union, especially in NATO and other countries. Instead of concentrating on protecting only the United States, Washington chose to extend deterrence to other nations. This approach allowed
the United States to aid containment of the growing Soviet Union and its allies. If the Soviets or the Chinese decided to support another bloody Korea,
then the United States would launch a nuclear attack at its choosing. Security
was provided to NATO and other allies worldwide. However, officials started
to question the strategy of massive retaliation. The United States could afford
to use massive retaliation as a centerpiece, but it also depended on nuclear
superiority and a viable force.
By the mid-1950s, the growing Soviet nuclear arsenal caused American national security experts to pause. Could the nation promise a massive retaliation but sustain a nuclear attack in return? Would the nation now put itself
at nuclear risk if western Europe came under attack? Conversely, would western European countries want to be a nuclear target? SAC bomber forces were
vulnerable to attack by being based in Europe, North Africa, and the Pacific.
Perhaps other weapon delivery systems, like ballistic missiles that could
launch at a few minutes’ notice, were better. Strategic bombers and missiles
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might provide a more secure option to support the massive retaliation policy. Missile development proceeded.
Doctrine changed under the Kennedy administration. Military and diplomatic officials had raised credibility issues and moral concerns about unleashing nuclear weapons that had dogged massive retaliation as a national
policy during the Eisenhower administration. The United States tried to inject more capability into the military by diversifying its military forces with
more conventional forces and smaller-yield nuclear weapons under a policy
called flexible response. Nuclear weapon release was possible, but would be
used in response to a battlefield situation instead of striking into the heart of
the United States or Soviet Union. Instead of relying largely on nuclear
weapons and their delivery systems, the nation would adjust its response as
appropriate to the situation. It was hoped that such a limited nuclear response
would not expand to a larger-scale exchange of ICBMs. Still, the United States
had to maintain its range of strategic options, and Kennedy had charged
Eisenhower with allowing a “missile gap” to appear between the United States
and the Soviet Union. Despite the expansion of conventional forces, Kennedy
had to expand land-based ICBMs and maintain a modern SLBM fleet. The
United States could still maintain a deterrent effect with all forces.
The country was secure, but the strategic calculus changed between the
United States and the Soviet Union. Through the 1960s, Soviet engineers and
scientists had perfected several ballistic missile technologies that the United
States had experimented with: MIRVs, solid fueled propellants, and mobile
launchers. Moscow was building more and improved missiles that seemed to
overtake the United States. Washington started to fall from a position of nuclear superiority to one of inferiority. To maintain deterrence, the nation had
to look at a new policy. How could Washington prevent Moscow from using
its nuclear superiority to launch a preemptive nuclear attack? Soviet national
leaders might believe that they could destroy the United States’ nuclear capability in a quick, massive, surprise strike. If the Soviets could build an adequate defensive system that included ABMs, dispersing industry and
populations, and other measures, then Moscow might win a nuclear war despite a weakened American military response.

MAD RULES NUCLEAR WEAPONS
In reaction to growing Soviet strength, the United States had to change
strategies. How much the Soviets would be willing to suffer occupied the
minds of strategic decision makers. Would Moscow risk losing 40 to 50 percent of its population if the United States could respond with a successful re-
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taliatory attack? Robert McNamara pushed the concept of assured destruction: a few nuclear weapons would threaten to destroy a foe’s highly valued
targets if that foe initiated a nuclear attack. Although McNamara oversaw the
expansion of the ballistic missile force under Kennedy, the process was expensive, and the flexible response doctrine required funds for a host of other
systems and conventional forces. The Kennedy administration also had other
priorities, which ranged from a lunar landing to social programs.
The United States soon refined its deterrence strategy to include the concept of mutually assured destruction (MAD). MAD could sustain strategic
stability by creating the capability to launch a nuclear response that would
destroy the Soviet Union. The counterforce strategy in place during the
United States’ nuclear superiority offered ample opportunity to destroy the
limited number of targets that could strike the United States or its allies. Since
the Soviets had not fully developed and dispersed a large number of ballistic
missiles, submarines, and bomber bases, the United States could afford to
limit its attacks to military targets. However, as the Soviet Union’s nuclear
arsenal expanded, the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy had a difficult time accomplishing its counterforce strategy. Trying to reduce significantly civilian
or military targets in the United States became expensive and difficult. Older
weapon systems, like the SAC bomber fleet, faced major challenges to deliver
their nuclear cargoes in Soviet territory given the Soviet Union’s expanded air
defenses.
Despite a large force of ICBMs and SLBMs that would make air defenses
irrelevant and the presence of relatively precise weapons delivery, problems
were still apparent with the counterforce strategy. Titan II carried a nuclear
RV that would deliver a yield of over nine megatons. Given the size of the
blast and residual radiation, any nearby civilian areas would suffer casualties
despite the best efforts to target only military areas. Soviet attacks against ballistic missile bases and SLBM facilities would similarly produce large amounts
of collateral damage. Many ICBM and SLBM bases were located near major
metropolitan areas that would only add to massive civilian casualties. Nuclear
war would bring destruction to countervalue targets regardless of the original intent of destroying counterforce ones.
The assured destruction of civilian targets might be a way out of this
dilemma. Holding hostage another nation by ensuring the destruction of a
large number of military and civilian targets might deter the Soviets from
launching nuclear weapons. The United States could use its existing ICBMs,
SLBMs, and bombers without major modification or expense. It could destroy economic sites that would affect reconstruction or the nation’s wellbeing. If both countries had the ability to destroy one another, then neither
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country would have any motivation to conduct a first strike. MAD would create strategic stability by allowing the fear of a second strike to deter a foe.
The United States maintained a policy of flexible response from the 1960s
onward. The United States deployed and used military forces from simple humanitarian missions to open warfare. The Vietnam War involved the nation’s
military from the early 1960s to the fall of South Vietnam in 1975. During
the heyday of military operations throughout the 1960s, the United States defense budget stripped funds from ballistic missile modifications and further
development. The nation just maintained its ICBM force while the Soviet
Union improved and expanded its ballistic missile force.
Existing ICBMs and SLBMs did not require precision guidance systems;
they had to only deliver a large-yield nuclear weapon to achieve MAD. Such
weapons would destroy large, unprotected areas. Hardened sites, like command and control centers or ICBM silos, might survive, but factories and residential areas would not. MAD allowed the nation to create a deterrent force
that gave security through a change in ballistic missile use and technology.
Building more nuclear weapons or delivery systems would not appreciably increase the value of MAD.
In the late 1960s, advanced technical developments involving ballistic missiles and strategic defenses started to worry Washington and Moscow. MIRV
technology improvements allowed both countries to increase their nuclear capability without building more delivery vehicles. Operational ABM systems
became possible as radar, computing, and guidance technologies matured. If
the United States and the Soviet Union could deploy these systems, then one
nation might be tempted to disarm the other with a nuclear strike and limit
the damage from a second strike with an ABM shield. Arms control initiatives started to address these apparent destabilizing advancements. These actions culminated in the SALT I agreement in 1972 that limited the number
of nuclear weapons possessed by each side.
MAD was not universally accepted. Fears arose in Washington circles that
the Soviet Union might use the United States’ pause to build more and better ballistic missiles. If successful, Moscow could develop a capability to limit
damage to the Soviet Union and destroy any American nuclear retaliatory capability. MAD assumed that both sides would accept the concept that each
nation would be so horrified at the potential for nuclear warfare and its results that they would not launch a nuclear attack. What if one state believed
that nuclear warfare was winnable? Some Soviet military writers expressed the
idea that a nuclear weapon was a viable option for a commander to use on
the battlefield and, by extension, on a national level. If Warsaw Pact forces invaded NATO countries, then either side could use nuclear weapons. Soviet
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military commanders might throw tactical nuclear weapons at NATO forces
to destroy major troop concentrations or air bases. In response, the Americans would release tactical nuclear weapons. Additionally, the United States’
policy of protecting NATO members and other allies with a nuclear umbrella
could extend to the launch of ICBM and SLBM forces. Even the idea of extending a nuclear umbrella was deemed questionable by America’s allies.
Would Washington knowingly risk nuclear destruction of Washington or
Boston for London? The United Kingdom and France, despite their protection under the nuclear umbrella, opted to deploy their own nuclear forces,
including ballistic missiles. Britain’s experiment with Thor evolved into nuclear membership and the desire for an SLBM force. France took the same
approach. The MAD concept started to unravel.
The United States adjusted its policies through the 1970s and the 1980s.
Switching from a counterforce to countervalue strategy raised questions about
targeting civilian populations. Killing millions of innocent civilians was abhorrent to many civilian and military leaders. Under President Richard M.
Nixon, Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger greatly modified MAD. In January 1974, Schlesinger expanded the options that the president could use to
include not only civilian population centers but also a return to counterforce
targets. The Schlesinger Doctrine emphasized escalation control so that a nuclear exchange would not be automatic. Additionally, Schlesinger emphasized
a range of alternatives that were capable of conducting global nuclear war to
a limited exchange that would allow the survival of sufficient weapons to
maintain a deterrent force against any further military attacks. Schlesinger advocated survivable nuclear forces, ICBM capability to rapidly change targeting, RVs that could penetrate hardened sites, and other missile improvements.
Ballistic missile technologies, such as electronics and computer design, became more affordable, and technological advancements allowed the United
States to improve accuracy and MIRV applications. The increased use of electronics and other technologies by commercial firms, together with consumer
demand, stimulated advances in several technologies used in missile development.
Nuclear strategy changed in emphasis during the late 1970s under President Jimmy Carter. Carter believed that the United States maintained sufficient nuclear forces to deter any Soviet threat. However, Carter saw a “window
of vulnerability” because Moscow’s strategic weapon advancements would exceed those of Washington in the 1980s. Carter believed arms control agreements might reduce the threat to the nation by finding common ground with
the Soviets. He unilaterally scrapped several strategic programs, including the
B-1 bomber and other nuclear programs. Soviet political and military leaders took advantage of these conditions and expanded their strategic forces.
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Many events forced change. A rapid Soviet military buildup, Moscow’s invasion of Afghanistan, and expansion of military and diplomatic activities in
Africa and other locations convinced Carter to modify national policy. Détente, a relaxation of tensions that started under Nixon’s attempts at arms
control and SALT I, was not working.
Carter abandoned the concept of MAD and increased defense budgets to
include improving ballistic missiles. Carter’s secretary of defense, Harold
Brown, unveiled a new strategic concept, countervailing strategy, in 1980. This
strategy would allow the United States to fight a protracted nuclear war that
could endure for months. The nation would target top Soviet command centers to take aim at political and military leadership. This strategy expanded
its targets to include nuclear, conventional military, leadership, communications, and economic areas. Some critics believed this countervailing strategy
was an attempt to develop a strategy that would allow the United States to
win a nuclear war.

REAGAN REVERSES AMERICA’S MILITARY DECLINE
By November 1980, a new mood swept Washington and the nation with
the election of Ronald Reagan. Reagan would change the nature of nuclear
strategy. Reagan believed that the United States should conduct relations with
the Soviet Union from a position of strength, not vulnerability. Reagan authorized production of several strategic systems that would challenge previous nuclear policy. Reagan ordered the B-1 back into production and added
military programs. He also used arms control. His arms control efforts initially centered on a phased mutual reduction in delivery systems, particularly
ICBMs. Reagan believed that ICBMs were the most destabilizing element of
the United States’ and Soviet Union’s inventories. To get the Soviet Union to
make meaningful cuts, however, Reagan had to appear credible.
The Reagan administration’s reversal of previous administrations’ allowance of ballistic missile forces to atrophy was a key to getting the Soviets
to make meaningful reductions. Reagan allowed the deployment of IRBMs
and ground-launched cruise missiles, despite massive protests in Europe and
domestic disagreement, which forced the Soviet Union to agree to the 1987
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces treaty that eliminated a whole class of ballistic missiles from both inventories. Reagan also allowed the new Peacekeeper
ICBM and Trident SLBM development to flourish during his administration.
Both weapon systems replaced older ones, giving the United States more capability to hit hardened targets and improved accuracy. Larger and more capable Ohio-class SSBNs that carried the Trident would become more
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survivable. The Soviets would have to negotiate new, more comprehensive
arms control treaties.
Reagan also challenged the widely accepted concept that strategic defenses
would be difficult to achieve. Although the nation had operated a single ABM
system that defended the ICBM silos at Grand Forks AFB, North Dakota, that
system was withdrawn by Nixon due to cost, technical concerns, and questions about the limited number of interceptors. That system was abandoned,
but the Soviets continued to operate an active ABM site near Moscow. Given
the lack of an effective ABM shield to protect its cities, the United States lay
vulnerable and depended on its expanding retaliatory nuclear capability to
achieve stability. The Reagan administration sought to deny the Soviets the
ability to conduct a nuclear attack by proposing the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). SDI would include a combination of ground-based and spacebased systems to intercept incoming ballistic missiles and warheads. SDI (also
euphemistically called “Star Wars”) was intended to protect the United States
and render strategic-range missiles impotent.
SDI would include a massive investment in finding ways to intercept and
destroy incoming ballistic missiles that ranged from interceptors, directed energy weapons, nuclear devices, and associated space support systems. The introduction of these systems would have violated several arms control
agreements, such as the 1972 ABM treaty and its later revision in 1974. The
Soviet government declared that the system was reckless and would destroy
any sense of stability. If Washington could intercept their missiles, then the
Soviets feared that the United States would contemplate a first-strike capability. Washington was not concerned solely about the growing Soviet ballistic missile threat, but also about a possible deployment of directed energy
weapons in space. Although the Soviets had also tried to create an ABM system, they did not have the resources that the United States did to devote to
the system.
By the late 1980s, the Soviet Union was crumbling. Despite a large nuclear
ballistic missile force, the Soviet Union’s military had significant problems
ranging from obsolete equipment and poorly trained and equipped military
personnel to a costly, attritional war in Afghanistan. Warsaw Pact countries
yearned for more freedom and independence from the Soviet Union’s control. New political leadership in Moscow under Mikhail Gorbachev started to
open the once-closed Soviet Union to new political and economic initiatives.
Moscow’s economy was a failure, and it could not support its military. Gorbachev allowed a limited amount of free markets, which spread calls for new
freedoms. After decades of supporting an archaic socialist economy, the Soviet Union was not capable of feeding its own people, nor could it compete
with Western technological advances, except for military systems. SDI and
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Reagan’s military expansion forced Moscow to devote increasing resources
from a constrained economy to a new arms race. These problems and other
issues were too much for Gorbachev, despite his changes, and the Soviet
Union eventually dissolved in 1991.

DETERRENCE SINCE THE COLD WAR
During the cold war, the United States and Soviet Union accepted deterrence and lived with a semblance of strategic stability. The application of deterrence policy evolved from massive retaliation, MAD, and Reagan’s policies.
Today, the United States and Russia have decreased their nuclear arsenals.
However, other nations have improved and increased their ballistic missile
forces. Could deterrence theory work with other nations to reduce the threat
of a nuclear, biological, or chemical attack? During the War of the Cities between Iran and Iraq, neither side was concerned about the release of ballistic
missiles on their capitals and other civilian targets. Fortunately, neither side
released a chemical agent or other WMD.
Since the Soviet Union’s demise, the United States tried to extend its policy of deterrence against nations that possess ballistic missiles. However, seeking a common deterrent policy against a rising number of nations proved
difficult. The Clinton administration considered nuclear weapons and these
delivery systems as waning instruments of military capability. Ballistic missiles were important to attaining a credible deterrent, but other military capabilities provided options.
President George W. Bush has reversed much deterrence policy by choosing another option, preemption. This policy allows the nation to launch a military attack if it believes that it is under imminent threat, thereby avoiding a
devastating attack. Assuming that an imminent attack could be proven without doubt, the country could use a range of weapons against its foe. The fear
of a potential nuclear strike might prevent the enemy from preparing or contemplating an attack. Building a large force of ballistic missiles might not only
bring a country’s leadership national pride but also signal a potential military
action against it. Critics might argue that developing a preemption policy
might force an enemy to attack early or hide its capability. Still, adding more
uncertainty to a foe’s calculation on the United States’ reaction to a massive
ballistic missile deployment or attack may cause a nation to pause and think.
The United States still faces several potential foes armed with ballistic missiles. Some nations, such as North Korea, may have only a few weapons but
could strike a host of targets, from Asia to the United States. Regional powers that have missile forces that can strike American interests abroad may not
pose a threat to a vital target in America but may hit a military base overseas

Pershing II launch. The Pershing II mobile ballistic missile provided an extremely accurate, long-range
delivery system that could hit targets in western Soviet Union from Germany. This and other weapons
were eliminated from Washington and Moscow’s arsenal in the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces
Treaty in 1987. (Courtesy, U.S. Army)
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or a key ally. Before the end of the cold war, although many nations started
building delivery vehicles with potential WMD capability, the United States’
focus was squarely on the Soviet Union. After the cold war, countries with
different national interests and motivations than the Soviet Union appeared
as threats not necessarily to the existence of the United States but to U.S. regional interests. Russia and China maintain a nuclear strike capability that
could conduct a significant attack directly on the United States. So far, deterrence strategies have worked with these nations.
The most important assumption about deterrence is the presence of rational actors. Is this assumption a valid one for nations like North Korea and
Iran? Do national leaders act rationally, at least in the eyes of leadership, or
do they have other motivations or influences acting upon them? One needs
to consider why nations possess a ballistic missile inventory. The rationale for
such a force can come from several avenues that include national defense, trying to establish a capability to bargain, a source of national pride, the desire
to create a less expensive means of defense, and other reasons. Deterrence may
not be as easy for the United States today compared to the era of the cold war.
“Rational” leaders who fear their loss of position from an oppressed population are fueled by religious zeal, are influenced by historic hatred, or are motivated by some other rationale may not be deterred by the idea of a
counterstrike of ballistic missiles. Deterrence policies that worked for Washington against the Soviet Union may find little in common against all the parties today that have these systems. Unfortunately, the number of nations that
have the capability to launch an attack against the continental United States
will grow.
Many nations today can use their ballistic missile force to counter American military strength in a region. These nations present a threat of massive
damage against an ally, but little threat to America herself. Washington may
not want to risk releasing ICBMs or SLBMs against a regional power. However, if a regional power has few vital targets within its borders or its leadership is willing to lose much of its population, then it could deter the United
States by threatening to destroy a major American city with a single ICBM
carrying a nuclear warhead. The nation with the less capable military force
can now hold Washington hostage against taking action. Ballistic missiles have
allowed nations that once relied on a policy of defense to switch to one of an
offense. Offensive capabilities can allow countries to become more aggressive
and bring nations closer to open warfare.
Other nations may be harder to evaluate, and discerning their nuclear
strategy may be more difficult. Iran is led by a fundamentalist Islamic government. If Iran’s motivation is to unify all of the Middle East under its brand
of Islam and destroy Israel, then deterrence may not be an appropriate pol-
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icy to attempt with Tehran. The Iranian government’s motivation and incentive to develop nuclear-capable systems might not be solely to protect Iran
against an attack.
Finding out why leaders want ballistic missiles may provide insight into
the rationality of these leaders. The United States could then establish an appropriate strategy or policy that might influence a leader not to use a ballistic missile force except in self-defense. Unfortunately, Washington may not be
able to maintain a single, all-encompassing deterrent policy as it did during
the cold war, when it could concentrate its diplomatic and military efforts
against a single player. The United States may face a more complex environment that calls for a set of individual policies crafted for particular cases. This
will require blending a range of military, economic, diplomatic, and other
means to reduce the chance of a ballistic missile release.

8
Ballistic Missiles and the
Impact of Technology
BALLISTIC MISSILE OPERATIONS IN World War II were noticed by the Allied powers as a potential weapon. However, missile development by Washington languished for lack of funds and technical issues through the early
1950s. After the Soviet Union launched Sputnik on October 4, 1957, the
United States rushed into a program to develop these weapons. Not only did
the nation develop ICBMs, but it also developed commercial technology as a
side benefit. Space development, electronics, and a host of civilian applications were created. Today, ballistic missiles still require specialized military development, but commercial technology can be used by nations that do not
possess the capability to design delivery vehicles independently. Globalization
and the availability of information by the Internet and other sources can make
commercial technology and components widely available to purchasers.
These developments have also made commercial technology and components
a weapon to be used against the United States.
Weapon system development depends heavily on technology. Technology,
the application of science or knowledge to overcome a problem, can result
from a focused effort by design to solve a particular problem. Weapon development may be costly and time consuming because much of the necessary
technology may be unknown and scientists might have to overcome many obstacles by solving complex problems. The arrival of new devices or weapons
can require existing technology to solve a problem. This approach has an opposite evolution: commercial development or existing technology leads engineers to adopt it as a weapon. Frequently the emergence of technology has
come as a surprise and military applications are then discovered. Today, ballistic missile development has elements of directed military technology and
the application of available commercial products.
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DOUBTS ABOUT BALLISTIC MISSILES
After World War II, the U.S. military believed it had a monopoly on atomic
bombs and delivery systems. This advantage included not only the number
of weapons, but also the technology that would enable the military to replicate and improve their capability. The U.S. economy had provided a great edge
to the Allies in World War II by its massive industrial mobilization and undisturbed production of weapon programs. Military planners believed if the Soviet Union dared to attack the United States, Washington could replicate
sufficient military capability to defeat the Soviets.
This attitude prevailed through 1950. Although the V-2 demonstrated the
ballistic missile’s technical feasibility, it still had its scientific critics. The field
of guided missiles was in its infancy. Lack of technology to create guidance
systems to ensure accuracy was an impediment to acceptance. German failure to send V-2s within miles of London echoed the criticism of many that
future ballistic missiles would not hit their targets and was a waste of limited
funds. Additionally, the missiles available in the 1940s were small. Scientific
and engineering pitfalls regarding rocket propulsion systems seemed to limit
their size and corresponding range. Dreams of an ICBM appeared limited to
science fiction. Other concerns centered on the lifting capability of future missiles and its ability to carry and safely reenter a nuclear payload.
The basic technical feasibility of building a ballistic missile had been
demonstrated, but scientists faced challenges to create more and improved
technologies. A ballistic missile by itself does not constitute a weapon. The
delivery vehicle is only a part of a system of components that has the objective of delivering a payload to a target. In this case, a nuclear weapon was the
goal in the 1950s. Although the missile was a transportation system, it was a
key element of the system. Within the missile are system components that
need to operate together. Each component requires specialized technologies.
The story of ballistic missile development depended on several events and
discoveries, many based on technology. For example, the U.S. government’s
assumption of having to use large nuclear weapons limited ballistic missile
capability. Technical advancements in guidance technology, smaller nuclear
weapon size, and the demonstrated ability to lift a large nuclear payload over
intercontinental ranges were great enhancements. By 1950, Atomic Energy
Commission’s scientists had made lightweight nuclear weapons with improved yields. Other activities involved political events. The Soviets exploded
an atomic bomb in 1949 that dashed the United States’ nuclear monopoly and
supported Moscow’s claims that it was going to produce many nuclear
weapons to challenge Washington. The Berlin Blockade and Korean War
showed the determination of the Soviet Union to challenge the free world.
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New technology involving electronics had evolved to make many of the components feasible for long-range missiles.
Ballistic missile development did not stop after 1945. Despite the technical challenges about its potential, missile development continued. Instead of
a crash program, an evolutionary approach toward building missiles took
place. A slow advancement from the single-stage V-2 to the larger threeengine-powered Atlas seemed possible. The United States and its air force had
time to build a ballistic missile while the nation basked in its nuclear superiority. Similarly, the U.S. Air Force could reduce technical risk and save funds
by this slower development effort. This technical development path could also
allow the air force to await a firm requirement for the ICBM before it applied
its efforts to build the vehicle.
The United States’ land-based ballistic missile development was aided by
many concurrent technological efforts. Cruise missile engine development,
SRBM tactical missile advancement, nuclear weapon yield, miniaturization
progress, and other related ventures slowly helped build technology for the
ballistic missile. One aspect that further mobilized American science and technology was information coming from German scientists returning from the
Soviet Union. Moscow had, at the end of the war, forced technical personnel
to work on Soviet missile programs. Soviet military authorities had uprooted
whole factories, components, and people to the east. Returning German scientists, after years of forced labor, claimed that the Soviets were concentrating on long-range ballistic missiles. These advancements created some
concern among the missile research and development community in 1953.
Within three years, after Sputnik, this concern would turn into panic.

NEW CONCEPTS FOR BALLISTIC MISSILE DEVELOPMENT
The U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Navy viewed ballistic missile development
unlike the development of previous weapons. The air force and the navy had
to ensure that a number of systems would operate to create a working nuclear delivery system. The height of a systems approach involved the navy’s
development of a nuclear-powered SSBN that enclosed a SLBM to transport
it to a launch point. Similarly, technologies that involved communications,
security, guidance, nuclear devices, and a host of systems needed design, research, development, production, and maintenance. These functions created
special relationships that the services did not have to consider before. These
relationships involved a wider list of participants, new management techniques, and a realization that a change in technology can significantly change
a new weapon.
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These complex systems depended on a host of technologies and scientific
support that neither service controlled. Despite the presence of laboratories,
test ranges, and arsenals, the air force and navy had to rely on private industrial contractors to develop many of the key technologies and components for
missiles and other programs. Previous weapon development had relied on a
single contractor, or the government conducted development and production
at an arsenal or laboratory. The sheer size and reliance on new technologies
that were unfamiliar to government agencies forced changes. Research and
development organizations that focused on technology became prominent.
The air force used the Western Development Division in Los Angeles, which
later became the Ballistic Missile Division. The creation of these organizations
centered on the growing aircraft and defense industry in California, especially
around Los Angeles. The air force even encouraged private firms to enter the
ballistic missile field. WDD air force officers also relied increasingly on contractor support to actively manage subcontractors and other activities for
missile development.
Technical risks and development became a shared responsibility between
government leaders, military officers, scientists, and contracting officials. All
parties involved had to ensure adherence to multiple designs, production
schedules, testing, and development. The air force and the navy used applications of organizational behavior, optimal planning techniques, and other
techniques to maximize production while minimizing time and cost for these
systems. The navy introduced its program evaluation and review technique
(PERT) that revolutionized program management of large, complex acquisitions or activities. PERT allowed managers to find critical pathways, shift activities without loss of scheduled completion, and perform other actions.
Applied science and technology were managed through a new lexicon of efficiency and effectiveness.
The reliance on contractors and schedules also forced air force and navy
managers into tighter control over development. Scientists and engineers
needed a more focused path to document changes in design to ensure accountability and to better track system failures for repair. Still, the rush to
complete ballistic missiles, the size of the programs, and the complexity of integrating components created problems. In the early period of ICBM development, scientists and engineers in the Western Development Division
attempted to meet schedules by building systems without adequate controls
over technical and contractual matters. Development was slowed by mistakes
in design and testing. Later efforts by Ballistic Missile Division personnel that
instituted better program management oversight allowed for more control
over activities, which reduced design flaws and cost overruns.
One of the most important technical changes that shaped ballistic missiles
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was not a deliberate air force or navy design. The Atomic Energy Commission’s development of lighter nuclear weapons was an unforeseen technical
advantage. Aside from Soviet fears of similar missile development, the reduction in weight of nuclear weapons energized the debate about the future
of the ICBM. Building a huge missile was possible before this discovery, but
the relatively heavy nuclear warhead would limit range or would force designers to build very accurate systems to put a much smaller nuclear yield on
target. The unexpected technical advancement of reduced-size nuclear
weapons allowed scientists to expand range while keeping a relatively largeyield weapon on the vehicle. Accuracy was not as important if the air force
or navy could deliver a warhead that weighed less but delivered the same nuclear yield near the target. This unexpected discovery changed the face of
ICBM and other weapons development.
The navy had attempted to push SLBM development in the mid-1950s.
However, the relatively heavy nuclear warheads would force the use of large
liquid fueled propellant ballistic missiles that made SLBMs problematic for
safety and operational use in submarines. Instead, the smaller-yield nuclear
weapons allowed a new missile technology to be considered, solid propellants.
Solid propellant technology was in its infancy, but acquired a new emphasis.
The air force, seeing the navy’s success in solid fuels, encouraged its use on
Minuteman.
Other ballistic missile concepts flourished. The navy accomplished the
same mission as a larger land-based ICBM with its mobile SSBNs and multiple reentry vehicles (MRVs). MRVs could place several small RVs near a target to ensure its destruction. This development gave new muscle to the navy’s
fleet. An SLBM’s MRV payload would spread out in a pattern, and it exploded
on or around the target to create blast and heat effects that could provide an
impact similar to that of a large warhead. Multiple RVs complicated enemy
early warning and possible defensive measures. Additionally, scientists and engineers started to examine the possibility of using separate RVs against different targets. SLBMs also allowed the navy to hit targets deep within a nation.
This capability allowed navy leadership to provide additional strategic options
for the nation. Later air force ICBMs would also use this technology.

TECHNOLOGY AFFECTS DEFENSE PLANNING
Ballistic missiles provided a new way to strike an enemy quickly with relative precision and with few effective defenses. This type of delivery system
caused profound changes in strategy. As with the atomic bomb, the United
States had new weapon system that would force new changes to strategy and
national policy. The advent of nuclear armed missiles raised many questions
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about how warfare would be conducted in the future. The horror of war, fighting face-to-face on a battlefield, would be replaced with “push-button” conflict that could ease the start of a war. Similarly, the technical nature of ballistic
missiles and nuclear devices introduced more scientific and academic interest in the development of strategy. Military leaders, shaped by their World
War II experience, had to accept single-use, unmanned weapons that had replaced manned aircraft systems as the primary delivery system of long-range
strategic bombardment.
Some critics feared ballistic missiles would replace armies. Questions arose
about how the nation could select a proper mix of forces. Washington could
not afford to pay for all military forces. The rise of missiles allowed a change
in defense planning; cost became a key ingredient to determining national
strategy. Although questions arose about how many tanks, airplanes, and
ships could be maintained with limited resources, this change in forces was a
major transformation for the United States.
The nature of war had evolved from one of massive industrial production
to one dominated by science and technology. One might argue that World
War II had advanced science and technology so that they became an integral
part of warfare. Germany had introduced the V-2, radar was used for the first
time, and the atomic bomb was used in combat. The United States’ industrial
base and unscathed economy allowed it to produce large amounts of war materials for the Allies. The Americans and Allies used massed forces to deliver
bombing raids over Berlin and Tokyo. Ground forces slowly advanced onto
the Normandy beaches or the Pacific islands to capture the enemy’s capitals.
Now, the nation did not have to expend as many resources, nor did an attack
require the time to mobilize or conduct operations. If nuclear armed ballistic missiles had to be used, then the nature of war would change. No longer
could nations afford to mobilize, fight, and reconstruct the country after the
conflict. Nations had to fight a war with whatever resources they had before
the war. Nuclear weapons could destroy all means of industrial and economic
activities within the country within minutes.
The destruction from nuclear weapons might include massive civilian casualties. Fear of many casualties or great destruction might stop potential aggressors from using these weapons; in effect, weapons would be built that
would never be used except as a threat to intimidate foes. National leaders
could point to chemical weapons as an example. Chemical weapons were used
extensively in World War I. Their horror, forever etched in the minds of national leaders, provided a deterrent against their use in World War II. Nations
were afraid to use poison gas or other chemicals in combat for fear of retaliation. Nuclear weapons could provide the same deterrent.
The United States still had reasons to develop nuclear weapons. These in-
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cluded moves to replace expensive conventional forces with less expensive nuclear ones; air force objectives to demonstrate the power of strategic bombardment and its future as a separate service from the army; and use as an
insurance policy against the rising Soviet Union. After World War II, ballistic
missiles were a mere idea for scientists to tinker with. These vehicles would
have to compete with an air force dominated by bomber pilots, limited budgets, and some organizational resistance to new weapons. Manned bombers
could deliver nuclear bombs and were the mainstay of American strategic projection. This was demonstrated twice in August 1945 over Japan. Still, ballistic missiles offered new ways to think about warfare. Instant reaction, speed
of delivery, ability to penetrate defenses, and low maintenance cost forced the
nation to consider many questions. Bombers, due to their limited range and
vulnerability to air defenses and attack, were forced to share their role of providing nuclear forces in the United States. SAC bombers, while they offered
relatively fast nuclear reaction, were subject to enemy bombardment or were
at the mercy of foreign approval for use on foreign bases. American strategic
bombers, due to their vulnerable location on overseas bases, were forced back
to the continental United States. Bombers appeared capable of attacking their
targets at a snail’s pace relative to an ICBM despite aerial refueling, ability to
recall and change targets, bomber dispersion, and hardened hangars.
Civilian scientists, academics, and firms became the focal point for creating new capabilities. Scientists and engineers created ICBMs with an extensive and methodical improvement program on existing technology and
advancements. Civilians occupied key roles in the design, development, production, use, and strategy of ballistic missiles. Military officers had to share
their once exclusive realm with many.
Ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons forced the top minds in the nation
to focus on the use of these weapons. The military had dropped the atomic
bomb, but the larger-sized nuclear yields and ballistic missiles pushed uniformed and civilian strategists to consider strategies to use these systems.
American military officers had never used ballistic missiles in any extensive
role, especially missiles with intercontinental or nuclear capabilities. The debate on nuclear weapons became complicated after the Soviet Union attained
similar capabilities. Organizations like the think tank RAND Corporation
began to study complex problems that faced the nation, which included ballistic missiles. At first, RAND examined technical issues and later advanced to
other issues. RAND was instrumental in using rational techniques to select
weapons such as systems analysis to compare options and solve problems.
RAND analysts viewed ballistic missiles as an effective, less costly option to
defend the nation as technical issues were solved. Still, systems analysis could
not actually predict cost growth on untested technology. RAND did evaluate
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why ballistic missiles were a viable solution, but scientists and academics also
commented on how to use the missiles.
Systems analysis started to make inroads into strategy development. Military and civilian strategists had to compare competing options to meet common objectives. A rational system to compare different weapons became a key
component in justifying them to a cost-conscious government and public.
Money, time, and technological advances became more intertwined with
strategy development. Although RAND and other similar think tanks examined weapons concepts, the birth of systems analysis fundamentally changed
weapons development and opened the once-closed world of military strategy
to new eyes, those of scientists and engineers. Systems analysis and comparisons of dissimilar weapons and strategies became the norm for weapons use
and budgetary comparisons of systems.
As new technologies developed, Washington had to devise ways to incorporate them into a strategy. Solid fuel propulsion, MIRV advances, greater accuracy, ABM development, and other new devices added capabilities and
challenges to the strategic environment for the United States and the Soviet
Union. During the 1960s and through the 1970s, computer and electronics
technology greatly expanded in depth and scope. Information was processed
at the speed of light, allowing a ballistic missile guidance system to store data
and improve its performance by correcting and improving its RV delivery.
Launch crews could make targeting changes quickly, giving the nation more
flexibility to react to an unexpected attack. Radar and computer advances created conditions where ABM systems could make the detailed tracking processes and discrimination of RVs and their decoys possible to intercept
ballistic missiles and their nuclear cargoes. These technological advances
forced the United States and Soviet Union to change their national strategies.
Arms control, nuclear strategy, and relations between the nations evolved as
the United States developed many new advances, some produced specifically
for ballistic missiles and others adapted for other military uses.

SPACE: A NEW FRONTIER
Ballistic missile requirements changed many other technologies that would
affect the future of key capabilities. National leaders required rapid, accurate,
and global information to detect, decide, communicate, and execute a retaliatory response to an attack by the Soviet Union. Using ground-based radars
located around the Soviet Union’s periphery might be time consuming and
was limited to locations that might not detect a launch against the United
States. Space-based early warning detection systems, communications, and
other intelligence gathering systems were devised and deployed for the strate-
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gic nuclear force. The United States’ desire to push manned and unmanned
space programs demanded new capabilities to lift objects into orbit, especially
after Sputnik and later when Moscow sent a man into orbit. Large booster
systems that could deliver relatively large nuclear payloads thousands of miles
away could also send a satellite or manned space capsule into orbit. Thor,
Atlas, and Titan were only a few of the missiles that evolved from a weapons
delivery system into a space booster system. These advances allowed the nation to venture into a new environment, space.
Missile development fired the imagination among individuals to look beyond the skies. Although scientists, engineers, visionaries, and the public
dreamed about space travel, early rockets were too small and incapable to
reach outside the atmosphere. Before and after World War II, people’s interest spiked about the possibilities of expanded space exploration. During the
1920s and 1930s, rocket technology was immature and space travel was only
a dream. After 1945, the V-2 and other German rocket designs had indicated
the possibility of advancing space travel. However, federal government budget
cuts reduced American dreams of an active space program at the time.
The only practical avenue for United States space interests seemed to involve the U.S. Air Force. The service had a dedicated budget, albeit a small
one, to explore rocketry and potential military satellites. RAND had already
completed several studies on the feasibility of orbiting satellites. The studies
indicated that satellites would also provide a valuable military service. RAND
envisioned the use of satellites to provide surveillance and other activities, like
weather reporting, for the nation. The United States had an apparent nuclear
monopoly over the Soviet Union in the late 1940s, but this advantage started
to erode by the 1950s. Demands for accurate intelligence about the Soviet
Union led to calls for new ways to gather information to gauge Soviet efforts
and activities. Without precise intelligence data, the nation could face total
destruction if the Soviets launched a surprise nuclear attack. Nuclear strategic forces required precise target information and early warning; space satellites gave the United States almost unfettered capability without fear of being
shot down.
The burgeoning ICBM and missile programs provided scientific, technical, and industrial support for space activities. The U.S. Air Force’s Western
Development Division would develop both ballistic missiles and the service’s
initial space efforts. Space launch booster capability was tied directly to missile advancements. Many activities became linked, such as the establishment
of missile launch and test centers at Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg AFB.
Military space activities also led to a host of technological innovations that
would in turn lead to communication, information, weather, navigation, and
other civilian uses.
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Technology to support ballistic missile and space activities became intertwined. Space satellites’ requirements to support the burgeoning missile developments created the opportunity to expand on existing technologies. For
example, ballistic missiles designed to lift a certain payload might not be able
to put an astronaut into orbit. The capsule and extensive life support system
might need a larger booster. Air force and civilian scientists and engineers
started to build larger space boosters from existing missiles. The National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) began a relationship with U.S.
Air Force missile and space experts in their quest to develop a manned space
program and other projects, such as planetary exploration.
Military and civilian advanced technology was shared by several common
threads. Experts shared propulsion, fuel, electronic, and other technical activities in the scientific community. Space created another opportunity for the
air force. While ballistic missiles extended the speed and range of strategic
bombardment, space offered other incentives. Like ICBMs, space was a new
mission for the air force and other services. Spacecraft allowed the service to
fly faster, farther, and higher, themes air force officials would appreciate. Early
air force space efforts included missions to support terrestrial activities but
also extend several traditional ones above the atmosphere. Manned air force
space efforts would later include designs for a manned orbiting laboratory
that could be used for intelligence gathering and a pre–space shuttle orbiting
vehicle, like the X-20 Dyna-Soar. These opportunities could lead to a host of
military missions from antisatellite to strategic bombardment operations.
Unfortunately for the air force, technical and cost issues stopped many early
space programs.
Today, space technology has grown into its own expanding field. Ballistic
missile technology provided the basis for present and future space activities.
Now, the two operations have matured sufficiently to allow many independent paths of development. Space activities would have had a difficult road
to follow, however, without the initial advances in ballistic missile propulsion
and the requirement to support particular functions to protect and warn from
a surprise Soviet nuclear attack.

BALLISTIC MISSILES, TECHNOLOGY, AND CHANGES TO
ORGANIZATION
The rise of ballistic missiles provided new missions and roles for the U.S.
Air Force and U.S. Navy. Government leaders and military officers that once
understood the application of force, from World War II, were now faced with
new challenges that they barely could comprehend. Service components that
did not have a visible or important role now took center stage in the devel-
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opment of American strategic military power. The air force expanded its role
of strategic bombardment to include the possibility of offering the nation a
means to end an entire conflict through strategic-range missiles. The navy extended its reach from the blue water and littoral zones to the heartlands of
continents. Both the air force and navy expanded their influence and prestige
against the once-preeminent army as the primary guardians of the American
security.
By the end of 1945, demobilization among the services had forced active
competition among them for limited budget authority. Each service sought
ways to preserve its organization’s roles and missions. As nuclear weapons became the Eisenhower administration’s tools to economize and secure military
capability, each service sought ways to include these weapons into its force
structure. Army units created cannons capable of firing nuclear armed shells
and single-crewed rockets. The air force concentrated on manned bombers,
cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles. Naval leaders advocated nuclear armed
carrier aircraft and cruise and ballistic missile armed submarines. New programs in the 1950s normally had to have some connection to fighting a nuclear conflict to survive budget hearings.
The U.S. Air Force, and its predecessor the AAF, debated its future before
the advent of nuclear weapons. Air force leadership pondered the question
about the proper role of air power. Many air force officers extolled the role of
strategic bombardment that, according to their claims, significantly degraded
German and Japanese military capability. Others disputed the claim and argued that a more effective role of air power was in support of ground forces
rather than strategic bombing. As the nuclear weapon became the primary
means of achieving security, SAC’s strategic bombardment role rose to prominence. Even tactical aircraft absorbed a limited nuclear mission to fight on a
battlefield. The traditional fighter pilot was fast becoming a nuclear weapons
deliveryman, an SAC appendage. As the air force developed and deployed ballistic missiles into SAC, the role of strategic bombardment advanced further,
and a gap between it and tactical air power widened. This difference would
create a shortage of tactical aircraft during the Vietnam War.
Ballistic missiles provided SAC another avenue to cement its position as
the dominant provider of firepower within the U.S. Air Force and for the nation. Early SAC IRBM and ICBM advocates were met with skepticism by the
bomber pilot–dominated SAC leadership. The Atlas, Thor, and early Titan had
a host of operational deficiencies and readiness concerns. As secondgeneration Titan and the new solid fueled Minuteman systems overcame
many of these concerns to become operational, they gave the air force a
greater nuclear capability than strategic bombers in terms of speed, readiness,
and destructiveness.
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Soviet air defenses improved greatly through the 1960s, and questions
arose about the viability of bomber survival. SAC had acquired a string of
strategic bombers through the early cold war. SAC had its B-52, but it too
seemed vulnerable to modern Soviet advanced radar and surface-to-air missiles. Air force bomber development also became erratic. Several bomber programs were canceled or curtailed due to cost and technical concerns. During
the Vietnam War, SAC B-52 units were pressed into service to conduct conventional bombing missions over Southeast Asia. Although SAC commanders protested the diversion from their strategic nuclear deterrent mission,
B-52s operated from 1965 to 1973. Bombers were losing their clout and SAC
had to rely on ICBMs to carry more of the nuclear retaliatory burden.
The United States came to rely on ballistic missiles for the majority of its
land-based strategic nuclear deterrence. The weapons’ low operating cost and
high degree of readiness convinced advocates to move them from a position
that supplemented the manned bomber to one of arguable preeminence. SAC
was still ruled by the bomber pilot, but the influence of missiles within the
organization grew. SAC flying officers sought opportunities to command ballistic missile units. ICBMs and events transformed the U.S. Air Force into a
more technologically focused organization.
The U.S. Navy, as an organization, had different impacts on its structure
as SLBMs entered its inventory. At the end of World War II, the U.S. Navy
ruled supreme over the seas. Naval leaders had seen the power of surface and
air actions on the outcome of the war in the Pacific and Atlantic. Submarines
had played a major role by isolating the Japanese home islands from critical
resources, but they were largely unseen as the “silent service.” German Uboats, effective early in the war, had turned from the hunter to the hunted
after the U.S. Navy developed effective countermeasures. Battleship and aircraft carrier officers controlled the navy. The navy became the expeditionary
force for the nation and used its combined aircraft carrier, surface fleet, and
Marine Corps amphibious forces to conduct global expeditionary operations.
Despite increasing challenges by the Soviet navy, the American forces had an
almost insurmountable lead in weapons capability, strategy, bases, experience,
leadership, and support to conduct operations. SLBM operations provided a
foot into strategic nuclear operations, but the U.S. Navy did not want the new
capability to challenge its traditional naval role, sea control.
Ballistic missile developments had an effect on the navy, but not to the extent that they had on the air force. Despite their new ability to strike deep
against a foe, surface and naval aviation communities continued to control
the service and dominate its operation. Control of the seas was still the service’s desired primary mission. Surface, submarine, and aircraft carrier forces
also had to contend with the growing Soviet navy that challenged the Amer-
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icans through the cold war as Moscow sought ways to expand in the Atlantic,
Mediterranean, Indian, and Pacific areas.
Still, the U.S. Navy strove to develop its capability to attack the enemy in
other ways. Nuclear propulsion offered a way to reduce support requirements
and expand the operating range for its surface vessels and submarines. Nuclear powered vessels could operate for relatively long periods of time; the
only constraints were the human crews and logistics. This capability would
allow the navy to operate at sea for longer deployments to contain the Soviets. Early experiments with submarines showed great promise. SLBMs provided a major motive to support nuclear propulsion. Submarines could stay
underway without fuel replenishment, which would allow them to stay at sea
undetected. Additionally, SSBNs would continue on patrol for unprecedented
long periods that could reduce any logistical requirements. SSBN development demonstrated that nuclear propulsion safety and operation could be applied further to surface ships and aircraft carriers. This achievement
revolutionized naval warfare.
Nuclear strike capability also allowed the navy to get funding and keep at
least the submarine industry in operation. Organizational survival in the late
1950s helped push the development of the Polaris SLBM and a stake in the
nation’s nuclear retaliatory forces. During the early 1960s, the Kennedy administration’s emphasis was a flexible response and a balanced force. The
combined conventional and nuclear naval forces allowed the service to strike
literally from land, sea, and air against a host of targets in the cold war. This
capability provided a mix of war fighting elements that could support this
new strategy. Unlike the air force’s concentration on strategic bombardment,
the navy was able to use technology to not only extend its primary goal of sea
control but also extend its mission in other directions. This allowed the navy
to adapt from one strategy to another throughout the cold war and beyond.
The air force and the navy had changed their organizational structure, mission, and force structure with the rise of ballistic missiles. These systems enabled the services to seek new abilities that changed the nature of warfare and
the nation’s security policies. New technologies today have forced countries
to seek new capabilities to attain their national interests much like the United
States in the 1950s. How nations deal with these issues can seriously affect not
only how they organize and fight wars, but also how the United States will
develop and use future weapons against them.

BLUNTING AIR POWER
The rise in ballistic missiles has added several complications to potential
U.S. military actions. Aside from nuclear armed systems, conventional mis-
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siles have complicated American military planning. Greater missile capabilities and availability have allowed countries to extend their military reach to
destroy or threaten targets once thought invulnerable. This problem heightens Washington’s concerns about using expeditionary forces where the nation
might have problems gaining access to key areas for military action. Ballistic
missiles could strike American and allied airfields and deny the nation its use
of one of its preeminent military instruments, air power.
As the nation reduces its permanent military bases overseas yet expands
its commitments, the certainty about deploying military forces around the
globe is questionable given the spread of SCUDs and longer-ranged derivatives around the world. In the 1991 Persian Gulf War, the United States and
its coalition partners had an uninterrupted buildup of military forces. Today,
with the Global War on Terror and potential flashpoints in areas never before
considered in its national interests, the United States may not have the ability to build up forces rapidly without being attacked. A foe could delay a U.S.
response and cost the nation its ability to access or defend key ports, airfields,
cities, or other geographic areas.
The United States has a great advantage in the use of air power; few nations could challenge it in an air confrontation. However, aircraft do have a
great vulnerability, when they are on the ground. In the future, nations that
have ballistic missiles could destroy airfields or make them unusable for periods of time that could halt aircraft operations. An enemy would not need
to challenge the United States directly in the skies to control them. An enemy
could eliminate airfields and aircraft by using MRBM or IRBM systems. These
weapons might not even need any WMD release. Instead, they could replace
their warheads with a series of small bombs or cluster munitions that are dispersed along a particular track. If the enemy could launch a salvo of these vehicles, they might overwhelm any ATBM efforts.
This cluster bomb technology is not new, but increased precision could
make cluster bombs more deadly. Today, the desire for improved accuracy can
be met through the use of widely available Global Positioning System (GPS)
receivers. GPS is a constellation of navigational satellites that requires only a
handheld receiver to gather accurate location and timing information. If a
ballistic missile has a system to correct its flight path, then it could deliver a
relatively accurate set of munitions on a target. The weapons might not need
to carry a large amount of munitions.
Cluster bombs (or other weapons like a single warhead or mines) use a
container holding hundreds of bomblets. A SCUD could carry more than 100
cluster bomblets and release them over a target at an altitude of sixty kilometers (about thirty-seven miles). Launching several cluster munitions–
armed ballistic missiles would complicate ATBM efforts. When over a target,
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the cluster bomb releases its bomblets, which spread over a wide area and can
damage personnel or aircraft on a runway. Small bomblets could easily damage thin-skinned aircraft, support vehicles, or personnel. An enemy could use
a salvo of several missiles to dispense the cluster munitions in a pattern or
use a high explosive warhead to crater the runway and limit the use of American air power. A hostile power could do the same against a major port, transportation, logistical base, troop concentration, or other key target.
Two countries, North Korea and Iran, offer situations where ballistic missiles could endanger American and allied forces in a conflict. Both countries
could encourage open conflict in their regions that could involve U.S. forces.
North Korea has been in a virtual state of war since the 1953 armistice ended
open warfare between North Korea and the United Nations. As the nation becomes more entrenched and economically starved, North Korean leadership
might take the opportunity to strike south to gain territory or divert its populace’s suffering against the current regime. The United States operates two
major air bases in South Korea, Osan and Kunsan. The U.S. Air Force also operates bases in Japan and Guam. Marine Corps and U.S. Navy facilities in the
Pacific are also vulnerable. These facilities are well within range of North Korean MRBM and IRBM systems.
Iran may decide to take action against a previous foe, Iraq, or attempt to
spread its version of fundamentalist Islam. Conflict in the Persian Gulf would
not only create problems for peace in the region, but would also affect the
ability to supply oil and natural gas to the world. Iranian forces may wish to
strike aircraft based around the Persian Gulf from Iraq to the United Arab
Emirates. U.S. air forces operate from major air bases in Qatar, Bahrain,
Kuwait, and Turkey. These airfields are vulnerable to potential ballistic missile attack.
There are several countermeasures that the United States could take to reduce the possibility of these attacks on airfields. Like other missile defenses,
these activities include active and passive measures. Active measures normally
include the defeat of enemy missiles before they hit their targets, like additional ATBMs. Another measure that the United States could actively pursue
is jamming or encrypting the GPS signal in certain quadrants. Military units
could still receive encrypted navigational signals to operate, but commercial
and other users would be denied the use of the system. However, Iranian or
North Korean users could use a complementary civil, unencrypted space navigational system, the European Space Agency’s Galileo or the Russian Federation’s GLOSNASS programs, that are similar to GPS.
Passive defenses can take several roles. The most notable is to protect aircraft and personnel from an attack. Perhaps the best possible option is to have
fixed, hardened shelters. However, the United States would have to convince
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a host nation that this is a wise investment. Additionally, building fixed
hangars at one or a few locations might create less flexibility to locate aircraft
at particular locations. Another alternative is using mobile shelters that personnel can construct quickly. Air forces could create dummy airfields to draw
attention away from actual operating runways.
Another method to reduce ballistic missile attacks on airfields is to change
the use of air power. This would include reliance on more long-range aviation assets or putting aviation assets at sea to create a more difficult mobile
target. Longer-range aviation assets or stand-off weapons would need to be
placed well out of reach of ballistic missiles. This will affect the number of
aircraft sorties generated and responsiveness to any enemy actions. This alternative would require more support aircraft, such as tankers, to conduct operations or carry more fuel tanks that would displace the number of weapons
carried. In this way the United States could reduce its vulnerability but would
trade off certain operational capability to reduce the missile threat.
Denial of allied air power by nations like North Korea and Iran could significantly alter the strategic equation in a conflict. If the North Koreans or
Iranians faced American air power with their own meager air forces, they
would probably fail. A new approach, however, using ballistic missiles to attack airfields, despite ATBM efforts, could reverse any air power advantage
that the United States enjoys today. Using conventional weapons, a relatively
poor nation like North Korea could challenge the United States and its allies
to thwart a large-scale invasion.

Appendix: Tables

Soviet/Russian Submarine Launched Ballistic Missiles1
Designation2

Type

Fuel

Maximum
Range (miles)

Weight (lbs)

Warhead3

CEP (miles)4

Entered
Service

200

SS-N-4 (R-13)

MRBM

Liquid

740

57,460

5mt

1.9

1960

SS-N-5 Sark (R-21)

MRBM

Liquid

740

39,780

800kt

1.7

1963

SS-N-6 Serb (R-27)

MRBM

Liquid

1,860

31,380

2350kt

1.2

1967

SS-N-8 Sawfly (RSM-40)

ICBM

Liquid

5,640

73,590

2800kt

1.0

1973

SS-N-17 Snipe (RSM-45)

IRBM

Solid

2,420

59,450

1mt

0.8

1974

SS-N-18 Stingray (R-2S)

ICBM

Liquid

4,960

78,010

7200kt

0.6

1968

SS-N-20 Sturgeon (RSM-52)

ICBM

Solid

5,155

185,560

10100kt

0.3

1982

SS-N-23 Skiff (RSM-54)

ICBM

Liquid

5,145

89,065

4100kt

0.3

1986

This table includes operational ballistic missiles deployed by Soviet or Russian forces.
NATO designation is used to identify the ballistic missile. Soviet/Russian designation is in parentheses.
3
Indicates largest nuclear yield carried by ballistic missile. Yields are measured in kiloton (kt) or megaton (mt). Multiple RV capability is indicated
by the number of RVs  maximum yield.
4
Nominal CEP is in miles. Some ballistic missiles are extremely accurate, as indicated by 0.1 miles.
1
2

Major U.S. Land-Based Ballistic Missiles
Designation

Type

Fuel

Maximum
Range (miles)

Weight (lbs)

Warhead1

CEP2

Service Dates

Corporal M-2

SRBM

Liquid

75

11,000

20kt

n/a

1954–1964

Honest John M-31

SRBM

Solid

23

5,820

40kt

1.1

1954–1979

Redstone SSM-A-14

MRBM

Liquid

200

61,350

2mt

n/a

1958–1966

Sergeant MGM-29

SRBM

Liquid

87

10,000

60kt

n/a

1961–1979

Lance MGM-52

SRBM

Liquid

75

2,850

Pershing I/IA MGM-31A

MRBM

Solid

460

10,275

Pershing II

IRBM

Solid

1,100

16,540

Thor SM-75

IRBM

Liquid

1,500

110,280

1kt

0.2

1972–1992

400kt

0.2

1962–1985

50kt
1.44mt

0.1

1983–1989

2.0

1958–1963
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Jupiter SM-78

IRBM

Liquid

1,500

110,245

1.44mt

0.9

1960–1963

Atlas D SM-65D

ICBM

Liquid

9,000

265,640

1.44mt

2.5

1960–1965

Atlas E SM-65E

ICBM

Liquid

9,000

270,660

4mt

2.3

1960–1965

Atlas F SM-65F

ICBM

Liquid

9,000

270,660

4mt

2.3

1961–1967

Titan I HGM-25A

ICBM

Liquid

6,300

220,000

4mt

0.9

1961–1966

Titan II LGM-25C

ICBM

Liquid

9,300

330,000

9mt

0.5

1963–1987

Minuteman IA/B LGM-30A/B

ICBM

Solid

6,300

65,000

1mt

0.5

1962–1969

Minuteman IB LGM 30B

ICBM

Solid

6,000

65,000

1.2mt

n/a

1965–1974

Minuteman II LGM-30F

ICBM

Solid

7,021

73,000

1.2mt

0.3

1965–1994

Minuteman III LGM-30G

ICBM

Solid

8,083

78,000

3375kt

0.1

1970–Present

Peacekeeper LGM-118

ICBM

Solid

6,000

192,300

10300kt

0.1

1986–2005

1
Indicates largest nuclear yield carried by ballistic missile. Yields are measured in kiloton (kt) or megaton (mt). Multiple RV capability is indicated
by the number of RVs  maximum yield.
2
Nominal CEP is in miles. Some ballistic missiles are extremely accurate, as indicated by 0.1 miles.
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Designation

Type

Employment

Fuel

Range

Weight

Polaris UGM-27 A-1

MRBM

Strategic

Solid

1,380

28,800

600kt

1.1

1960–1965

Polaris UGM-27 A-2

MRBM

Strategic

Solid

1,700

32,500

800kt

0.7

1961–1974

Polaris UGM-27A-3

IRBM

Strategic

Solid

2,880

32,700

3200kt

0.5

1964–1981

Poseidon UGM-73 C-3

IRBM

Strategic

Solid

2,880

64,400

10100kt

0.3

1971–1994

8100kt

0.2

1979–Present

0.1

1988–Present

Trident I UGM-96 C-4

ICBM

Strategic

Solid

4,600

72,600

Trident II UGM-133 D-5

ICBM

Strategic

Solid

7,440

130,600

Warhead

8100–475kt

CEP

Service Dates

Chinese Ballistic Missiles1
Designation2

Maximum
Range (miles)

Weight (lbs)

Warhead3

CEP (miles)4

Entered
Service

Type

Fuel

CSS-1 Dong Feng5 2A (DF-2)

MRBM

Liquid

775

70,720

20kt

1.8

1966

CSS-2 Dong Feng 3/3A (DF-3)

MRBM

Liquid

1,735

141,440

3mt

0.6

1971

CSS-3 Dong Feng 4 (DF-4)

IRBM

Liquid

2,945

181,220

2mt

0.9

1980

CSS-4 Dong Feng 5 (DF-5)

ICBM

Liquid

8,000

404,430

5mt

0.3

1981

CSS-5 Dong Feng 21 (DF-21)

MRBM

Solid

1,200

32,490

250kt

n/a

1987

CSS-6 Dong Feng 15 (DF-15/M-9)

SRBM

Solid

370

13,260

90kt

0.2

1991

Land-Based
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CSS-7 Dong Feng 11 (DF-11/M-11)

SRBM

Solid

175

8,400

90kt

0.4

1992

CSS-8 (M-7)

SRBM

Solid

93

5,855

C, CH

n/a

1992

CSS-9 Dong Feng 31 (DF-31)

ICBM

Solid

4,500

44,100

3100kt

0.2

2004

CSS-N-3 Ju Lang 1 (JL-1)

MRBM

Solid

1,200

32,490

250kt

n/a

1988

CSS-N-5 Ju Lang 2 (JL-2)

ICBM

Solid

4,960

92,820

3150kt

0.2

n/a

SLBM

This table includes operational ballistic missiles deployed by Chinese forces.
NATO designation is used to identify the ballistic missile. Chinese designation is in parentheses.
3
Multiple RV capability is indicated by the number of RVs x maximum yield. Yields are measured in kiloton (kt) or megaton (mt). Missile warheads
carried are shown as conventional (C) or chemical (CH).
4
Nominal CEP is in miles. Some ballistic missiles are extremely accurate, as indicated by 0.1 miles.
5
Dong Feng translates to “East Wind,” and Ju Lang means “Great Wave.”
1
2
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Designation

Type

Fuel

Maximum
Range (miles)

Weight (lbs)

Warhead1

CEP (miles)2

Entered
Service

India
Agni I

MRBM

Solid/Liquid

1,550

41,990

200kt

0.1

1997

Agni II

IRBM

Solid

2,170

35,360

200kt

0.1

2000

Prithvi I (SS-150)

SRBM

Liquid

93

9,725

C

0.2

1998

Prithvi II (SS-250)

SRBM

Liquid

155

9,725

C

0.2

1999

Dhanush (SS-250 SLBM)

SRBM

Liquid

155

9,725

C

0.2

2003

MRBM

Liquid

900

35,915

C, CH, N

1.5

2000

SRBM

Liquid

400

14,145

C

1.9

1988

Iran
Shabab III
Iraq
Al-Husayn

Pakistan
Hatf-1

SRBM

Solid

62

3,305

C, CH

n/a

1992

Hatf-2A (Shardoz)

SRBM

Solid

186

12,125

C, CH

0.1

1992

Hatf-3

SRBM

Solid

496

14,365

C, N

n/a

n/a

Hatf-4 (Shaheen-1)

SRBM

Solid

372

20,995

35kt

0.1

2000

Hatf-5 (Ghauri-1)

MRBM

Liquid

930

35,030

35kt

1.6

1998

Hatf-5A (Ghauri-2)

MRBM

Liquid

1,435

39,340

35kt

n/a

n/a

Hatf-6 (Shaheen-2)

MRBM

Solid

1,550

55,250

35kt

0.2

n/a

No Dong 1

MRBM

Liquid

806

35,910

C, CH, N

1.6

1994

No Dong 2

MRBM

Liquid

930

n/a

C, CH, N

0.2

n/a

Taepo Dong 1

MRBM

Liquid/Solid

1,240

47,960

C, CH, N, B

1.9

n/a

Taepo Dong 2

ICBM

Liquid

3,720

141,440

C, CH, N, B

n/a

n/a

North Korea
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1
Indicates largest nuclear yield carried by ballistic missile. Maximum nuclear yield is indicated. Missile warheads carried are shown as conventional
(C), chemical (CH), biological (B), or nuclear (N).
2
Nominal CEP is in miles. Some ballistic missiles are extremely accurate, as indicated by 0.1 miles.

Soviet/Russian Land-Based Ballistic Missiles1
Designation2

Type

Fuel

Maximum
Range (miles)

Weight (lbs)

Warhead3

CEP (miles)4

Entered
Service
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SS-1 SCUD A (R-11)5

SRBM

Liquid

112

9,700

50kt

1.8

1955

SS-1 SCUD B (R-17)

SRBM

Liquid

180

14,100

70kt

0.3

1965

SS-1 SCUD C

SRBM

Liquid

373

14,100

C, CH, N

0.4

1965

SS-1 SCUD D

SRBM

Liquid

186

45,000

C, CH, N

n/a

1952

SS-3 Shyster (R-5)

MRBM

Liquid

744

63,200

40kt

n/a

1956

SS-4 Sandel (R-12)

MRBM

Liquid

1,250

92,800

1mt

1.5

1958

SS-5 Skean (R-14)

IRBM

Liquid

2,550

77,350

1mt

0.6

1961

SS-6 Sapwood (R-7)

ICBM

Liquid

4,900

552,000

5mt

6.1

1961

SS-7 Saddler (R-16)

ICBM

Liquid

7,130

311,390

5mt

n/a

1962

SS-8 Sasin (R-9)

ICBM

Liquid

7,750

176,800

5mt

n/a

1964

SS-9 Scarp (R-36)

ICBM

Liquid

7,440

117,800

4.5mt

n/a

1966

SS-11 Sego (RS-10)

ICBM

Liquid

6,500

110,720

3200kt

0.7

1966

SS-12 Scaleboard (OTR-22)

SRBM

Solid

560

20,770

0.1

1962

500kt

SS-13 Savage (RS-12)

ICBM

Solid

5,830

112,710

SS-16 Sinner (RS-14)

ICBM

Solid

5,580

97,240

SS-17 Spanker (RS-16)

ICBM

Liquid

6,820

157,130

SS-18 Satan (RS-20)

ICBM

Liquid

6,820

466,530

SS-19 Stiletto (RS-18)

ICBM

Liquid

6,200

233,375

SS-20 Saber (RSD-10)

IRBM

Solid

3,100

79,560

3150kt

SS-21 Scarab (OTR-21)

SRBM

Solid

43

4,420

SS-23 Spider (OTR-23)

SRBM

Solid

310

10,365

SS-24 Scalpel (RS-22)

ICBM

Solid

6,200

230,945

750kt

1.1

1969

1mt

n/a

1965

3200kt

0.2

1975

10500kt

0.2

1975

6500kt

0.2

1975

0.2

1975

100kt

0.1

1976

100kt

0.1

1980

0.1

1987

10500kt

SS-25 Sickle (RS-12M)

ICBM

Solid

6,510

99,670

550kt

0.1

1985

SS-27 Topol M (RS-12M2)

ICBM

Solid

6,525

77,160

550kt

0.2

2000

207

This table includes operational ballistic missiles deployed by Soviet or Russian forces.
NATO designation is used to identify the ballistic missile. Soviet/Russian designation is in parentheses.
3
Indicates largest nuclear yield carried by ballistic missile. Yields are measured in kiloton (kt) or megaton (mt). Multiple RV capability is indicated
by the number of RVs  maximum yield. Missile warheads carried are shown as conventional (C), chemical (CH), biological (B), or nuclear (N).
4
Nominal CEP is in miles. Some ballistic missiles are extremely accurate, as indicated by 0.1 miles.
5
There are many derivatives of the SCUD missile built under license or developed from the system. North Korea, Iraq, China, and others have
modified the SCUD for their purposes.
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